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A b s t r a c t
C lustering of m ultivariate d a ta  is an established problem  of wide application and 
has been of increasing im portance as large and complex d a ta  sets have become more 
commonplace. Model-based clustering, usually employing m ixtures of m ultivariate 
Gaussian distributions, has recently received a great deal of atten tion . Particu larly  
a ttractive  is the probabilistic in terpre tation  of the model and the potential for classifi­
cation of future observations.
Recent advances in Markov chain Monte Carlo (M CM C) have made the Bayesian 
approach to m ixture modelling ra ther attractive. In this thesis, we concentrate on the 
use of Gaussian finite m ixture models to identify clusters in m ultivariate d a ta  sets. The 
possibility of having Markov transitions between states of different dimension in trans- 
dimensional  samplers allows us to  consider the num ber of com ponents as an  unknown 
param eter. Hence, no definite information on the num ber of groups is required. We 
present the results obtained for several multivariate  d a ta  sets when clusters are found 
through the use of the reversible jum p MCMC sam plers, Green [32] and R ichardson 
and Green [51]), and the birth-and-death  MCMC sam pler Stephens [59].
We emphasize the fact th a t, in practical clustering, the description of one group by 
only one com ponent of the m ixture model has proved to be am bitious in m any cases. 
It is often difficult to describe the behavior of d a ta  th a t belong to the same group wdth 
a single m ultivariate normal distribution, or in fact any m ultivariate distribution. One 
suggestion is to attem pt to represent a complex cluster s tru c tu re  as itself a m ixture of 
s tandard  norm al components. To follow this line we restric t the shapes of the norm al 
distributions, allowing simpler param etric forms for each com ponent. A cluster would 
be formed by a subm ixture of components of the resulting fitted m ixture. To define 
the subm ixtures th a t comprise a single cluster the sam pled values for the param eters 
will be post-processed and criteria for subm ixture m em bership applied.
The groups in the d a ta  could then be defined com bining the inform ation obtained 
from the general m ixtures of m ultivariate norm al d istribu tions and the subm ixture 
model.
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Introduction
1.1 C luster analysis
Large m ultivariate d a ta  sets arise in many areas of research. P art of the process to 
obtain useful inform ation from the collected data is to identify the existence of na tu ra l 
groups. T he la tte r is the main objective of cluster analysis, a widely used statistica l 
tool. T here is a large am ount of literature on cluster analysis and classification m ethods. 
C lustering and classification are not described as a well-integrated subject and the 
concept of cluster itself is not very easy to state. Broadly speaking, we are interested 
in the allocation of n  observations into k groups or clusters, where each observation 
belongs to  one and only one group. According to some criterion, the elements th a t 
belong to  the same group are similar and they are dissim ilar to elements from other 
groups. In other words, we are looking for compact groups which a t the same tim e are 
isolated from other groups.
C luster analysis has developed through a collection of m ethods and there are several 
issues th a t make it a difficult problem. Many clustering m ethods impose some structu re  
to the d a ta  and search through the sets of all possible clustering configurations to find 
the one th a t is optim um  in term s of some criterion. Therefore, it is possible to find th a t 
different methodologies lead to different conclusions. W hen a clustering algorithm  is 
applied to a d a ta  set, a classification is obtained, even when the d a ta  do not exhibit a 
natu ra l grouping structure. Spurious groups could be found even in random  d a ta  sets, 
in this context, finding real groups is an im portant problem. M easures of sim ilarity and 
dissim ilarity are required by some methodologies, other m ethods require the num ber of 
groups to be defined before partitioning the data, which is a m ajor problem  in cluster
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analysis. T he researcher often ignores the number of groups present in the population. 
All these are aspects th a t often result in techniques th a t are not based in probability  
models and are difficult to evaluate.
Few of the techniques are based on the use of a probability model in a cluster analysis 
context, which was found useful as bo th  a new m ethod and a way to  understand  when 
the existing methodologies were likely to be successful. C urrently  there is a  lot of 
interest in m odel-based clustering and the literature available is vast over th is and 
related topics. We present a review of some of these papers relevant to our work in 
chapter 2.
In th is thesis, we will consider a Bayesian approach to  model-based clustering using 
a finite m ixture of Gaussian distributions via Markov chain M onte Carlo (M CM C). 
In a m odel-based clustering approach, the d a ta  itself will be allowed to  determ ine the 
characteristics and the num ber of the clusters. Therefore the num ber of com ponents of 
the m ixture model will be considered as an unknown param eter subject to estim ation. 
As a result, the use of MCMC sampling m ethods which allow a change in dim ension 
will be essential. This approach will give us some assessment of the uncertain ty  of the 
clustering results, particularly  for the number of clusters. We are interested in learning 
about th e  perform ance of different sampling m ethods and the adequacy of the model 
for a m ultivariate clustering problem.
In th is chapter we introduce some general concepts required to  follow the develop­
ment of this work. In the following section, we present a general overview of the cluster­
ing m ethods which are widely used. For a thorough presentation of these m ethodologies 
see for example H artigan [37], Gordon [31], Seber [58].
1.1.1 Som e clustering m ethodologies
T he input d a ta  given to  clustering m ethods could be of different classes such as 
p-dim ensional vectors of data , proximity m atrices an d /o r sim ilarity (dissim ilarity) m a­
trices. T he algorithm s th a t search through all clustering configurations are divided in 
H artigan [37] as:
• sorting type, where the d a ta  are sorted and  partitioned  by m eans of only one 
variable;
• switching type, where after a partition, observations could be reallocated into a
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different cluster;
• joining  type, where near clusters are fused to form a new one;
•  splitting type, where further clusters are divided;
• addition type, where a set of clusters is already available and each object is added 
in tu rn ;
• searching type, where it is feasible to search through all eligible cluster structu res 
to select the one th a t satisfies an optimality condition.
Many sim ilarity measures have been used in the literature . If we have a population 
of objects CP, a sim ilarity can be defined as a function th a t m aps fP x !P intolR, satisfying:
0 < crs < 1  V r, s € y
CTr — 1
crs =  1 if and only if r  =  s
C-rs =  C-sr-
It has been argued th a t order relationships are more im portan t th an  num erical 
values, so there is no need for the similarity measure to  be a m etric. A dissim ilarity 
measure can be defined from a similarity measure by considering dTS =  1 — CrS.
C lustering m ethods are often described as one of the three following types: hier- 
archial clustering, partitioning clustering and overlapping clustering. We now give an 
overview of each of these m ethods.
I) H ie r a r c h ic a l  C lu s te r in g .
These m ethods study  d a ta  relationships at different levels, groups are themselves 
grouped into bigger clusters producing in the end a tree of clusters th a t contains the 
set of all observations. The graphical representation of such a  tree is called a den­
drogram. T he tree is built using either an agglomerative algorithm , which s ta rts  w ith 
n  clusters, one observation in each, and ends with the set of all observations, or a 
divisive algorithm , which s ta rts  with one cluster containing all observations and ends 
w ith n  clusters, one observation in each. We briefly describe the hierarchical m ethods 
m entioned above.
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A ) A g g lo m e ra tiv e  m e th o d s .
The most common agglomerative algorithms s ta rt w ith a single observation in each 
cluster and then move to n  — 1 clusters looking for:
a) N e a re s t  n e ig h b o u r  o r  S in g le  linkage. If C\  and C 2 are clusters, the distance 
between clusters is defined as the smallest dissimilarity between a m em ber of C\  and 
one of C 2 . At each step the clusters w ith the minimum distance are merged, th a t  is
d{Ci){C2) =  m in{drs : r £ C i , s  £ C 2).
b) F u r th e s t  n e ig h b o u r  o r  C o m p le te  linkage. The distance between clusters is 
defined as the largest dissim ilarity between a member of C\  and one of C2. A t each 
step the clusters w ith the minimum distance are merged, the m axim um  dissim ilarity 
in this case.
d {Ci)(C2) =  ma*{drs : r 6  C u s E C 2 }.
c) In c re m e n ta l  s u m  o f  s q u a re s  o r W a rd ’s m e th o d . C lusters th a t minimise the 
increase in the to ta l w ithin-cluster sum of squares of the distances from the respective 
centroids are merged. If the increase is denoted /(Ci)(C2)> distance between two 
clusters can be defined as
d(C,)(C2) =  2I(Ci )(C2)-
d) The distance is defined as the average of the n in 2 dissim ilarities between all pairs.
d(Ci)(c2) = Y  Y drs-
T$zC\ SEC2
In H artigan [37], it is also advised to bear in mind, when considering the  dis­
tances between data , problems like differences in scale and correlation effects among 
the variables used to define the groups. Some other remarks are given abou t the spatial 
properties of agglomerative methods. Single linkage is known to  be space contracting, 
th a t is, a cluster will move close to  other clusters or individuals so th a t an individual 
will tend to  add to a preexisting cluster rather than act as a new cluster center. Com­
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plete linkage is space dilating, th a t is, clusters will grow so th a t individuals th a t  are 
not yet placed in a cluster are more likely to become the nuclei of new cluster. The 
other agglomerative m ethods have spatial properties between the extrem es presented 
by single and com plete linkage.
B ) D iv is iv e  m e th o d s .
The divisive m ethods are com putationally demanding, the first step is to divide the 
group of n  objects into two groups. It is difficult to examine all possible division, even 
for a small n. However, the process starts at the highest level of inform ation and it 
could be stopped before it ends w ith n  clusters containing one observation each.
II) P a r t i t i o n i n g .
The aim of these m ethods is to  partition  n  objects into a specified num ber of 
non-overlapping clusters, k. The very large num ber of possible partitions makes it 
im practical to search through all the configurations for the one th a t optimises some 
criterion. Hence, partitioning m ethods th a t allow for observations to  be relocated are 
considered.
The first step is to choose k points in a p-dimensional space as an initial partition  
T(n, k). These points or nuclei for each cluster could be chosen in a variety of ways, for 
example, at random , regularly spaced or m utually furthest apart, among others. The 
discordance between the clusters is measured by an error e[fP(n,/c)] and the optim al 
configuration minimises e. It is necessary to optimise by locally searching through 
the set of partitions to move to the next partition  which has m inim um  e[7(n,k)].  
Observations are moved from one cluster to another. The center is updated  after each 
addition to the cluster or after all observations have been allocated. T he search ends 
when e[y(n,k)]  is not reduced by a movement to the neighbourhood. Some criteria 
th a t are frequently used are the following:
a) One simple algorithm  considers each observation in tu rn  and reallocates it to the 
nearest centroid. After all observations are considered, the centroids are updated. The 
process is stopped when no objects change their group m em bership
b) Minimise the trace (W).  Some well known criteria are based on w ithin-cluster, 
W ,  and between-cluster, B,  variation matrices. Observations are reallocated to the 
clustering th a t gives an optim um  value of the criterion. Edw ards and Cavalli-Sforza [21]
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proposed minimising the trace(W ) =  which is equivalent to minimising the
to ta l w ithin-cluster sum of squares about the k centroids. There are several algorithm s 
to find optim al sum of squares partition , for a thorough presen tation  see Gordon [31]. 
T his is commonly known as the k -m e a n s  m e th o d .
c) O ther criteria have been proposed such as minimising \W\,  m inimising the  trace 
or density type procedures.
T here are no general guidelines as which m ethod to use in which situation  b u t some 
rem arks are im portan t to make. The trace(W ) criterion is simple and easily com puted. 
It is invariant under orthogonal transform ation bu t not under nonsingular linear tran s­
form ations, hence results for raw d a ta  could differ from results for standarised data. 
C orrelations are not taken into account in this case, therefore it tends to produce spher­
ical clusters. Minimising |W | is invariant under nonsingular linear transform ations bu t 
could be influenced by a single well-clustered variable. This criteria  is useful to identify 
well separated  and same sized clusters. W ith the trace ( B W ^ 1) criterion, if there is a 
partition  which is very elongated in the wrong direction, the error will not be corrected 
in further iterations.
Ill) O v e r l a p p in g  c lu s te rs ,  c lum ping .
Agglom erative algorithm s th a t allow clusters to overlap are used for this m ethods, 
single link algorithm s are generalised to /r-link algorithm s. However, these algorithm s 
are not widely supported  because of their com putational com plexity and because the 
resulting dendrogram  is difficult to draw and interpret.
1.1.2 M odel-based clustering
Several authors have considered clustering problems based on a finite m ixture 
model. A m ixture of k Gaussian distributions has frequently been used. Under the 
assum ption th a t a fixed and known number of com ponents, k, is given, the estim ation 
problem  th a t arises from this model consists in finding the best allocation of the n  
observations into the k given groups.
T he use of finite m ixture models to represent cluster s tru c tu re  is described, for 
example, in M cLachlan and Peel [43], In the next section we follow their presentation 
to give the general setting  of the finite mixture models th a t will be used in th is thesis.
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1.2 F in ite m ixture m odels
The use of finite m ixture models has increased considerably in the last decade and 
in particular they have proved useful in directly modelling population heterogeneity in 
a clustering context. Assuming th a t the observed d a ta  arise from a targe t population 
of com ponent subpopulations in a  certain proportion, then  the set of clusters m ay be 
associated one to one with the components of a m ixture model. In  principle, fitting  a 
finite m ixture model would enable the estim ation of param eters and the allocation of 
observations into one of the clusters. However, if there is little  or no inform ation abou t 
the num ber of groups present in the population it would be desirable to consider the 
number of com ponents as another unknown param eter in the model.
1.2.1 General concepts
Let y  =  y i , y 2, . . . , y n denote a d a ta  set, where y j  is a p —vector containing the 
p m easurem ents of the analysed features for the j -th  observation. Hence y j is the 
observed value of a random  variable Y j with probability density function / ( y j )  on!Rp. 
The density / ( y j )  of Y j is then assumed to be a /c-component finite m ixture density 
of the form
k
f & j )  =  (L 1 )
i  =  l
The mixing proportions W {  are such that,
k
0 <  Wi < 1 and £  W i  = 1. (1.2)
i— 1
If the density functions / ; (y j)  belong to a specified param etric family, then we can 
write equation (1.1) as
k
f{yj'>®) =  Y l Wi^ y ^ Gi^
i — \
where T =  (wi, W2 , . ■. W k - i , 0), and 0 =  ( # i , #2> • ■ ■ > 6k) ■ Notice th a t =  1 — 
£ » = i w i-
If all the density functions belong to the sam e param etric family, then  equation 
(1.3) becomes
k
( 1 A )
i = 1
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In particular, if /(y j) is the density of ap-dim ensional m ultivariate norm al d istribu tion  
w ith mean and covariance m atrix  E*, then the corresponding param eter vector is 
6 = ((//q , Ei ) ,  ( n 2, £ 2 ), • ■ ■, (Mfc> ^it)) and equation (1.4) becomes
where N p denotes a m ultivariate density inffi.p.
From the  point of view of cluster analysis, the interest centres on identifying and 
in terpreting this underlying m ixture structure and its relationship w ith the sam ple 
observations.
1.2.2 A llocation latent variables
In this section we introduce the allocation vector variables as they are of crucial 
im portance for estim ation m ethods in finite m ixture models. Consider a vector of 
categorical random  variables Zj  for j  =  1 , . . . , n, th a t take values in 1 ,2 , , k.  If they 
are regarded as allocation variables for the observations, then  they are assum ed to be 
independent draws from the distributions
C onditional on the Zj  = i, the density of Y j is given by If a m ixture
of param etric densities is being considered and the classification probabilities are of 
interest, they  are given as
pie. If a sample is taken from a population w ith G\,  G 2 , . . . ,  Gk  groups in proportions 
w \ ,W 2 , • • • u>k and the density of Yj in group Gi is given by f i ( y j )  then the density of 
Yj is given by equation (1.1).
The allocation vector (zj) plays an im portant role in inference. E stim ation  al-
variables. A straightforw ard implementation of the Expectation-M axim isation (EM) 
algorithm , see section 1.6, uses the log augmented-likelihood in term s of y j and Zj  to
k
(1.5)
p r ( Z j  — z|T) =  Wi for i =  1, 2, . . .  , k. (1.6)
pr(Zj  = i | y , , $ )  = (1.7)
T he vector (zi,  z%,. . . ,  z n) is frequently called the missing data p a r t of th e  sam -
gorithm s take advantage of the representation of the model through the allocation
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compute the m aximum likelihood estim ators of the m ixture distribution. In a Bayesian 
framework, MCMC m ethods are easily implemented using the full posterior conditional 
distribution of the missing d a ta  representation.
1.2.3 Label switching
As several authors, including M cLachlan and Peel [43], emphasise, the estim ation 
of 4-' based on the observations y ; , is meaningful if 4/ is identifiable. In a param etric  
family context, this means th a t a distinct 4/ determines a  d istinct m em ber of the family 
of densities {/(y y ; 4') : £ f2}. Therefore,
/(y;*) = /(y;**)
In a m ixture model, if all the k components belong to  the same param etric family, 
then / ( y; 4/) is invariant under the k\ perm utations of the  com ponent labels in 4h For 
any perm utation  of com ponent indices v  of 1, . .  ., k, the  corresponding perm uta tion  of 
the param eter vector 4' is given by
( ( ^ 1 / ( 1 )  7 • • • 5 ^y{k))l ( ^ 1 / ( 1 ) ?  • • • 7 ^ l / ( / c ) ) )
and the likelihood
n
= I I W C * ;  0i) + ■ ■ ■ + wkf(yi\Ok)}
i = 1
is the same for all perm utations of 4/.
The term  label switching is used to  describe the invariance of the likelihood under 
the relabelling of the components. This problem is often handled by imposing an 
artificial identifiability constraint on T , for example ordering the mixing proportions so 
th a t w\ < W2 < .. ■ < Wk- However, some authors such as Celeux et al [16], R ichardson 
and Green [51], Stephens [60] and Friihw rith-Shnatter [27] have pointed out th a t this 
does not always give a satisfactory solution.
Richardson and Green [51] explained th a t different labellings of the M CM C sam pler 
ou tpu t could lead to significantly different posterior inference for the com ponent p ara­
meters. They advised to carry out a post-proce:ss of the o u tp u t according to  different 
labellings to obtain w hat they called a better picture of the com ponent param eters.
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Celeux et al [16] used a cluster-like tool in which one of the m odal regions is se­
lected using the early iterations of the MCMC sampler, ideally before the label sw itch­
ing occurs, and the following sampled param eters are perm uted  according to  the k\ 
perm utation  which is closer to the current cluster param eter mean.
Stephens [60] considered alternative relabelling strategies based on a decision the­
oretic approach to  deal w ith label switching. For some d a ta  sets this has shown to  
be more efficient th an  the use of identifiability constraints. However, they involve an 
optim isation criterion, whose solution depends on the s ta rtin g  point selected. It was 
shown for several univariate examples th a t all optim a gave qualitatively similar results. 
Similar results were also obtained for different choices of loss function and action space.
Friihw irth-Schnatter [27] proposed the use of a perm utation  sam pler which, a t the 
end of each M CM C sweep, relabels the states through a  random  perm uta tion  of the 
current labelling. The ou tpu t of this perm utation sam pler is useful to estim ate the 
model likelihood and to select the k num ber of com ponents. For the selected num ber 
of com ponents, the ou tpu t is then used to find a suitable identifiability constraint. 
The model is reestim ated by sampling from the constrained posterior, enabling the 
estim ation of s ta te  specific param eters.
Dealing w ith the  label switching problem requires a careful analysis of the partic­
ular problem. Identifiability constraints do not always throw  light on the num ber of 
components in the population or the components to which observations belong. Al­
though our m ain interest is not to estim ate the density b u t to ob tain  inform ation on 
the num ber of groups in the observed population and the possible classification of the 
observed d a ta  into those groups, label switching m ust be taken into account. We will 
describe the actions taken to deal w ith this problem  in our context as they become 
necessary.
We will consider a fully Bayesian trea tm ent of m ixture models in a cluster analysis 
context. The analysis will be carried out through a  Bayesian hierarchical model. The 
following section introduces the general form of Bayesian hierarchical models.
1.3 Bayesian hierarchical m odels
Bayesian m ethods are successfully used in m any fields and there have been im­
provements in com putational m ethods as well as theoretical results in recent years.
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A thorough presentation of the foundations of Bayesian models and inference can be 
found in B ernardo and Smith [5]. Here we give a brief review of the general ideas 
required to follow the proposed m ethod for cluster analysis.
1.3.1 Bayesian inference
As defined by Gelman et al [29], “ Bayesian inference is the process of fitting a 
probability model to a set of d a ta  summarizing the result by a probability  d istribution  
on the param eters of the model and on unobserved quantities such as predictions for 
new observations. ”
Let Y i , . . . ,  Yn be a random  sample from an unknown d istribu tion  9 \ Consider a 
param etric family of densities 1,
V =  {p(y\e)  : e e  9 ] ,
where the d istribution 9“ corresponds to one of the models in T. T he problem  is then to 
make inference about the value of 9 which corresponds to the m odel th a t best describes 
the data. The previous inform ation on the unknown value of 9 is described by a prior  
distribution, p(9).
In w hat follows, p(-|-) denotes a conditional probability w ith argum ents determ ined 
by the context and p(-) denotes a marginal distribution. To make probability  statem ents 
about a param eter 9 given d a ta  y, we need a model which provides a jo in t probability  
d istribution for y  and 9. The joint probability mass or density function can be w ritten  
els the product of the prior distribution and the sampling or data distribution, p(y\9),
p (9 ,y ) =p(9)p(y\9).
The posterior density can then be obtained using the B a y e s ’ theorem to condition 
on the known value of the d a ta  y,
x v{0,y)  p{9)p{y\9)
p W y )  = =
where p(y)  =  f  p(9)p(y\9)d9. The latter factor does not depend on 9, w ith fixed y, it
1We concentrate on density functions but there exists an analogous form ulation for discrete distri­
bution functions.
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can be considered constant leading to  the unnormalised posterior density
p{9\y) oc p(6)p{y\6).
In simple words, Bayesian m ethods set up a probability  model, th a t is a jo in t 
probability  distribution for all observable and unobservable quantities in a problem. 
Then the posterior d istribution is obtained conditional on the observed data , th is will 
be our m ain interest. Posterior predictive distributions p ( y |y) can also be obtained if 
they are of interest:
Finally, the fit of the model should be evaluated as well as the sensitivity of the 
results to  the modelling assumptions.
1.3.2 Hierarchical models
A hierarchical model is used in statistical applications which need m ultiple para­
m eters to  fit the d a ta  in an adequate way. Observations are modelled conditionally 
on param eters, which themselves have probability specifications in term s of hyperpara­
meters. T he joint posterior probability indicates the dependence relation among these 
param eters.
Consider a set of experim ents or observations y — (y\ , . . . ,  yn) and a param eter 
vector 9 — ( # i , . . .  ,(9n), w ith likelihood p(yj\9j).  Some of the param eters of different 
observations may overlap if 9j is a vector, or coincide if 9j is a  scalar. The concept 
of exchangeability is used to create a probability model for all the  param eters 9. The 
la tte r assumes th a t the joint probability density for the  n  values of 8j, p(91 , . . .  , 0n), 
is invariant to perm utations of the indices. This indicates th a t  the param eters d j ’s 
are not distinguished from any others. A simple exchangeable d istribution  has each 
of the param eters 9j as an independent sample from a prior d istribu tion  defined by








Figure 1.1: General structure of a simple hierarchical model.
param eters 0, given as
n
p w ) = n ^ ) -
Figure 1.1 shows the general structure of a simple hierarchical model, where 9i 
depends on a common hyperparam eter
In general, <p is unknown and therefore it is given a prior d istribu tion  p(<fi). The 
d istribution for 0 m ust average over the uncertainty in 4>, de F in e tti’s theorem  states 
th a t as n  —> oo, any suitable well-behaved exchangeable d istribu tion  on ( 0 i , . . . , # n )  
can be w ritten  as
The basic problem in a hierarchical model is th a t the initial d istribu tion  of the 
param eters is not completely specified, it depends on the hyperparam eter 4> which has 
its own initial distribution. The joint prior distribution for the vector ( 0 ,9) is given by
and the jo in t posterior distribution p(</>, 9\y) is,
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the last equality because the d a ta  distribution p(y\(f),6) depends only on 6.
One would a ttem p t to give a diffuse prior to 4> when there is not much prior in­
formation. However, care m ust be taken when considering an im proper prior in th a t 
the posterior m ust be shown to be proper. Another im portan t aspect to  bear in mind 
is the assessment of the sensitivity of the conclusions to  this simplifying assum ption. 
H ierarchical models commonly involve a large num ber of param eters and num erical 
m ethods are often employed to obtain  simulations form the  jo in t posterior d istribu tion  
p(8,(f>\y). We will introduce the m ethods required to m ake inference about the para­
m eters of the finite m ixture of m ultivariate normal d istributions, which we will assume 
as the underlying model for clustering, later in this chapter.
1.4 Bayesian approach to  finite m ixture m odelling
Let us assume the num ber of components, k, in a m ixture model is known. Let 
p(-) denote the corresponding density function for the /c-component m ixture. The 
unknown param eters T =  (w ,9)  are assumed to  be draw n from a set of appropriate 
prior d istributions. Then, when considering the allocation variables, the density of the 
joint d istribution of all variables can be written as
where p{-1-) is used to denote generic conditional distributions. Posterior quantities 
of interest can then be approxim ated by numerical m ethods as the EM algorithm  or 
s tandard  Markov chain M onte Carlo (MCMC) m ethods.
Suppose now th a t there is no prior knowledge about the num ber of m ixture compo­
nents k. As described in Green [34], using a hierarchical m odel in a Bayesian framework, 
'L could be extended to include k. Suppose th a t a joint prior for 4/ =  (k, w , 0 )  is given 
for each A; in a countable set X .  Here it is assumed th a t all probability  densities are 
proper.
Im posing further conditional independence, so th a t p ( 0 \ z , w ,  k) = p(9\k)  and
p(w , z, G, y |k) = p(w \k)p(z \w,  k)p{0 |z, w , A;)p(y|0, z, w , k) ( 1.8)
p{y \0 , z ,  w , k) = p ( y \ 0 , z ) ,  then
p{k,  w , z , 0 , y )  =  p(k)p('w\k)p(z  |w, k)p(9\k)p(y \9 ,  z). (1.9)
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Several alternatives to sample from p(k,  w , z, 6, y) are given in recent literature . 
These m ethods are an extension of MCMC m ethods known as trans-dim ensional M CM C, 
Green [32], [33], [34]. In this thesis we will describe their perform ance when a ttem pting  
to approach the problem  of m ultivariate model-based cluster analysis w ith an unknown 
num ber of components. The sim ulation methods we will use in th roughout this work 
are based on Markov chain M onte Carlo methods, a review of the general concepts will 
be given in the following sections.
1.5 M arkov chain M onte Carlo sam plers
In the Bayesian framework described in the previous sections, the interest cen­
tres on the posterior d istribution of all variables (param eters and allocation variables) 
given d a ta  Y . Let n  be the objective distribution, commonly referred to  as the target 
distribution.
In straightforw ard cases ir is a probability d istribution  w ith respect to some m ea­
sure, usually Lebesgue or counting measure. The use of Markov chain M onte Carlo 
(MCMC) samplers comes into practice when directly generating samples from n  is not 
possible. Simulation m ethods are nowadays well known and widely used, see R obert 
and Casella [53], Liu [40], Gam erm an [28], for a detailed presentation. Some properties 
of Markov chains are essential for the study of M CM C m ethods, we present a sum m ary 
in the next section.
1.5.1 Some properties of a Markov chain
A Markov chain is a sequence of random  variables where the value X t + 1  depends 
on the history of the chain only through the value of X t . Following R obert and Casella 
[53], a definition of a Markov chain will be given in term s of its transition  kernel, th a t 
is, the function th a t determ ines the transition  probabilities.
D e f in it io n  1.1. A t r a n s i t i o n  k e r n e l  is a funct ion P  defined on X x “B(X) such that
i) Vx G X, P( x ,  •) is a probability measure.
ii) V34 G ®(X) , P( - ,A)  is measurable, 
where S (X ) denote the Borel sets on X.
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In the discrete case, the transition  kernel is simply a  transition  m atrix  P  = {Pxy}x,y£X 
w ith transition  probabilities
Pxy — P ( X n =  y \ X n—1 =  3^ ), X, J/ G X.
D e f in it io n  1.2. Given a transition kernel P , a sequence Ao, X \ , . . . X n , . . .  of  random 
variables is a M a r k o v  cha in ,  denoted (X n) , i f  for  any t the conditional distribution 
of X t  given Af_i ,  X t - 2 , ■ ■ ■ , Xq is the same as the distribution of X t  given X t ~ \ ,
P ( X t+i G A \ X 0 = x 0, X i  =  x i , . . .  , X t =  x t ) =  P ( X t+i G A \ X t = x t ) =  f  P ( x t ,dx).
J A
The chain is time homogeneous if the probability P ( X t+1 G A \X t  = x t ) does not 
change w ith  t. {Xn) is usually defined for the index n  G I ,  in our context, it will 
mostly represent the iterations of a  sampling scheme. It is of interest to  com pute the 
n-step transition  probability defined as P n(xt ,A )  — P ( X t+n G A \ X t =  x t ) which can 
be com puted from the Chapman-Kolmogorov  equations
P n+m( x , A ) =  f  P n ( y , A ) P m (x,dy) ,
J x
where P 1(x ,A )  — P ( x , A ) .
An im portan t property enjoyed by all the Markov chains generated through a 
MCMC procedure is the stationarity property. In general, for any Markov process, 
this p roperty  translates into the existence of an invariant probability  measure.
D e f in it io n  1.3. A a-finite measure 7T is invariant for  the transition kernel P(- ,-)  i f
i r ( B ) =  [  P ( x , B ) i r ( d x ' ) y B  G ®(X).
J x
In particu lar, when 7r(X) < oo, then  the normalized version is known as the invariant 
or s ta tionary  distribution.
One of the properties required for a  stationary  distribu tion  to exist is th a t the kernel 
P  allows for free moves all over the state  space, this property  is known as irreducibility.
D e f in it io n  1.4. Given a measure <p, the Markov chain (X n) with transition kernel  
P ( x , y )  is ip-irreducible if, for  every A  G ®(X); with q>{A) > 0, there exists an n  G Ik 
such that P n {x ,A)  >  0 for  all i G l
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In words, a s ta te  x  E X is said to  be irreducible if under the transition  rule one has
nonzero probability of moving from x  to any other s ta te  and then  coming back in a 
finite num ber of steps.
A M arkov chain is aperiodic if the maximum common divider of the  num ber of 
steps it takes for the chain to come back to  any starting  point is equal to  one. In an 
aperiodic chain, there are no portions of the sta te  space which the chain can only visit 
at certain  regularly spaced times. If a chain has a proper invariant d istribu tion  7r and 
it is irreducible and aperiodic, then 7r is the unique invariant d istribu tion  and also the 
equilibrium  distribution of the chain (Numelin [46], T ierney [63]).
An M CM C sam pler produces an aperiodic and irreducible M arkov chain of random  
variables which satisfies the detailed balance condition so th a t  its s tationary  d istribu­
tion is the corresponding targe t distribution n. The detailed balance condition below 
will ensure the general balance given in Definition 1.2.
D e f in it io n  1.5. The detailed balance equation is given by
1.5.2 M etropolis-H astings methods
T he M etropolis algorithm  was introduced by M etropolis et al [45] and a general­
ization was given by Hastings [38], it can be used to generate sam ples from a target 
d istribution ir known up to a normalising constant.
Following Green [34], let us consider a M etropolis-Hastings in a general s ta te  space. 
In order to  sample from the target distribution 7r of a random  quantity  i  on a s ta te
7t(x ) P ( x , dx1) ~  7r (x ' ) P (x ' , dx) (1 .10)
for  every x , x '  E X.
From the definition above we can see th a t
7T (B).
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space X, in the construction of the  desired Markov chain, only reversible chains are 
considered. Therefore, the transition  kernel P  satisfies the detailed balance condition
I 7T ( d x ) P ( x , d x )  = [  7T (d x ' )P(x ' , dx ) ,  (1-11)
J ( x ,x ' ) £ A x B  J ( x ,x ' ) £ A x B
for all Bore! sets A,  B  £ X.
In the M etropolis-Hastings sam pler, a transition is m ade by drawing a candi­
date value x'  from an arb itra ry  proposal distribution q ( x , d x ') whose support includes 
X and accepting the proposed move with probability a ( x , x ' ) .  If the new sta te  is 
rejected the sam pler stays in the current state, then P ( x , d x f) has an atom  at x.  
This would contribute the same quantity  to both sides of equation (1.11), nam ely 
I  A  P| B  P ( x -> {x})n{dx) .  Subtracting this quantity  leaves
/ 7r(d x ) q ( x , d x ' ) a ( x , x f) = / n (d x l)q(x /, d x ) a ( x ' , x).  (1-12)
J ( x , x ' ) e A x B  J ( x , x ' ) £ A x B
In Green [32] it is shown th a t 7r(dx)q(x,dx') is dom inated by a sym m etric m easure 
fj on X x X. Let /  be its density w ith respect to /r, then equation (1-12) becomes
f  a ( x , x /) f ( x , x ' ) / x ( d x , d x ' ) =  f  ot(x' , x ) f ( x ' ,  x)fj.(dx', dx).  (1.13)
J ( x , x ' ) ( z A x B  J  ( x ,x ' ) £ A x B
Since ^  is a sym m etric measure, the la tter is satisfied for all Borel sets A , B  if
( • f i  f ( x >x ') \
or commonly w ritten
/ . f  7T (d x ' ) q (x ' ,d x )]
a ( x , * )  = ™ n | l  ^ (dx)q(x;-dxt)- \ -  (1-M)
The M etropolis-Hastings has by construction an invariant d istribu tion  7r, T ierney 
[63] showed th a t M etropolis algorithm  is almost surely aperiodic, hence the chain pro­
duced will become stationary  a t its invariant d istribution tt. If the chain is run  long 
enough, the samples produced by the chain can be regarded as sam ples from the targe t 
d istribu tion  t t .
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1.5.3 Gibbs sampler m ethod
The Gibbs sampler is an MCMC m ethod where the transition  kernel is formed by 
the full conditional distributions. Suppose th a t for some p > 1 , the random  variable 
X  £ X  w ith  d istribution 7r, can be decomposed as  X  = ( X \ , . . . ,  X p). Suppose th a t  the 
corresponding univariate conditional densities / i , . . . ,  f v are known and can be sam pled 
from, nam ely
X i \X1, . . . . . . , Xp ~  f i  (Xi  | X\ , . . . , X{_ j , . . . , Xp j^
for i = 1 , . . . ,  p.
The Gibbs sam pler has the following one-step ahead transition  from X ^  to 
given
W =  ( x f ) , . . . , 4 ‘)).x
~  / 1(x2|xS1+1). 4 1). . . , xW).
^ 1+1> ~
In the above description a fixed updating order for the com ponents of X j  is as­
sumed, although this is common, it is not necessary. Random  perm utations of the 
updating  order are acceptable. Moreover, not all com ponents need to be u pdated  at 
each iteration.
T he Gibbs sam pler is a special case of the M etropolis-Hastings algorithm  w ith the 
particu lar feature th a t the acceptance rate is uniformly equal to  1 , therefore every 
sim ulated value is accepted. Tierney [63] establishes formal convergence conditions 
for the Gibbs sampler. Despite the theoretical results ensuring the convergence of 
the Gibbs sampler, its practical implementation may be com plicated because of the 
complexity of the models considered.
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1.6 O ther estim ation  m ethods
Inference for the posterior distribution of a Bayesian m odel for a finite m ixture of 
d istributions w ith a given num ber of components, k,  has also been perform ed through 
the m axim um  likelihood (ML) estim ation of the unknown param eters.
The Expectation Maximisation  (EM) algorithm  was used by Dem pster et al [20] to 
overcome difficulties in maximising likelihoods by taking advantage of the missing d a ta  
representation of the model. Following M cLachlan and Peel [43], we briefly present 
the application of the EM algorithm  for the ML fitting of the param etric m ixture 
model given by equation (1.4), where we consider T  =  (u>i, . . . ,  w ^ - i ,  £) £ D and
f  =  (0 1 , . . .  , 0 jt).
The log likelihood for ip formed from the observed d a ta  y  =  ( y i , y 2 , . . . ,  y n) is given
by
n
log (L(V0 ) =  5 ^ i° g /(y j |V 0
=  x>{
j= l I
The com putation of the MLE of ip commonly requires solving the likelihood equa­
tion
dlogLjiP) _  
dip
which is not always an easy task.
Consider now the missing d a ta  formulation described in section 1.2.2, here we will 
consider the vector Zij =  (Zj)i =  1 or 0 , for i =  1, . . . ,  k and j  —  1, . . . ,  n, according 
to  w hether y j  did or did not arise from the i-th  com ponent of the m ixture. T he log 
augmented-likelihood given by equation (1.15) could be w ritten  as
k n
log (L(ip)) = E E  Zij {log W{ +  lo g /i(y y l^ )}  • (1.16)
i—1 j= 1
The EM algorithm  proceeds iteratively in the expectation step (E) and the m ax­
im isation step (M). Let i p ^  be the initial value for ip, the E-step for the (g +  l) - th
(1.15)
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iteration, requires the com putation of the conditional expectation
W ;  {g)) =  E v;(a) {iog£(V>)|y} ■ (1-17)
Since the log likelihood given by equation (1.16) is linear in the unobservable d a ta  
Zij, the E-step simply requires the calculation of the current conditional expectation of 
given the observed d a ta  y , where Zij is the random  variable corresponding to  z^ .  
Now,
T? ( 7  \„\ — wi J i \y3iu i )
using this we have th a t on taking the conditional expectation  of (1.16)
k  n  f  (g)  r / )
^  j / 3' ' 1 { logu jj+ \ o g M y j m .
i = i  j = i  (  2 _ > / = i  w i J i y Y j ^ i  ) )
The M -step on the (p +  l) - th  iteration requires the global m axim isation of Q(i/>; 
w ith respect to if; over the param eter space Q to give the updated  estim ate ip(g +  1 ). 
The updated  estim ates of the mixing proportions wl for the (g +  l) - th  itera tion  are 
calculated independently of the updated estim ates of the param eter vector £ containing 
the unknown param eters in the component densities.
The update  estim ate of Wi is given as
w,(9+1) 1 V~~ (118)
for i =  1 , . . . ,  k. There is a contribution from each observation y j to  form the estim ate 
of wi on the (g +  1 ) iteration  which is equal to  its posterior probability  of m em bership 
of the i-th  com ponent of the m ixture model.
The update of £ on the (g +  l)- th  iteration is obtained as the appropriate roo t of
The solution to the latter expression often exists in a closed form. The E and M- 
steps are a lternated  until the difference L ( ^ k^ )  — changes by an arb itrarily
small am ount in the case of the convergence of the sequence of values
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A detailed account of convergence properties of the EM  algorithm  is given in Wu 
[67], In practice, graphical or multiple starting  values are used to  check th a t a m axim um  
has been reached. The ou tpu t of the E-M algorithm would lim it the inference to the 
resulting estim ates.
1.7 Trans-dim ensional m odels
The estim ation of a m ixture model w ith an unknown num ber of com ponents involves 
a change in the dimension of the param eter space and the  use of s tandard  M CM C 
samplers is not possible. However, a direct approach to  com pute the jo in t posterior 
p(V'fcly), given by equation (1.9), via MCMC, sometimes called across-model sim ulation 
(Green [34]), was introduced as the reversible jump  M CMC in Green [32]. The use of the 
M etropolis-Hastings paradigm  to build a suitable reversible chain is briefly presented.
1.7.1 Reversible jump Markov chain M onte Carlo
From the construction of the M etropolis-Hastings sam pler given in the previous sec­
tion, the present section describes the so called trans-dimensional  M etropolis-Hastings 
known as the reversible jum p MCMC sampler.
Let x  be the s ta te  of a random  variable where X c t p and suppose 7r has a density 
w ith respect to  p-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Then consider a family of “ m oves” 
indexed by m  = 1 , 2  . . . ,  including those between dimensions.
Suppose the move m  from x  to x ' , a higher dim ensional space is attem pted . In 
m ost practical applications this method requires th a t, a t the curren t s ta te  x, r  random  
num bers u are generated from a known density h. Here r  is the difference in the num ber 
of dimensions between x  and x ' , then the so called dimension matching is satisfied, 
namely, p +  r — p' + r ' . Once this is done, a new sta te  is formed using a suitable 
determ inistic function l : l p x l r - ^ R p/, of the current s ta te  and the random  num bers 
so th a t the new sta te  x' — l (x,u) .  To reverse the transition  form x'  to x  the random  
num bers v! ~  h are used so th a t x  =  l ' {x \  u ') , where I' : 1RP x l r —>■ ]RP. In practice, 
defining the above functions is not a straightforw ard task, finding good candidates can 
be difficult. If the transform ation from (x , u ) to  (x ' ,u ' )  is a bijection, and it is possible 
to differentiate bo th  the inverse of the transform ation and the transform ation itself,
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the detailed balance condition is given by
/ 7r (dx)qrn( x ,d x ' ) a rn(x ,x ' )  = / 'ir(dx,)qrn(x f, d x ) a m ( x ' , x).  (1.19)
J ( x , x ' ) £ A x B  J ( x ,x ' ) £ A x B
for all m, A, B.  Here <?m (x, dx') is the  joint d istribution of move type m  and destination  
x !. To obtain  the complete transition  kernel, one m ust sum  over m , so th a t for x  ^ B,  
P ( X, B)  =  I 2 m l B (im(x ,dx ')aTn(x,x').
Then it can be seen th a t the move is accepted w ith  probability





where rm (x) is the probability of choosing the move type m  when in s ta te  x,  and hm(u) 
is the density function of u. The final term  is taking into account the Jacobian for the 
transform ation from (x ,u )  to  (x ' ,u') .  If the dimension m atching failed, the m apping 
and its inverse could not bo th  be differentiable.
1.7.2 B irth and death Markov chain M onte Carlo
An alternative m ethod to make inference about a finite m ixture model w ith an un­
known num ber of com ponents was proposed by Stephens [59]. This m ethod consists of 
the construction of a continuous time Markov b irth -dea th  process w ith the appropriate 
s tationary  distribution. The param eters of the m odel are viewed as a (marked) point 
process, w ith each point representing a component of the m ixture. In our context, the 
points represent the mean-covariance pairs and are m arked by the com ponent weights. 
The num ber of com ponents is allowed to vary by continuous b irths and deaths w ith 
relative rates determ ining the stationary  distribution of the process.
Markov birth and death process
We are interested in inference for the param eters of a point process model th a t  
corresponds to the hierarchical Bayesian model for a m ixture of norm al d istributions 
as given by equation (1.9). Following Stephens [59] we will describe the methodology.
Assume th a t the pairs (uq, G\ ) , . . . ,  (rut, Ok) are exchangeable. Suppose th a t the 
prior d istribution  for ( k , w , 0 )  given the corresponding hyperparam eters, denoted by 
u,  is of the form
r(k ,v/ ,0\uj )  = p(k\uj)p(w, 0\k,  u>) ( 1 -2 1 )
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where k has a prior probability mass distribution p(k\u>). Suppose 6 and w  are a priori 
independent given k, with 6 \ , . . .  , 0 k being independent and identically d istribu ted  on 
a space © from a distribution w ith density p{Q\u>) and w  having a Dirichlet d istribu tion
p (w \k ,u )  ~  D{ 1,. . . , 1) .
W ith this simple case of a prior distribution for (k, w , 0 ), exchangeability is ensured 
since given k, r(-) is invariant under relabelling of the com ponents, in th a t
r{k,  ( w i ,. . . ,  wk), ( 0 i , , 9k)) = r ( k , {wu(l), iu„(fc)), (0l/(1), .. ., 0I/(fc))),
for all perm utations u of 1 , . . . ,  k.
A description of the construction of an irreducible M arkov chain w ith sta tionary  
d istribu tion  p{k,  w , 0 |y , u)  will be described in the following section.
C o n s tr u c t io n  o f  a  M a rk o v  c h a in  v ia  s im u la tio n  o f  p o in t  p ro c e s se s
Since the prior distribution of (w ,0) does not depend on the labelling of the com­
ponents, and the likelihood L ( k , w, 0 )  is also invariant under perm utations of the com­
ponent labels, the posterior distribution
P(k,  w ,0 |y ,a ;)  oc L{y\k,  w , 0)p(k,  w , 0\u)  (1.22)
will also be invariant. Therefore, the labelling of the com ponents can be ignored and 
any set of k param eter values { (ic i,0 i ) , . . . ,  (wk , 0 fc)} can be seen as a  set of k  points 
in [0 , 1 ] x © where Yl i=l wi — 1 -
The posterior d istribution p(k,  w , 0 |y , u)  is then seen as a m arked point process on 
[0 , 1 ] x ©, w ith each 9 t associated with a mark u>i £  [0 , 1 ], these m arks being constrained 
to add up to one.
To sim ulate the point process, Stephens [59], following Ripley [52], constructs a 
continuous time Markov process with p(k,  w , 0 |y . to) as s ta tionary  d istribution keeping 
uj fixed. This process is combined with standard  M CMC update  steps to  create a 
Markov chain w ith stationary  distribution p(k,  w , 0, u\y) .
A b irth  and death  process for the components of a m ixture model is constructed 
on the s ta te  space Q — U / c > i ^ ’ where is the param eter space of the m ixture
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model w ith k com ponents, ignoring the labelling. A m em ber of Q,k will be denoted 
y — { ( w i , 6 1 (wkl Ok)}- B irths and deaths are restric ted  to be of the following 
form: when the process is a t y  E Qk a t time t,
o A b irth  is said to occur a t (iu, 0) E [0,1] x ©, the process jum ps to a new s ta te  
y  U 0 , 0 )  := { O i ( l  -  iu) ,0i ) ,  • • •, {wk( 1 -  w ) , 0 k), (w ,0 )}  E Clk+i-
o A death  is said to occur a t (wi, Q{) E y, the process jum ps to a new sta te
V \  (w„ 6i) :=  e o —  »*)} € n*_L
( 1  Wi) ( 1  )
In this way a b irth  increases the num ber of components by one and a death  decreases 
the  num ber of com ponents by one. Note th a t the constraint Yli=\ wi ~  1 is satisfied 
after a b irth  or a death. W hen the process is at y E Qk, b irths and deaths occur as 
independent Poisson processes as follows:
o B irth s: These occur w ith overall ra te (3{y) and when a b irth  occurs, it occurs at 
point (w , 6 ) E [0,1] x 0  chosen according to density 6 (y; (w,9)) .
o D eaths: W hen the process is at =  {(u>i, 6 \ ) , . . . ,  (wk , 0 k)} E Clk each point 
(wj,<f)j) dies independently of others as a Poisson process w ith ra te
5j =  d (v \  O jo 0 ?);
for some d : Q x  ([0 , 1 ] x 0 ) - + R +, the overall death  ra te  is given by 
% )  =  J 2 j 6j(y)-
The tim e to  the next b ir th /d ea th  event is then exponentially d istribu ted  w ith m ean 
1 /((3(y) + 6(y)) and it will be a b irth  with probability
Pr{birth)  =  ^
(/% ) +  &{y))
and a dea th  of com ponent j  w ith probability
s j ( y )Pr(death)  =
(/% ) +  S (y ) ) ‘
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Stephens [59] showed th a t, assuming the general hierarchical prior on (k, w, 9) given 
by r(-) and keeping cu fixed, the birth  and death process defined above has sta tionary  
distribution p(k,  w, 9 \xn } u ,  n), provided b and d satisfy the following condition
(k +  1 )d(y\ (w, B))r(y  U (w, B))L(y  U (w, 0))k(  1 -  w)k~ l = (3{y)b(y, (w, 6) )r( y)L (y )
\/y £ Qk and (w , B ) € [0,1] x ©. Here L{y)  is the likelihood in s ta te  y.
He considers the special case
r ( y ) =  p{k\u>)p{0 i \u)p{B2 \u) • ■■p(Ok \u),
where one can sample from p{0i\uj) and
(3(y) = Xb, a constant,
K v A w ^ ) )  =  k( l  -  w )k~ lp(9\u).
This process has the desired stationary distribution provided th a t, when the process 
is a t y = . . . ,  (wk,Bk)}, each point (u>j,Bj) dies independently  of the others
as a Poisson process w ith a ra te
j ,  w  n w  , L ( y \ { W } , 0 j ) ) p ( f c - l | w )  „
-  x b k p (h\u)  ' ( ^
Cappe et al [12] look a t the similarity between the reversible jum p and the b irth- 
and-death  sam pling m ethods. They show th a t for any BDM CM C process satisfying 
some weak regularity conditions, a sequence of RJM CM C processes can be constructed 
so th a t the it converges to the BDMCMC process on appropriate rescaling of the time. 
For a rigorous proof see Cappe et al [12]. In broad term s, for iV £ N they define a 
RJM CM C sam pler w ith birth-and-death probabilities
bN (0) = 1 - e x p { - P ( 0 ) / N } ,  
dx{0)  =  1 -  bN (d) =  exp{-(3(Q)/N},
where j3{9) is the b irth -ra te  of the BDMCMC. The acceptance probability  for the 
RJM CM C depends on N . For each N  they construct a continuous process {#^)} as 
qN = 9[Nt\ > w^ere [-J denotes the integer part. The s ta te  of the BDM CM C sam pler
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at tim e t  > 0 is denoted by 9(ty  They show that, as TV —» oo, a b irth  is rarely proposed 
bu t always accepted and a death  is almost always proposed bu t rarely accepted. Both 
schemes result in waiting times th a t are asymptotically exponentially d istribu ted  with 
rates in accordance w ith the BDM CM C sampler. As N  —► oo, the  process and
{#(*)} become increasingly similar.
C appe et al [1 2 ] also show th a t discrete moves, such as sp lit/com bine moves, can 
be included in continuous tim e MCMC samples. However, they  conclude th a t  these 
moves do not significantly improve the accuracy of the results. T his agrees w ith the fact 
th a t the  sp lit/com bine moves require to be carefully tuned to obtain  good acceptance 
probabilities. A lthough BDM CM C m ethod is related to R JM CM C , in th a t convergence 
of the reversible jum p chain to a limiting continuous tim e b irth -and-death  chain can 
been shown, the m ethodology itself is different bu t both  algorithm s present a relatively 
sim ilar complexity. The fact th a t continuous samplers are able to move to unlikely 
places could be considered an advantage.
1.8 T hesis outline
The outline of the following chapters of this thesis is as follows: C hapter 2 is 
dedicated to  the literature review of cluster analysis. Some papers on cluster analysis 
are briefly described, we concentrate on model-based cluster analysis, although some 
other approaches relevant to  the development of the thesis will be included.
In C hap ter 3 we will introduce the use of the RJM CM C sam pler to estim ate densi­
ties of a univariate m ixture of norm al distributions. Next, our extension for the m ixture 
of m ultivariate norm al d istributions using a moment m atching type split/com bine move 
and a b ir th /d e a th  move, will be given. A sensitivity analysis for posterior inference will 
also be included in this chapter. Following the results obtained in C hap ter 3, C hapter 4 
will discuss the use of a d a ta  informed split/com bine moves in the RJM CM C m ethod­
ology. We describe the results in term s of efficiency of the sam pler and description of 
the groups.
In C hapter 5 we consider the use of the BDMCMC sam pler to  carry out model- 
based cluster analysis in high dimensional data. In general, the results for the cluster 
analysis give an adequate description of the d a ta  for well separated  clusters. We explore 
the use of a d a ta  driven prior distribution for the m ean vectors to  increase the efficiency
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of the sampler.
The convergence for a trans-dim ensional sampler is not easily assessed. We will 
confine C hapter 6  to  present the use of some techniques recently proposed in lite ra tu re  
to evaluate the convergence of bo th  the RJM CM C and BDM CM C samplers.
We have found th a t in practical clustering, it is often difficult to  describe the behav­
ior of d a ta  th a t belong to the same group with a single m ultivariate norm al d istribution, 
or in fact any m ultivariate distribution. The efficiency and in some sense the a ttra c ­
tive simplicity of the Gaussian m ixture model is not always the best option to capture 
the structu re  of the data. In C hapter 7 we consider representing a complex cluster 
structu re  as a m ixture of standard  normal components. We consider two models based 
on m ixtures of restric ted  norm al distributions for each com ponent. The first model 
has a covariance m atrix  given as t ~ 1Ip, where Tj >  0  and Ip denotes a p x p  iden­
tity  m atrix , for each component. T he second model considers a diagonal covariance 
m atrix  T)j — . . . .  ,r ,_1) for each component. We place a tigh t restric tion  on the
J x J 1 J p  '
covariance m atrices through the prior distributions given to  param eters Tj and Tjt and 
discuss criteria to  define subm ixtures of the resulting fitted m ixture which describe one 
group.
Finally, C hapter 8  will include the general conclusions and describe some aspects 
th a t have been raised throughout the thesis th a t could lead to future work.
C h a p t e r  2
Literature review
Probability  models have been used as basis for cluster analysis for quite some time 
and the lite ra tu re  is extensive. In this chapter, we present a general review of some 
of the work th a t has been done in this area. Initially, it was the practice to restric t 
the  d istributions of the components of the mixture models in order to  make estim ation 
possible as sufficient com putational power was not available. Later on, less restrictions 
were imposed and a larger variety of mixture models was explored. We will concentrate 
throughout this work on a Bayesian approach to the problem . M ixtures of d istribu­
tions have also been trea ted  using Bayesian sem i-param etric models based on Dirichlet 
processes m ixture models.
We present other approaches to clustering which are based on low dimensional 
projections of the d a ta  and graphical tools. Ideas from these works are related to  some 
moves proposed in this thesis for a RJMCMC sampler. Finally, an im portan t aspect 
in clustering is deciding how many clusters to consider. We briefly present some of the 
recent associated literature.
2.1 Gaussian mixtures for cluster analysis
Several authors have considered a finite m ixture of G aussian distributions as the 
underlying statistica l model for a cluster analysis. This on one hand led to  the devel­
opm ent of new clustering m ethods and on the other it brought an insight into when a 
particu lar clustering m ethod might be expected to  work well. I t has been shown th a t 
some widely used heuristic methods correspond to approxim ate estim ation m ethods for 
a certain  probability model.
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W hen the num ber of com ponents, k, has been specified, the clustering problem  
centers on the estim ation of the param eters of m ixture com ponents from which each 
observation originated. Symons [61] presented results for b o th  m axim um  likelihood 
and Bayesian approaches. He considered the m ixture com ponents to have bo th  equal 
and not necessarily equal covariance matrices. His solutions find the allocation which 
minimises criteria which are modifications to the determ inant of the  w ithin groups 
sum  of squares criterion. In the examples he explored, he noted th a t  local m inim a were 
found for m any d a ta  sets.
Since high speed com puters became available, the EM  algorithm  has been the most 
common approach to fit finite m ixtures models through ML estim ators. In particu lar, 
clustering w ith a finite m ixture of m ultivariate norm al d istributions as the underly­
ing statistica l model requires a maximum likelihood approach. Celeux and Govaert 
[15] divide the maximum likelihood approaches taken in this context into the m ixture 
approach and the classification approach. In the m ixture approach, the param eter 
is chosen to maximise the loglikelihood given by equation (1.15). Solutions to  this 
problem  can be found through the EM algorithm as presented in section 1 .6 .
The classification approach uses the classification likelihood given by
n
p ( y \ 0 , z ) =  Y l w i N p { y j \ f i Zi, J : Zi). (2.1)
1= 1
The com putation of the classification maximum likelihood (CML) using the decom­
position of the covariance m atrices given by (2.2) is done through a version of the EM 
algorithm  known as the CEM  algorithm. An iteration  of the CEM  consists in com put­
ing the conditional probabilities for the allocation param eter p(zi  =  k\ ■ ■ •); then  an 
updated  partition  is calculated by assigning each y * to the cluster which provides the 
m axim um  current conditional probability for the allocation; and the ML estim ates 0 
are com puted using this partition.
Celeux and Govaert [15] considered fourteen different models for the covariance 
structu re , based on the eigenvalue decomposition, for bidim ensional data . They focused 
on the most parsim onious models th a t allow for a different volume am ong com ponents. 
A fter numerical experim ents they concluded th a t these are capable of describing m any 
clustering structures w ithout needing complex algorithm s. They recom m end the use
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of the following forms of the covariance matrices:
Efc =  o \ l ,  a l  unknown, 1 < k < K;
£/c =  A*Diag(<7 i , . . .  ,o-p), Aa, Xk , a f , . . . ,  a l  unknown;
E/c =  A/-E, E unknown and symmetric.
2.2 Bayesian clustering w ith restricted covariance struc­
ture
O ther authors considered the estim ation problem from a Bayesian approach. Ban- 
held and Raftery [3] carried out cluster analysis based on a m ixture of m ultivariate 
norm al distributions as given by equation (1 .8 ). The covariance m atrices are decom­
posed as
E k =  AkD kA kD 'k, (2 .2 )
where A^  is a scalar th a t controls the volume of the k- th  group, A & =  diag{l, a ^ ,  ■ • •, a,fcp}, 
for 1 > a/j2 , > • >  a/cp, its shape and Dk,  an orthogonal m atrix , its orientation.
They developed algorithm s to maximise the classification likelihood given by equa­
tion (2 .1 ). The m ethod is implemented in the software M CLUST, as b o th  an S-PLUS 
function and a F ortran  program  available from StatLib, the la tte r  can be obtained at 
h tpp ://lib .stat.cm u.edu/general/m clust. However, the algorithm  has some lim itations.
It assumes th a t the mixing proportions are equal, estim ates for the model param eters
6 — ((fx1, Ei ) ,  ( ^ 2, E 2 ) , . . . ,  (/xfc, Efc)) tend to be biased. T he num ber of com ponents, k ,
is chosen via a s ta tis tic  based on an approximation of posterior probabilities p(k  — r |y ) ,  
called the A pproxim ate Weight of Evidence (AWE). It is a heuristically derived approx­
im ation to twice the log of the Bayes factor. This s ta tistic  can be used to  com pare 
results obtained w ith different values of k and or different m ixture models. The user 
m ust choose a model among the possible models, no formal m ethod to do this is given.
In later work, Raftery and Fraley [25], the AWE statistic  is replaced by an alternative
approxim ation called the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) of Schwarz [57]:
—21ogL(vI') -t-p logn (2-3)
where 'I' =  (w\, W2 , . . .  Wk~i ,0)  and p is the dimension of 0. D asgupta and Raftery [18]
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obtained good results in a examples w ith constant-shape G aussian models and th e  BIC 
to determ ine the num ber of clusters. Fraley and R aftery [25], explain their approach 
can form the basis of a more general model-based strategy for clustering. The m ethod 
needs to specify a m aximum num ber of clusters to consider, M , and a set of possible 
param etrisations of the covariance m atrix  to consider. T hen  an agglom erative cluster­
ing is carried out for the unconstrained Gaussian model and an initial classification 
into M  clusters is obtained and used as initial classification to  run the EM algorithm . 
Finally, the BIC is used to look for the combination of num ber of clusters and model 
th a t  best fits the data.
There are some aspects about the EM algorithm th a t need to  be considered. The 
ra te  of convergence near the optim um  can be very slow and it may not be practical for 
models w ith very large num ber of components. The algorithm  would have num erical 
problem s if a t least one of the covariance m atrices is close to  singularity.
Fraley and R aftery [26], [25] considered a constant Poisson process to  model noisy 
data . The m ixture likelihood is then
An observation contributes 1 / V  if it is part of the noise, otherw ise it contributes a 
Gaussian term .
The basic procedure initially obtains an estim ate for the noise, then hierarchical 
clustering is applied to  denoised d a ta  to obtain an initial partition . T he EM used for 
the  augm ented model (2.4) is initialised with the hierarchical clustering partition  and 
the result of the denoising procedure for the noise component. The EM  works well w ith 
a good initial identification of the noise and clusters.
Bensmail et al [4] presented a fully Bayesian approach whereby inference was made 
through Gibbs sampling. They used conjugate prior distributions for T , the param eters 
of the m ixture model. The prior distribution of the mixing proportions is a Dirichlet 
d istribu tion  w  ~  D ( a \ , . . . ,  a*,). The prior distributions for the means, conditionally 
on the covariance m atrices, £*,, are Gaussian, fJ,k \T,k ~  N p(£k , 1 / Tk^k)-  The conjugate 
prior of the covariance m atrix  depends on the model th a t is being considered and it 
assumes one of the following forms: A/, AkI ,  E, A^E, AD kAD'k , AkD kAD'k , \ kD A kD'
71 k
(2.4)
where V  is the hypervolume of the d a ta  region and Y^j=owj  ~  -*■ an(  ^ ~
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or S k ­
in  th is case, the model and the number of com ponents is selected through an ap­
proxim ation of the Bayes factors. Consider a model as the com bination of a num ber 
of com ponents and a form of the covariance matrix, the Bayes factor for Mi  against 
model M j  given the d a ta  y  corresponds to the ratio of posterior to  prior odds given by
Bij = p ( y \ M i ) / p ( y \ M j ) ,  (2.5)
where
p(y\Mi)  = j  p(y\6i ,Mi)p(6i \Mi)d0i,  (2.6)
where Gi is the vector of param eters for model Mi, p{Gi\M{) is the prior density (/ =  i , j ) ,  
equation (2.6) is called the integrated likelihood. A good review on Bayes factors can 
be found in Kass and Raftery [39], The m ain com putational challenge here is to 
approxim ate the  integrated likelihood. The Gibbs sam pler o u tp u t is used to obtain  the 
Laplace-M etropolis estim ator of the integrated likelihood, R aftery  [50]. The Laplace 
m ethod for the integral of a real-valued function f {u) ,  where u  is a p-dim ensional 
vector, yields the approxim ation
p(D)  »  (27T )!|/f(4 -) |jp (y |« )P W  (2.7)
where p  is the dimension of 6, 9 is the posterior mode of 6,  and H ( ^ )  is minus the 
inverse Hessian of h{6) — log{p(y|0)p(#)}, evaluated a t 9 — 6.
The derivatives this approxim ation requires are not easily available, therefore the 
posterior sim ulations are used to obtain robust estim ates of the quantities needed to  
com pute expression (2.7). Finally, the Bayes factors are obtained as the ratios of 
the integrated likelihoods els given in equation (2.5). The proposed Bayesian cluster 
analysis worked well for several examples bu t only the first four forms of the covariance 
m atrices given above were considered.
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2.3 Bayesian sem i-param etric approach to  m odel-based  
clustering
A nother approach proposed in literature for density estim ation is Bayesian infer­
ence using m ixtures of Dirichlet processes. Escobar and West [23] describe the norm al 
m ixture model as follows. They assume th a t data  Y \ , Y 2 , . . .  , Y n are conditionally in­
dependent and normally distributed, (Yi|0i) ~  V*), 0* =  (/lh, V i )  for i =  1 , . . . ,  n.
T he param eters 0; come from some prior distribution G(-) on I t  x l + . If G(-) is uncer­
ta in  and modelled as a Dirichlet process, then the d a ta  can be seen as coming from a 
Dirichlet m ixture of normals (Escobar [22], Ferguson [24], A ntoniak [2])
Bi ~  G,
G  ~  Dir(aGo(-)) .
In particu lar they consider a Dirichlet process defined by a positive scalar a  and 
G o(-), the prior guess at the shape, a specified bivariate d istribution over IR. x R + . 
G o(-) is the prior expectation of G(-). An im portant p a rt of the model s tructu re  is 
associated w ith the discreteness of G(-) under the Dirichlet process assum ption. In any 
sample 0 of size n  from G'(-) there is a positive probability of coincident values. For 
any i — 1 , . . . ,  n, consider 0 ^  = ( 0 j , . . . ,  0 i_ i, 9l+\ , . . . ,  9n }. T he conditional prior for 
(0 ,!«<•)) is
71
(0(100) ~  a o ^ G o t f t )  +  On-! ■M'?*) (2-8)
j  =  l , j ^ i
where 8Q.{9i) denotes a unit point mass at Oj = 9{ and ar =  l / ( a  +  r) for positive 
integers r. The distribution of (6n+i\9) is
n
(0n+i10) ~  a a nGo(9n+i) + an ' ^ 5 e i (6n+i). (2.9)
2 —  1
Therefore, given 0, the next case 0n+i represents a new distinct value w ith proba­
bility a a n and is otherwise drawn uniformly among the first n  values. This is the case 
for the first n  values as well, so w ith positive probability they will reduce to some k < n 
d istinct values. The prior mean Gq(-) needs to be specified, a norm al/inverse-gam m a 
form is convenient for this model.
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The corresponding prior d istribution for /c, see A ntoniak [2], depends critically on 
a.  I t also depends on n  and it is unimodal. One can select the value of a  th a t, given 
n, will pu t the m odal value where desired. To deal w ith  this issue Lo [41] proposed 
to random ize the value of a. Escobar and West [23] show how to  sample from the 
posterior of a  a t each stage of the Gibbs sampler sim ulation.
West et al [6 6 ] use this scheme to analyse m ultivariate da ta , particularly  the five 
dim ensional version of the Lubischew’s [42] beetle d a ta  set. In his results the k = 3 
and k — 4 are given the highest posterior probability. T he num ber of species in the 
d a ta  set is actually  3. A lthough the paper concentrates on density estim ation, the 
authors suggest this could be used as a clustering strategy. However, it is difficult to 
evaluate the effect th a t the param eter a  has on posterior inference, particularly  on the 
posterior d istribution  of k, the num ber of groups. As Green and R ichardson [35] point 
out, a difficulty in the DP model is th a t a single param eter controls variability, m aking 
it difficult for the user to specify it a priori. This approach would require a detailed 
analysis on this aspect.
Q uintana and Iglesias [49] give a decision theoretic form ulation of product partition  
models (P P M ’s). The models associated to observations y  =  y i ,  y 2 , . . .  , y n are repre­
sented by JVC =  {M p : p e  CP}, where fP is the set of all partitions of 5b — {T • • • ?n }- The 
underlying partition  structure in this model is related to  the struc tu re  th a t arises in 
connection w ith Dirichlet processes. The authors present a  procedure to select a p a rti­
tion model w ith a specified purpose. The algorithm is based on the particu lar decision 
problem  at hand w ith the loss function chosen to reflect the  corresponding aspects of 
interest, for example, estim ating some param eter th a t determ ines the d istribu tion  of 
y , detecting outliers, exploring some specific posterior d istribu tion  of interest.
M inimisation of the given loss function needs a  partition  p* th a t  a tta in s the corre­
sponding optim al value to be found. A clustering algorithm  is introduced to find such a 
partition . At the beginning of a given step the current partition  is pj — {S^, . . . ,  ‘S,j7/9.|}> 
where 5^ contains all those units th a t have not yet been selected. T he algorithm  finds 
the m ost outlying observation fc* 6  5 [. Then all the possible partitions generated by 
separating k* from Sj  are evaluated, including the  possibility th a t  k* defines a new 
cluster w ith only th a t observation. If none of the partitions \pj\ are be tte r th an  pj 
the algorithm  stops proposing the partition p j , otherwise it is replaced by the b e tte r 
partition  and the whole process is repeated.
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2.4 O ther approaches
Projection pursuit is a technique that has been used in cluster analysis. Low di­
m ensional projections of the m ultivariate d a ta  are used to obtain interesting views of 
the full-dimensional data . Clusters are found by minimising a projection index, for ex­
ample, if the projection produces non-normal distributions, any test for non-norm ality 
could be used as a projection index.
Bolton and Krzanowski [7] proposed a clustering m ethod based on pro jection pu r­
suit and non-hierarchical clustering methods. They introduce a projection pu rsu it index 
th a t takes into account the scale in the data. They propose diagnostics for finding the 
num ber of groups in the projected data  based on w ithin group sums-of-squares.
P ena and P rieto  [47] propose a one-dimensional projection pursuit algorithm  based 
on directions obtained by both  maximising and minimising the kurtosis coefficient of 
the projected data . Once a first direction is chosen, the d a ta  are pro jected  in this 
direction. They evaluate if the projected points can be split into clusters along this 
first direction. Assuming th a t the set S  = ( y i , . . .  , y n) is split into k non overlapping 
sets S  = S\  U S2 U • • • U 5/c, where Sl H Sj = 0 for all i 7  ^ j ,  the sam ple d a ta  are 
projected  over a second direction checking if any cluster Si, i = 1 , . . . ,  k can be further 
split. The procedure is repeated until the data  are split into m  sets, in the projections 
in one direction some clusters might mask the presence of o ther clusters.
P ena and P rieto  [47] consider as interesting directions those in which the projected  
d a ta  cluster around different means. These means are well separated w ith  respect to 
the m ean variability of the distribution of the points around their means. T he criteria 
used to identify the clusters is based on the analysis of the sample spacings or first-order 
gaps between ordered statistics of the projections. If the d a ta  come from a univariate 
d istribution, then  large gaps should appear near the extrem es of the d istribu tions and 
small gaps near the center. This pattern  would be altered by the presence of clusters. 
They consider a set of observations can be split into two clusters when they  find a 
sufficiently large first-order gap in the sample. After com pleting the analysis of the 
gaps, the algorithm  assigns observations within the clusters identified in the data . The 
m ain aim of the final step is to check if the observations suspected to be outliers are ju st 
a p roduct of the choice of directions. This procedure is based on standard  m ultivariate 
tests using the M ahalanobis distance. They have found this algorithm  effective in
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practice.
Posse [48] uses a hierarchical agglomerative clustering, s ta rtin g  not from the usual 
singleton, bu t from an efficient classification of the d a ta  in m any groups. The initial 
classification is derived from a subgraph of the minim um  spanning tree (MST) (see 
section 4.3 for a detailed description of the MST) associated to  the data. The subgraph 
is obtained by first trim m ing out its longest edges, which separates isolated observations 
in the periphery of the clusters and disconnects any well separated  clusters in the 
sample. To determ ine the num ber of edges to consider in this peeling, he compares 
the empirical distributions of the longest edges w ith their theoretical distributions 
when d a ta  come from an homogeneous Gaussian population. The rem aining connected 
com ponents in the M ST are then  separated into smaller groups of roughly the same 
size. The average size of these new components is determ ined by the num ber of edges.
2.5 D eciding on the number of clusters
A m ajor difficulty in cluster analysis is the choice of the num ber of clusters to 
consider. T ibshirani et al [62] propose a method for estim ating the num ber of clusters 
based on the “ gap statistic  ” . Let {yij} be the data , w ith i =  1 , . . . ,  n  observations and 
j  =  1 , . . .  ,p features measured. Let be the Euclidian distance between observations 
i and i ' . W hen the d a ta  have been clustered into k groups, let C \ , . . . ,  denote the 
indices of observations in CT, r = 1 , . . . ,  k and n T = \Cr \. Let
where Wk is the pooled w ithin cluster sum of squares around the cluster m eans if 
distance d is the squared Eucledian distance.
They propose to standarise the graph of log(W\)  by com paring it w ith its expecta-
Dr — ^   ^ djj'
i , i ' e C r
be the sum of the pairwise distances of all points in cluster r and
tion under an appropriate null reference distribution of the data . T he estim ate for the
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optim al num ber of clusters k they use is
Gapn (k) = E„log(Wk) -  log(Wk),
where denotes the expectation under a sample of size n  from the reference d istribu­
tion. To construct the reference distribution, they model the com ponents as log-concave 
densities. They either generate each reference feature uniformly over the range of ob­
served values for th a t feature or from a uniform distribution over a box aligned w ith 
the principal com ponents of the data. Taking into account the variation over the sim­
ulation of the reference distribution they propose as the optim al value of the num ber 
of clusters the smallest k for which
Gapn (k) > Gapn(k +  1) -  sfc+1,
where sk+i denotes the standard  deviation of the sim ulated value from the reference 
distribution. They conclude the gap statistic is efficient for w ell-separated clusters.
Sahu and Russell [56] consider the problem of determ ining the unknown num ber 
of com ponents in m ixture models. T hey propose the use of a distance m easure to 
com pare two distributions. They focus on the Kullback-Leibler (KL) measure because 
of the advantages it has in term s of simplicity and analytical tractability . The m ethod 
s ta rts  w ith a large value of k and reduces the number of com ponents sequentially by 
collapsing until no further collapsing can be done w ithout considerable loss in the fit. 
T h a t is, they consider the merging of the two components ra th er than  carrying out a 
re-fit of the model. Once they have computed the distance between the original model 
and all the collapsed versions, they select the best version of the model w ith k — 1 
components. The param eters for the new components are calculated keeping fixed the 
param eters th a t  correspond to the other components. Then the posterior probability
Pck(k) = P r { d U lk}J lk~1)) < ck \data}
is evaluated and the collapsed version is kept if Pck >  a.  In th a t case, they replace 
f ( k) by A re-fit of the whole model is carried out a t the end of the process to
ensure th a t the final posterior distribution has been adequately identified.
They use accurate approxim ations of the KL distance based on num erical quadra­
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tu res between the model w ith k components and its collapsed version and they also 
propose an alternative weighted KL distance with sim ilar properties to  the KL dis­
tance. The authors suggest this collapsed scheme could also be used in the RJM CM C 
sampler.
2.6 C lustering for gene data
Recently the study of genomes, their sequence and function, has become an active 
area of research in bioinformatics. DNA microarrays 1 and oligonucleotide arrays gen­
erate large am ounts of d a ta  in different types of gene studies. As a result there is an 
em inent need to  develop analytical methodologies to  ex tract useful inform ation from 
these large d a ta  sets. The process to obtain these d a ta  is not simple. Problem s arise at 
different stages and bias could be introduced as a result of the m icroarray technology.
Gene expression d a ta  is being used for different purposes such as examining changes 
in gene expression at different stages in the cell cycle or during em bryonic development, 
assigning probable biological functions to newly discovered genes by comparison w ith 
the expression patterns of known genes, identifying new targe ts for therapeu tic  drugs 
and in disease diagnosis w ith a view to individualized prognosis and therapy.
In particular, the problem concerned with the assignm ent of a biological function 
in cellular signalling has made clustering a useful tool in the exploratory analysis of 
m icroarray data . There is a growing number of clustering algorithm s th a t are be­
ing proposed to analyse gene expression data. These algorithm s include hierarchical 
clustering , self-organising maps, k-means, graph-theoretic approaches, among others. 
M any of these have been reported  to give successful insight to  gene expression data . 
However, as pointed out by some authors, none of these strategies provide a m easure 
of uncertainty on the classification on quantify cluster m em bership probabilistically. 
M odel-based clustering has been proposed to analyse gene expression d a ta  by several 
authors, see for example Yeung et al [6 8 ], M cLachlan et al [44] and Wakefield et al
1 Microarrays exploit the preferential binding of com plem entary single-stranded nucleic-acid se­
quences. The underlying principle is the sam e for all microarrays, regardless of how they are m ade, 
the unknown sam ple is hybridized to an ordered array of im m obilized D N A  w hose sequence is known. 
RN A from two different tissues or cell populations is used to  synthesize single-stranded cD N A  in the  
presence of nucleotides labelled w ith two different dyes (for exam ple, Cy3 and C y5). Both sam ples 
are m ixed in a small volum e of hybridization buffer and hybridized to the array surface, usually by 
stationary hybridization under a cover-slip, resulting in com petitive binding of differentially labelled  
cD N A s to  the corresponding array elem ents. High-resolution confocal fluorescence scanning o f the  
array w ith two different wavelengths corresponding to the dyes used provides relative signal intensities 
and rations of m RNA abundance for genes represented on the array.
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C h a p t e r  3
Cluster analysis using RJM CM C
We have discussed in C hapter 2 the use of Gaussian finite m ixture models in model- 
based clustering. We assume th a t the observed d a ta  belong to one of K  clusters which 
comprise the targe t population in a certain proportion. The num ber of groups is 
associated one-to-one w ith the k components of the m ixture model. We assume there 
is no prior certainty about k, the number of components and therefore it is considered 
as an  additional param eter.
A Bayesian formulation of the problem allows inference to be based on the jo in t 
posterior d istribution of the num ber of components in the m ixture and the other un­
known param eters given the data. The Reversible Jum p M arkov chain M onte Carlo 
(RJM CM C) procedure proposed by Green [32] has been central in extending the use of 
M arkov chain M onte Carlo (MCMC) to problems where the param eter space is of vari­
able dimension. Richardson and Green [51] have analysed the use of RJM CM C to fit a 
univariate m ixture of norm al distributions which essentially addresses one-dim ensional 
m odel-based cluster analysis.
In this chapter we will describe an extension of the la tte r to  higher dimensions. 
We will not consider any restriction on the param eters of the norm al com ponents, 
particularly  for the covariance matrices Efc. The perform ance of the sam pler will be 
evaluated through some examples and we will discuss the posterior inference for the 
num ber of com ponents as well as the posterior classification. The algorithm  we discuss 
in this chapter will often produce empty components which may or may not be close 
to the observed data. For the cluster analysis, in contrast to w hat one would do in 
a density estim ation context, we will dispense w ith the em pty com ponents when it is 
required for the analysis. This situation will occur again in the following chapters and
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once again the em pty com ponents will be removed when it is required for the analysis. 
We will present a sensitivity analysis of the posterior inference to the prior assum ptions.
3.1 The one dim ensional problem
W ith  the setting  given in section 1.2.1, following R ichardson and Green [51] we 
will describe the m ixture model as expressed in equation (1.3) where there is only one 
feature observed for the sam pled d a ta  and all densities belong to  the same param etric 
family. The unknown param eters 4/ =  (/c, w, 0 )  are assum ed to be draw n from appro­
priate  prior distributions. Then, the joint distribution of all variables can be w ritten  
as
p(k,  w , z, 0, y) =  p(k)p(w\k)p{z\v / , k )p{0 |z, w , k)p{y\9,  z, w , fc), (3.1)
where p{-1-) denotes generic conditional distributions.
Imposing further conditional independence, so th a t p (0 |z ,w , k) = p(9\k)  and 
p (y |0 , z, w , k) = p (y \9 , z ) ,  then equation (1.4) simplifies to
p(k,  w , z, 6, y) =  p( k )p (w \k)p( z \w , k)p{9\k)p{y\9 , z), (3.2)
where we have p (y |0 ,z )  = f ( - \ 9 Zi) and p(zi =  j )  =  Wj, for j  — l , . . . , n .  A nother 
layer to the hierarchy was proposed by the authors, allowing the priors for k, w  and 9 
to depend on hyperparam eters A, 5 and 7  so th a t these are drawn from independent 
hyperpriors. Then the joint d istribution of all variables is given by
p (A, 6,7 , k, w , z, 9, y) =p(X)p(6)p{y)p(k \\ )p(w\k ,  6)p(z |w , k)p{0\k} nf)p{y\9, z). (3.3)
3.2 The norm al m ixture m odel
For the specific case where all the components in the m ixture model are normally 
d istributed, for any f ( y i \0 j ) ,  9j  = j  =  l , . . . , / c .  R ichardson and Green [51]
adopted an independent sample structure for the param eters p,j and a? and consider a 
“ weakly informative ” prior structure
Pj ~  N ( £ , k ! ),
<t ~2 ~  T(a,/3),
(3.4)
(3.5)
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where the param etrisation  of the gam m a distribution has m ean a/ f3  and  variance a / 0 2. 
The norm al prior distribution  for fij is defined over an interval of variation, this interval 
could be proposed a priori  or the observed range could be used. Thus, £ is taken as 
the m idpoint of the observed range and k is a multiple of 1 / R 2 where R  is the length 
of the observed interval of variation.
To avoid restricting the size of the a 2- by the extent of the  range of the data , another 
level of hierarchy was introduced by allowing (3 to be draw n from a gam m a d istribu tion  
w ith param eters (g,h),  where a  > 1 > g. In particular, values £ =  1 /R 2, a  — 2, 
g — 0.2 and h =  10/ R 2 were used.
To deal w ith the identifiability problem introduced in section 1.2.3, the com ponent 
m eans pj  are assumed to  be in increasing numerical order, < p2 < ■ ■ ■ < Pk- The 
prior on the mixing proportions w  is always taken as a  sym m etric D irichlet d istribution ,
w  ~  D (6 ,6, . . . ,  6) (3.6)
in this case 6 is held fixed with 5 =  1.
The prior d istribu tion  for the num ber of components, for p ractical convenience, was 
taken to be uniform between 1 and a maximum prespecified num ber of com ponents 
kmax■ Richardson and Green [51] emphasised th a t results could be converted to  other 
priors on these values by means of the identity
P*{k, e k \y) cx p(fc, 6 k \ y ) ^ J ^ -
3.3 R eversible jum p m ethods
Section 1.7.1 gave the general form of the reversible jum p M CM C algorithm . It 
establishes the need to  define a family of moves th a t allow the sam pler to  move between 
different dimensions. W hen the sam pler attem pts a move to  a different dimension, a 
set of random  num bers and a determ inistic function m ust be defined to  ob tain  the 
corresponding values of the required param eters.
The moves used to define the reversible jum p sam pler for the  hierarchical model 
described in the previous section consisted of a split/m erge move and a b ir th /d e a th  
move. A sweep to u p d ate  the param eters in the current R JM C M C  itera tion  involved 
the following:
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(i) U pdating the weights w , which can be done using the  full posterior conditional 
in a Gibbs step. Through conjugacy, the posterior conditional distribution  of the 
weights remains a Dirichlet d istribution given by
where rij =  # { i  : Z{ =  j } ,  th a t is the number of observations currently allocated 
to the j — th  com ponent . Here ” denotes conditioning on all other variables.
(iii) U pdating the allocation variables z. Here the probability of the z-th observation 
to be allocated in the j -th  com ponent is proportional to
for i — 1 , . . . , n.
(iv) U pdating the hyperparam eter j3. This is also done in a Gibbs step using the 
resulting full conditional gam m a distribution
(v) A ttem pting to split one of the com ponents in the current itera tion  into two or to 
combine two com ponents into one.
For this move, the probabilities of attem pting  to  split or combine components 
are bk and =  1 — respectively, depending on k. As one m ight expect, these 
probabilities are taken as bkmax = d\ =  0 , dkmax — b\ — 1 and b^ = d^ =  0.5 for 
all o ther values of k.
w | . . .  ~  D(6  +  ni ,  +  n 2, . . . ,  5 +  rik) (3.7)
(ii) U pdating param eters {/ij} and {oy}, which can also be done in a Gibbs step. 
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For the combine proposal, two adjacent com ponents, denoted (ji, .7 2 ), are selected 
a t random . Here, the adjacency refers to adjacency in term s of the current values 
of the com ponent means. Once they are selected, these two adjacent com ponents 
are merged into a new one denoted j*. In this way the identifiability constrain t 
which requires yL\ < 112 < ■ ■ ■ < Hk, is satisfied. P aram eter values for the new 
com ponent need to  be computed. In order to do th is R ichardson and Green [51] 
proposed to equate the first three moments,
W J* =  W 3i  +  W J2i  
W 3 . l x j «  —  W j \  /b'l +  w j 2 ^ 3 2  1 
W U  ) =  W 3i (An +  ) +  W J2 { f l 2n  +  ).
For the reverse split move, three random  numbers are generated using b e ta  dis­
tribu tions u\  ~  be(2, 2), U2 ~  be(2,2), u 3 ~  6e(l, 1). T he six required param eters 
th a t satisfy the above moment matching are
wh = U iWjt ,
W32
H i = Mj * ~  u2<Jj, ^
l W3i
W32
H 2 — H* +  u 2°j,  ^
I 'H 2
wjl
d , =  u3( l - u % ) a l
W3- 
' w3i '
al = ( l - u 3) ( l - u\)(j\
provided /j,j1 <  /iJ2.
(vi) The b irth  of a new em pty component or the death  of an existing em pty compo­
nent. A random  choice to a ttem pt a b irth  or a dea th  is m ade using the same 
probabilities b^ and d as for the previous move.
For a b irth , the param eters of the new com ponent are draw n using the prior
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specifications
Wj, ~  be( l,g) ,
a ~ 2 ~  T (a , /3).
The weights of the existing components m ust be rescaled so th a t condition given 
by expression (1.2) is satisfied.
For the death  move, a random  choice from the existing em pty com ponents is m ade 
and the weights of the remaining com ponents are rescaled to satisfy expression 
( 1 .2 ).
T he acceptance probabilities for the split/com bine and b ir th /d e a th  moves are com­
pu ted  from equation (1.20), see R ichardson and Green [51], so detailed balance is 
satisfied. The authors point out th a t the chain is irreducible since it can move from 
any value of k to any other value in steps of one a t a time, allocations of observations 
have all positive probability  and the param eters and hyperparam eters are sam pled from 
distributions whose supports are the natu ral param eter spaces. Also the chain is aperi­
odic since given any arb itra rily  small neighbourhood of a curren t s ta te , after a sweep of 
the sam pler there is a  positive probability th a t the sam pler lies in th a t neighbourhood.
In general, for the one dimensional problem, the reversible jum p proved to  be a 
powerful technique to  generate a sample from the jo in t posterior d istribu tion  of all 
unknown variables. T he complexity of the process in applications requires considerable 
tuning. Some aspects re la ted  to sensitivity of the posterior inference to  prior assum p­
tions were highlighted by the authors and they will be taken into account as we proceed 
to extend their m ethodology to higher dimensional problems.
3.4 M ultivariate extension
In the present section, we describe an extension of the R JM CM C  m ethod of R ichard­
son and Green to classify m ultivariate observations into an unknown num ber of clusters. 
T he univariate im plem entation, as presented in the previous section, is followed, po int­
ing out the significant variations.
Again consider a m ixture model of norm al m ultivariate d istributions. Let the
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p-vectors y i , .. . y n be the observed values of the corresponding random  variables Y j. 
T he density function for Y j  is then assumed to be a /c-component norm al m ixture of 
the form
k
f  (yj)  = Y l WiNp ^ i ' ^ -  (3-12)
2— 1
We also adopt an independent sample structu re for the  param eters and E*. As 
proposed by Stephens [59], following Richardson and G reen [51], a natu ra l general­
isation for the p-dimensional case is obtained replacing univariate norm al prior dis­
tribu tions w ith m ultivariate norm al distributions and gam m a prior d istributions w ith 
W ishart distributions. Hence the prior distributions for the param eters w, ^  and E* 
are respectively Dirichlet, m ultivariate normal and inverse W ishart, specifically
w  ~  D (S , 6 , . . . , 6 ) (3.13)
Mi ~  N Pi£,fc-1 )
E r1 ~  Wp(2a, (20)-1))
for i =  1, 2 , . . . ,  k. W here k, j3 and h are p x  p m atrices, £ is a p  x 1 vector and a , <5 
and g are scalars.
T he prior d istribution for the number of com ponents, k , is taken to  be uniform in 
(1, .  .. , k max}, where kmax =  30. As before, to reflect the belief th a t  the variances of 
the  com ponents in the m ixture are similar b u t w ithout restric ting them  to  be equal, 
another level in the hierarchical model is given. T he hyperprior d istribu tion  for the 
scale m atrix  (3 is a W ishart distribution
0  ~  W p(2g,  ( 2 h ) ~ 1). (3.14)
The notation  W p(v,A)  is used for a W ishart d istribu tion  in p  dimensions w ith 
param eters u and A.  Usually, a W ishart d istribution is given for u >  p, where v is an 
integer. This is useful when v is interpreted as a sample size and the sam ple covariance 
has a W ishart d istribution. However, a density can be defined by a non-integer v  
provided v > p — 1. This W ishart distribution has density
W p{ V \ v , A )  -  K \ A \ - ^ 2 \ V \ ^ - p- l ^ 2 e x p l - h r { A - l V ) \ /(I/p o s itiv e  definite), (3.15)
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on the space of all sym m etric m atrices, where /(•) denotes an indicator function and
v  +  1 — c_ 2(i'p)/27r(p(p-i))/4 JQ  p
c— 1 '
T he values a  = 2 and g — 0.2 were proposed by R ichardson and Green [51] to  define 
the corresponding gam m a hyperprior for (3 in the one dim ensional case. Stephens [59] 
suggested th a t  a slightly stronger constraint was needed to define the  hyperprior for 
/?, and he successfully used a  =  3 and g =  0.3 for the b ivariate case. This gives an 
im proper hyperprior on (3. Here W p(i/, A)  denotes a density  proportional to expression 
(3.15) for v < p — 1. However, the posterior d istribu tion  is seen to be proper for 
the two dimensional case. W hen the dimension of the observed variables increases, in 
order to  have a proper posterior, the values a  =  p +  1 and g — a / 10 will be considered. 
Sensitivity of the posterior inference to  this assum ption will be assessed.
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where £* is the m idpoint of the observed intervals of variation for the d a ta  in the ith  
variable and R{ is the respective length of th a t interval, for i =  1 , . . .  ,p.
A  reversible jum p sam pler will be used to sam ple values from the ta rg e t d istribution, 
the sequence of steps w ithin each MCMC iteration  is as follows:
(i) U pdating the weights w , which can be done, as in the one-dim ensional case, in a
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Gibbs step from the posterior full conditional
w | . . .  ~  D{5 +  n l5 S +  n 2, . . . ,  5 +  n^), (3.16)
where rii = #{z : Zj =  i).
(ii) U pdating  param eters f i i and Ej, which can also be done in a Gibbs step using 
the resulting conjugate full conditional distributions
(iv) U pdating the hyperparam eter /3, also done using the posterior full conditional 
W ishart d istribution,
(v) A ttem pting  to split one of the components into two or to  combine two into one. 
The probability  of attem pting  to split or combine com ponents is exactly the same 
as for the one-dimensional case.
For the  combine proposal, the univariate case considered choosing a t random  a 
pair of com ponents ( j i , j ’2 ) th a t were adjacent in term s of the means. T h a t is, 
Hjl <  fij2 w ith no other in the interval We have not considered any
partia l ordering on the means for the higher dimensional case, two com ponents 
{3 1 , 3 2 ) are selected at random  with probability proportional to the inverse of the 
M ahalanobis distance between every pair of means.
(iii) U pdating the allocation variables z, where
p r ( Zj = i )  oc w iN p{yj ; f i i) £»)• (3.19)
(3.20)
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T he M ahalanobis distance between \xi and fij  is expressed as
d ( h j )  =  (Mi -  -  Mj) where
^  +  Wj'Lj
W i  +  W j
(3.21)
(3.22)
Once the two com ponents are selected, they are merged into a new com ponent 
labelled j*.
Unfortunately, the direct extension of the univariate determ inistic function to 
com pute the covariance m atrix  of the new com ponents was not convenient in 
term s of the efficiency of the sampler. If the first th ree m om ents were considered, 
nam ely
then, in almost every case, this approach produced a m atrix  which was not pos­
itive definite. Some other conditions on the elem ents of the covariance m atrices 
of the selected com ponents were explored to  allow a larger num ber of positive 
definite m atrices to be obtained while attem pting  the sp lit/com bine move. For 
example, the 2nd moment was replaced by the equality w*E* =  u q E i + 11)2 ^ 2 , in 
which case a diagonal m atrix  of random  num bers has to  be generated. However, 
for the new m atrix  to rem ain a positive definite m atrix , the random  num bers 
needed to  be very small, which made the coverage of the param eter space in­
adequate. O ther conditions on the eigenvalue decom position of the covariance 
m atrices were tried, bu t the reversibility of the move was not easily achieved. 
Recently D ellaportas and Papageorgiou [19] presented a sp lit/com bine move us­
ing the spectral decomposition of the covariance m atrix . In their work they show 
th a t the RJM CM C  sam pler works b u t do not give any details on the perform ance 
of the sampler. Zhihua et al [69] preserved the first two m om ents by considering 
th a t covariance m atrices for all com ponents share a common eigenvector m atrix.
w* — W\ +  U>2,
+ £*) = wi(//i/zf + Si) +  w 2 ( ^ 2 ^ 2  +  S2)
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To carry out the cluster analysis using a RJM CM C, the functions used to  merge 
the two selected com ponents into a new j* , which we found more useful, are
(3.23)u>* —  W i  +  U)2,
w * » i .
=  + ™ 2 o f i 2 ,
a i j • G i ] \  ,
=  W \ --------------------- b  W 2ic*-----—— w \ - — V 2 -----—— for i ^ j .
C i i i & i j i  ^ii-2 U j2
These conditions on the elements of the covariance m atrices gave approxim ately 
from 30% to  70% of positive definite matrices when attem pting  a split move.
For the reverse splitting move, random num bers are generated independently 
from the following distributions: u  ~  be(2,2),  Vi ~  iV (0,5/8), ta ~  6e ( l , l )  for 
i — 1 tij ~  7V (l/2 ,5 /8 ) for i =  l , . . . , p  i > j .  This random  vector is
centered using Brooks et al [11], so called “weakly non-identifiability centering
M any applications rely on empirical tuning of the jum p functions and the proposal 
distribution. Brooks et al [11] discussed various m echanisms for guiding the choice 
of the proposal distribution, particularly to center and scale it. Using weakly non- 
identifiability centering to  define the proposal d istribution, the authors reported  
some im provem ent in the acceptance ra te for the sp lit/com bine move in some of 
the examples given in Richardson and Green [51]. For example, the acceptance 
ra te  for the split/com bine move for the acidity d a ta  increased from 8% to 10%. 
For the sam e d a ta  set, the results obtained for the scaling m ethods had the 
acceptance ra te  reduced from 8% to 2.5%. However, in b o th  cases, there was no 
need of pilot tuning.
Weakly non-identifiability centering finds a point a t which the  likelihood contri­
butions are the same for models in both dimensions, we have used this point to 
center the proposal d istribution. In this case the use of Brooks et al techniques to 
scale the param eters of the distributions gave a sta te  dependent variance which 
in m ost of the cases was too big and easily led to  num erical problems. Therefore, 
we did not scale the distributions with this technique.
The random  num bers defined above provide all required weights and param eters 
th a t satisfy the conditions given by equations (3.23). W hen one com ponent j* is
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selected to split into two new ones j \ , j 2 then the values for the param eters for 
com ponents j \  and j 2 are given by,
(3.24)W \ =  u w * ,
W 2 =  ( 1  - u ) w * ,
=  f M j .  - V i y J W 2 / w i ( J i i u  ,
=  P i j ,  +  V i y / w i / w 2 a u j m ,
3 \
=  t u f a / w i ) ^ . ' ,
a i i1 1 J  2 =  ( 1  -  t i d { w * / w 2 ) O i i u ,
=  { l - t i j ) y j { \ - t i i ) { l - t j j ) { w + / w 2 )
T he probabilities of accepting these moves are obtained from equation  (1.20), 
considering the expression
p{x'\y)  _  p(k  +  11A) p(vs(k+l^\k +  1, 5)
p (x \y ) p(^|A) p(w (fc)|/c,5)
p(z(fc+1) |fc -f 1, w (fc+1)) p(0 \k +  1) p{y \ 6 ', z(fc+1)) 
p(z(k)\k, w (fc)) p{0 \k) p (y |0 ,z ( fc))
where O' = (/xi; E *) for i =  1 , . . . ,  (k +  1) and 6  — (pL{, E *) for i — 1 , . . . ,  (k). The 
superindices (k +  1) and (k) denote the size of the vector for w  and z.
The acceptance probabilities for the split and combine moves have a ra th e r com­
plex form given by min{l,x4} and m in { l,l/A }  respectively, where A  is given
by
n 71+c5 —1 n,*0+<5—1
1 W -  W -
A  = (likelihood r a t i o ) Jl ^ T s - i ------ {2 ' k ) -p/ 2 \k~ 1 \ ' 1 / 2  (3.25)
X |(2/3)- 1 |-Q |E j1| (2“ -P -  !)/21 Ej21 (2a~p~1 }/ 21 E j, I (P+1 -2«)/2
x K - 1 e x p  | - t  [ t r (2 /3 ) S T 1 +  t r (2 / ? ) E r ‘ -  t r ( 2 ^ ) S T 1] )
X Lrfp+ ‘ W U. V. t )}~ 1 lJ l.
v k *  a l l o c
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where
K  _  2aP7rp(p-1)/4 ~  s ')'
a=i 2
T he first four lines in the above expression correspond to  the ra tio  and the
last line corresponds to  the ra tio  w^ ere Palloc is the proba­
bility th a t particu lar allocation is made and h (u , v , t ) ,  denotes the joint density 
of all the random  num bers generated to make the move. T he Jacobian for the 
transform ation  |J|, was explicitly com puted up to the  three dim ensional case. As 
dim ension increases, the  m atrix  shows the same form in its elem ents1. Hence, we 
conjecture it has a general expression given by
= v>i. n i iK .feq - i«))(!,-1)/2) ns.i n?=,+1
(u(l -  u))P p2+p)/2
(vi) The b irth  of a new em pty component or the dea th  of an em pty component.
This move is done practically in the same way as for the one-dim ensional case.
In th is case, for the b irth  move, the param eters of the new com ponent are drawn 
independently from the following distributions
W j m ~  6e(l,/c),
Sj.  ~  Wp( 2a,(2/3)-1).
The weights of the existing components m ust also be rescaled to  satisfy the re­
striction  th a t the weights of all components should add up to one. The acceptance 
probability  for th e  b irth  move is m in{l, A ]  where
(i - Mj, r + u - ^ - i  dk+l
B ( k 5 , 6) bk k (ko  +  l ) '  K ' ’
where ko is the num ber of em pty com ponents in the current state .
For the death  move, a random  choice from the existing em pty com ponents is 
m ade and the weights of the remaining com ponents are rescaled. The move is 
accepted w ith probability  m in{l, 1 / A )  w ith  A  as in the b irth  move.
1See A ppendix A for d eta ils on the com putations.
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3.4.1 Exam ples
In this section we inspect the performance of the m ethod and our im plem entation 
in higher dimensions. Using the hierarchical model described in the previous section, a 
reversible jum p sam pler was used to  fit a m ixture of m ultivariate norm al d istribu tions 
to several d a ta  sets2. We will follow five examples of different dimensions throughout 
this work. The examples include d a ta  which belongs to  well separated  clusters as well 
as typical examples used to  illustrate robust and fuzzy clustering. The R JM C M C  sam ­
plers were run for 300000 iterations, a burn-in of 200000 itera tions followed by 100000 
iterations, thinned every 50. The resulting 2000 iterations were used for the inference 
we present in the following sections. The length of the runs (burn-in and m onitored 
iterations) is believed to  be enough to give meaningful results, fu rther discussion will 
be given in C hapter 6.
Example 1
T he first example is taken form M cLachlan and Peel [43], who considered a three 
dim ensional m ixture given by
f { x \ d 3 ) =  0 . 66  7V2( / / 1, E 1) +  0 . 17 /V 2 ( ^ 2 , E 2 )  +  0.177V3 ( / / 3 , S 3 ) i
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2We are grateful to Dr. W illiam  Browne, University o f  N ottingham , who kindly provided us w ith
the C code for the random  generators of W ishart and m ultivariate normal distributions.
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A sample of 300 observations was generated, 200 observations were simulated from 
the first normal distribution. 52 and 48 observations were sim ulated from the other two 
respectively.
1' 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 *
0 200 400 600 800 1000 1 200 1400 1600 1800 2000 
Iteration
Figure 3.1: Sampled mean values for the number of components by iteration: Simulated 
data  from Example 1.
As shown in Figure 3.1, the number of components sampled in this example was 
either 3 or 4 and when the sampler accepted 4 components, the fourth one was always 
empty. The mixing of the sampler is not good in terms of the num ber of components. 
It suggests th a t well separated multivariate normal distributions are easily identified 
by the sampler.
W ith respect to the param eters 6 i, sampled values suggest th a t posterior estimates 
should be adequate. The sampled means for all three components are shown in Figure 
3.2. There was no label switching in this case. The dashed lines correspond to the sam­
ple mean values obtained from the simulated data. For each component the sampled 
values are centered somewhere near the values obtained from the data. The histograms 
of the covariance m atrix elements are shown in Figure 3.3. The dashed lines correspond 
to the values obtained from the sample covariance m atrix of the sim ulated data. Al­
though there is a suspicion of some bias for some elements of the covariance matrices, 
overall inspection of the estim ates of generalised variance of the components reveals a 
slight tendency to positive skewness and little evidence of bias, except possibly in the 
th ird  component, see Figure 3.4. The weights for the 3-component normal m ixture are 
given in Figure 3.5 and correspond well to the values given by the sim ulated data.
The convergence of this sampler is not easy to assess, following Richardson and 
Green [51] and Stephens [59], we concentrate for the moment on evaluating the ability
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of the RJM CM C sam pler to  move between different values of k. It is im portan t to 
give some rem arks about the mixing of the sam pler over the num ber of com ponents, k. 
This param eter is discrete and we expect the sampler to explore several values of k  for 
iterations a t the beginning of the simulation. However, once convergence is achieved 
the num ber of com ponents tends to  stabilize and the resulting o u tp u t will frequently 
show a poor mixing for k. We do not consider this as a negative aspect as we expect 
the sam pler to  find an adequate num ber of com ponents to  describe the struc tu re  of 
the d a ta  exhibiting small variations around this num ber. As a consequence periods of 
constant values of k will often be observed.
Once we have considered the mixing over the num ber of com ponents, k, we looked 
a t the autocorrelation functions and the ergodic averages of the individual param eters, 
conditional on the num ber of components. We found there is no evidence th a t suggests 
the sam pler has not yet reached equilibrium. The sam pled values mixed well in the 
case of the elements of the m ean vectors and covariance m atrices. Various initial states 
were used, and similar answers were obtained. We will defer further discussion of the 
convergence assessment to  C hapter 6.
In relation to  the acceptance rates for the moves, for the split/com bine move only
0.1% of the moves were accepted, being all combine type moves. For the b ir th /d e a th  
move 1% of the moves were accepted.
One of the main objectives of any cluster analysis is the  partition ing  of the d a ta  
into clusters. Following a suggestion of O ’Hagan in the discussion of R ichardson and 
Green [51], one m ethod of achieving this is to calculate a dissim ilarity between all pairs 
of observations derived from counting the num ber of times each pair is classified in the 
same component. This may then  be used in one of the p lethora of available clustering 
techniques described in C hapter 1.
In this case, a hierarchical clustering was carried out for several distance criteria. 
Results are robust in th a t they did not show much variation in the obtained classifi­
cation. The num ber of observations allocated in each com ponent was 200, 52 and 48 
respectively, which were the num ber of observations sim ulated originally sam pled from 
each component.
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Figure 3.2: Sampled mean values for the 3-component norm al mixture: Simulated data. 
The dashed lines correspond to the values obtained from the simulated data, (a) First 
Component, (b) Second Component, (c) Third Component.
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Figure 3.3: Histograms for the sampled covariance matrices for the 3-component normal 
mixture: Simulated data. The dashed lines correspond to the values obtained from the 
data, (a) F irst Component, (b) Second Component, (c) T hird Component.
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Figure 3.4: Histograms for the sampled generalised variance for the 3-component nor­
mal mixture: Simulated data. The dashed lines correspond to the values obtained from 
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Figure 3.5: Histograms and ergodic averages for the sampled weights of the 3-
component normal mixture: Simulated Data.
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E x a m p le  2
The second example is the data  on duration and waiting tim e before the next 
eruption from 272 eruptions of the Old Faithful geyser in Yellowstone National Park 
(the da ta  version used in Hardle [36], Venables and Ripley [64] and Stephens [59]). 
Each observation records in the first feature the duration of the eruption and in the 
second feature the waiting time before the next eruption. Both measurements are made 
in minutes and they are shown in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Old Faithful data.
A reversible jum p sampler was run for this da ta  set, from the inspection of the 
plot shown in Figure 3.6, we expected the sampler to identify two groups in the Old 
Faithful data. However, the output shows the data  are described by a two or three- 
component m ixture with high posterior probability, those in red corresponding to empty 
components. Considering th a t when three components are fitted, there is one small 
weighted component, this could suggest a component is being used to explain departures 
from m ultivariate normality. Therefore, the values th a t are given the highest posterior 
probability might not correspond to the number of groups th a t best describe the data. 
To decide on the number of groups other aspects, such as the weights of the components 
and the allocated observations, should be taken into account.
The mixing over the number of components is slightly better for this da ta  set, see 
Figure 3.7.
The sampled values for the mean vectors of the three-component m ixture are shown 
in Figure 3.8(a). Label switching is clearly observed in this example. If the da ta  are 
classified using the dissimilarity matrix, it would separate observations 6, 84, 33, 131,
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Figure 3.7: Sampled values for the number of components k by iteration  and barplot 
of the num ber of components k (empty components in red): Old Faithful data.
133 and 244 into a th ird  cluster (black). This favours the possibility th a t the th ird  
com ponent is a consequence of non-normality rather than  a separate cluster. If they 
were allocated into two groups only, these observations would be placed into the red 
component, Figure 3.8(b), th a t has 92 observations allocated into it. The remaining 
175 observations are classified into the remaining cluster (blue).
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Figure 3.8: (a) Sampled values for the mean vectors for the three-com ponent mixture: 
Old Faithful data, (b) Classification for the Old Faithful d a ta  into three groups.
Once again the convergence analysis (not shown) of the individual m onitored pa­
ram eters, conditional on the number of components, shows no evidence th a t suggests 
the chain has not yet reached equilibrium. The acceptance rates for the split/com bine 
move were 0.12% and for the b irth /d ea th  move were 1%, the same as in the previous 
example.
50
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E x a m p le  3
The th ird  example is the well known artificial Ruspini d a ta  [54], [55], which are 
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Figure 3.9: Ruspini data.
The fact th a t small weighted components often reflect departures from normality 
becomes evident with this data  set. Here, a six component m ixture is fitted with the 
highest posterior probability, as can be seen in Figure 3.11. This suggests th a t the 
two small components fitted close to the upper groups could be used to cope with 
non-normality.
The results remain very similar to previous examples, in th a t mixtures with a larger 
number of components include several empty ones. The sampler mixes well over the 
number of components, see Figure 3.10, and the rest of the convergence monitoring 
gives no evidence suggesting th a t the chain has not stabilised. The acceptance ra te  for 
the split/com bine move is 6.3% and for the b irth /death  move is 12.1%, a lot higher 
than  in previous examples.
The classification for this da ta  set is shown in Figure 3.12. Here we noticed results 
vary slightly when changing agglomeration criterion used in the hierarchical clustering. 
Specifically, with the single linkage criterion, observation 45 is separated from the black 
group to become a different group. With the other criteria, it is observation 41 tha t 
is separated from the red group. The latter could suggest th a t potential outliers could 
also be separated using small weighted components. We shall revisit this example in the 
following sections, we fully recognise the limitations of using only normal components.
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Figure 3.10: Sampled values for the number of components k  by iteration  and barplot 
of the number of components k : Ruspini data.
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Figure 3.11: Sampled values for the m ean vectors for the six-component m ixture: Rus­
pini data.
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This will be further discussed in chapter 7.
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Figure 3.12: Classification for the Ruspini 
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Example 4
The next example is the Iris data  collected by Anderson [1] in 1935. He recorded 
four measurements, petal and sepal length and width for 50 specimens of each of three 
species of iris (s e t o s a , ve r s i co lo r  and virginica) .
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Figure 3.13: Sampled values for the number of components k by iteration: Iris data.
In this case the number of components showed a bad mixing, see Figure 3.13, keeping 
a two-component m ixture throughout most of the m onitored period. The sampler is 
not able to distinguish between the first two species of iris and placed them  together in 
one group. The mean vectors for these two species are very similar for certain elements 
and clearly different for some others, but this group of moves is not useful to  separate
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them .
As dim ension increases the number of accepted sp lit/com bine moves is reduced, 
mainly because the num ber of positive definite m atrices obtained through the moment 
m atching is also reduced. As a consequence, no split moves were accepted and only 
847 combine moves were accepted. The b irth /d ea th  move was accepted in 1% of the 
iterations.
If the observations were classified using these results the  first two species would be 
put together in one group and the remaining 50 observations would be allocated into 
a second group.
E x a m p le  5
The last example corresponds to the Lubischew’s [42] Beetle d a ta  from 1962. These 
d a ta  consist of 74 specimens from three different species of male flea-beetles of the genus 
Chaetocnema , (concinna, heikertingeri and heptapotamica) . The features m easured 
were:
1. w idth of the first joint of the first tarsus, in microns (sum for bo th  tarsi),
2. w idth  of the second joint of the first tarsus, in microns (sum for bo th  tarsi),
3. the m axim al w idth of the head between the external edges of the eyes, in units 
of 0.001mm,
4. the m axim al w idth of the aedeagus in the fore p a rt, in microns,
5. the form angle of the adageous, in units of 7.5°,
6. the aedeagus w idth in microns.
For th is example, when considering all the six variables, the reversible jum p sam pler 
fitted only two com ponents, see Figure 3.14. It is not possible for the sam pler to 
distinguish the first and the last species of beetle. W hen classifying the  observations 
through the dissim ilarity m atrix, observations from the  first and last group are placed 
together. The mixing over the number of com ponents is not very good, see Figure 3.14
(a). W hen the sam pler fitted a three-com ponent m ixture there was always one em pty 
com ponent. Here, no split/com bine moves were accepted and for the b ir th /d e a th  move 
the acceptance ra te  was of 3.1%.
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Figure 3.14: Sampled values for the number of components k  by iteration  and barplot 
of the num ber of components k : Lubischew’s Beetle data, (a) Considering six variables. 
(b) Considering five variables.
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We then  excluded the fifth variable considering th a t there is a difference in scale 
and a relatively discrete set of values. In this case, the sampler fits a three-com ponent 
m ixture. For the 93 iterations where a fourth component is included, it was em pty 
in 75. The mixing over the number of components is not good, see Figure 3.14 (b), 
bu t the sam pled values for the mean vectors and covariance m atrices axe very close 
to  the values obtained from the data. When classifying the observations they are 
adequately separated into the three species. For this example the acceptance ra te  for 
the  b ir th /d ea th  move is 3.4% but only one split/com bine move was accepted.
3.4.2 Sensitivity analysis for posterior inferences.
Richardson and Green [51] and Stephens [59] have discussed th a t the posterior 
d istribution  for the number of components k depends not only on the hyperprior spec­
ifications for the distribution of k, bu t also on the priors given to  other param eters of 
the m ixture.
We have assumed on the previous examples a uniform prior on { 1 , . . . ,  kmax} for 











Figure 3.15: Posterior number of components k: Ruspini data, (a) Uniform prior on 
{ 1 , . . . ,  kmax}. (b) Poisson prior w ith A =  5. (c) Poisson prior w ith A =  10.
W hen A =  5, the distribution for the posterior number of com ponents has its mode 
a t five com ponents. We noticed the acceptance rates for bo th  move types, split/com bine 
and b irth /d ea th , were reduced to approximately 0.1%. The sampled values for the  
m ean vectors show th a t one component is given a larger variance and therefore, two 
groups are represented by only one in this case. For A =  10, the sam pler gives very
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similar results to those obtained when considering a uniform prior distribution for the  
num ber of components. A six-component m ixture is given a larger probability in the 
posterior distribution for the number of components and the remaining param eters 
show similar values. Perhaps encouraging a larger num ber of components through the 
prior will only give further information if the d a ta  are supporting the existence of the 
given prior modal value.
Varying the prior on the covariance matrices, once it is ensured th a t the condi­
tional posterior will be proper, did not show im portant differences for the posterior 
d istribu tion  of k  when different values of a, g and h were considered.
The priors on the means , . . .  ,/j,k were taken as m ultivariate normal, -/Vp(£, k -1 ), 
for a fixed value of £ and k -1 . Richardson and Green reported a subtle change in the 
posterior num ber of components for different values of k ~ 1 in the one dimensional case. 
They showed th a t when the values of k ~ 1 were reduced, the num ber of components 
w ith the highest posterior probability first increased to  reach a peak and then  decreased 
again.
We observe a similar behaviour in the m ultivariate case, but changes in the values 
are even more subtle here. We considered values from 10R? to  R f /1 0 0  in each entry of 
the diagonal inverse covariance, where Ri is the range of the observed values. In the 
Ruspini data, the number of components with highest posterior probability is six in 
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Figure 3.16: (a) Posterior number of components for different values of the covariance 
m atrix  in the Ruspini data, (b) Solid line: posterior number of com ponents for a model 
w ith k fixed with R? in the diagonal entries. Dashed line: num ber of com ponents for 
the model w ith £ and k taken as hyperparam eters. Ruspini data.
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To address this situation, Stephens considered a “ vague ” prior on the hyperpara­
m eters £ and k . An im proper uniform prior was given to  £ and a “ vague ” W p(l, (l l ) ~ l ) 
for k . The la tte r d istribu tion  is fixed to be proper by considering I =  p — 1 +  e. He 
pointed out th a t fixing priors to be proper like this is not a good th ing to  do, bu t he 
goes on explaining th a t for this I, inference for £  and k is not sensitive for small 
values of e. However, numerical problems easily occur for small values of e, we consider 
e =  0.5 instead. T he posterior full conditionals for £ and k are
~  JVP(JZ, (/ckT 1) (3.27)
k | . . -  ~  WT(l + k , ( U p + S S ) ~ l ),
where /Z =  and S S  =  ~ 0 ( M i  ~  i ) T ■
The conclusions drawn from the posterior d istribution  for the num ber of com ponents 
do not differ greatly  from the ones obtained by keeping k as a fixed value, see Figure 3.16
(b). The posterior values sam pled for the remaining param eters rem ain unchanged for 
several values of e. Notice th a t very small values for e were not considered as they lead 
to num erical problem s. Com paring the sampled values for the com ponent param eters 
when k is fixed and variable, in the latter case one of the com ponents is given a larger 
variance and the sampled values for the mean vector are more dispersed. However, if 
the d a ta  were classified using the dissimilarity m atrix  described in the  previous section, 
the classification remains unaltered.
The analysis showed very similar results for the Old Faithful d a ta  set, see Figure 
3.17. The num ber of com ponents w ith the highest posterior probability  increased as the 
values in the diagonal of the inverse covariance m atrix are reduced from the first value 
considered, 10R%. A three-com ponent m ixture has the highest posterior probability  
for the models w ith  k fixed and R ?, 7 ^ /1 0  and R f / 100 in the diagonal entries. The 
num ber of com ponents w ith the highest posterior probability was not reduced for the 
inspected values of k . In this case the remaining param eters are very sim ilar in all the 
settings and the classification using the dissimilarity m atrix  obtained from the sam pler 
with variable k, was the same as the one obtained w ith the fixed /c.














Figure 3.17: (a) Posterior density estim ator for the num ber of com ponents for different 
values of the covariance m atrix in the Old Faithful data, (b) Solid line: posterior density 
for the num ber of components for a model w ith k fixed w ith R \  in the diagonal entries. 
Dashed line: posterior density for the model w ith £ and k taken as hyperparam eters. 
Old Faithful data.
The posterior number of components is highly dependent on the prior assum ptions 
taken, b u t the assum ptions we have taken for the examples to  explore the performance 
of the reversible jum p sampler led to very similar conclusions in term s of clustering 
and classification.
3.4.3 Discussion.
The use of RJM CM C samplers to fit a m ultivariate normal m ixture model presents 
some challenges. The m ethod is com putationally demanding, optimising the program  
might be necessary for some applications, particularly where tim e invested to  obtain 
results is an issue. Another crucial aspect is the definition of a family of moves th a t 
enables the sam pler to change dimension. The performance of the RJM CM C sampler 
using the split/com bine and b irth /d ea th  moves defined in this chapter was in general 
efficient. However, posterior inference is not an easy task  since problems such as label 
switching, convergence assessment and sensitivity to prior assum ptions always need 
addressing.
We have seen in the previous section th a t the posterior distribution  of the num ber 
of com ponents shows a high dependence on the prior assum ptions made on bo th  the 
number of components and the mean vectors. If there is any inform ation on the num ber 
of components or the mean values, this should be incorporated in the prior beliefs.
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In term s of density estim ation, Bayes factors, given as
d  =  p(k M / p ( k 2 \y) 
klM p (k i ) /p ( k2)
could be used to  compare models. Theoretically they do not depend on the prior p{k). 
For example, using the MCMC estim ates we compared the models w ith six and five 
com ponents for the Ruspini example w ith a uniform and a Poisson prior: B q^  =  1.4015 
for a uniform prior w ith kmax — 30 and B q^  — 0.9956 for a Poisson prior w ith A =  10. 
W hen a density estim ation problem is considered, a five-component m ixture could be 
proposed as the model since the Bayes factors are close to one. T he la tte r factors could 
be used to select a good model, other aspects such as parsim ony could be added to 
the selection criteria, as well as the comparison with m ixtures of o ther m ultivariate 
densities. However, when considering the clustering problem  we need to consider a six- 
com ponent m ixture and compare the results with other models and other estim ation 
m ethods. T h a t is fitting a six-component m ixture does not necessarily mean th a t there 
are six groups in the observed data.
In term s of clustering and classification, we found other aspects th a t  m ust be kept 
in mind. Overlapped clusters are difficult to separate and departures from norm ality 
as well as outliers will often result in fitting more com ponents th an  “groups” in the 
observed data . Therefore, distinguishing between these two categories m ight be useful 
and will be considered C hapter 7. If variable selection is used, it would be im portan t to 
identify the variables th a t best discrim inate the groups, particu larly  if they overlap. In 
general, when the groups are well separated the RJM CM C sam pler will fit a m odel th a t 
effectively identifies these groups and additionally it will provide a posterior probability 
for such a model. These results together w ith other alternatives to fit a m ultivariate 
norm al m ixture model will result in a robust description of the  groups in the observed 
data.
C h a p t e r  4
Other split/com bine moves for 
the RJM CM C
4.1 D iscussion  of RJM C M C  approach to  m ultivariate clus­
tering
The split move based on the moment matching type condition has shown to  be 
efficient, particularly  when there are well separated groups. However, we notice th a t 
the acceptance ra te  for the split/com bine move is considerably sm aller com pared to 
the acceptance ra te  for the b ir th /d ea th  move. In order to increase the acceptance ra te  
for the split/com bine move, we allowed the d a ta  to  give inform ation on where the new 
param eters could be placed.
We hope th a t d a ta  driven moves help the sam pler to identify im portan t gaps or 
differences in the allocated d a ta  of the selected com ponent to  split. We propose the use 
of bo th  univariate projections, particularly in the direction of the  principal components, 
and the  m inim um  spanning tree. Both concepts are often used to  guide clustering 
algorithm s as we have seen in C hapter 2.
4.2 D ata  informed moves based on principal com ponents
Low dim ensional projections of m ultivariate d a ta  have been used to  provide in ter­
esting views of the full-dimensional data, see for example Pena and Prieto  [47] . They 
have looked for gaps th a t suggest the existence of two modes in one cluster. If there is 
a gap th a t  separates two clouds of observations th a t are allocated in one norm al com-
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poncnt th a t we intend to split into two different ones, this gap could be detected when 
projecting the d a ta  points onto the principal axis of the fitted normal. For illustration 
see Figure 4.1. Using this idea, a different split/com bine move was constructed.
Figure 4.1: An example of a  component selected to split, with mean param eter p. The 
current sample mean is x  and when projecting it onto the principal axis it splits the 
allocated d a ta  in two groups with sample means x\  and X2 .
The construction aims to allow data  to give information on where the new para­
meters could be placed when splitting a component into two, so th a t the move is more 
likely to be accepted. Using the projected d a ta  to determ ine the param eter values can 
result in an increase in the likelihood.
First a nonem pty component labelled j» is selected with equal probability from 
the k existing ones, since any of them should be selected to split. Then we compute 
the value of the sample mean and the sample covariance m atrix, denoted y Jt and SJm 
respectively, based on the n.jm observations currently allocated to component j *. W hen 
these are available, we obtain the principal axis from decomposing S j t into its singular 
values.
Let A i,. . . ,  Ap be the eigenvalues of S jm, satisfying Ai > A2 >  • • • >  Ap > 0. Let 
t ( i ) , .. ., t(p) be the corresponding eigenvectors with unit length and T  — .. ., t(p)),
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such th a t
r S jmT  = diag(A1, . . . , A p).
Consider y ^ ,  the orthogonal projection of onto t ^ y  Using y 'j , and the projec­
tion of all observations currently  allocated to com ponent j*, p  into the principal
axis, we split the allocated observations in two groups j \  and j2- One w ith those ob­
servations whose projection have a smaller value th an  y '+ and the other w ith those 
observations whose projection have a bigger value th an  y '^ . If bo th  groups are non­
em pty w ith n j x ,rij2 > 2, then values for y ^ , S j x , y - 2 , S j 2 are used to define the new 
param eters for the com ponents labelled j \  and T he idea we pursue is to  preserve 
the distance observed between the elements of current param eters ( / i j , , £?*) and the 
sample values (yJ t , S j J ) .  The mechanism th a t allows the sam pler to move between 
dimensions requires the choice of a set of determ inistic functions and random  num ­
bers whose distributions should also be established. An im portan t aspect to take into 
account is th a t  the move should be reversible and we need the chosen determ inistic 
functions to ensure this.
We will consider the distance described above in the positive direction, dividing the 
resulting segment into two segments th a t add up to the observed distance. Therefore 
we use the random  num bers Ui,Vi £ [0,1] which are generated independently from b eta  
d istributions iq ~  6e(2, 2), Vi ~  6 e ( l , l )  and the set of determ inistic functions is as 
follows:
wh =  P V j . ,
WJ2 II 1 6 where p  - -'i
Mij-i =  y ix +  \^u -
— Yi2 +  I Hi, — y J Q -  -  u i)>
ailj\ f-s
+ii ~  SHj, 1
— Siij2 +  Icq/^ -  Siijt |(1 -  Vi)
where i , l  = 1 and p  is the dimension of the  observed variables. T he absolute
values are used in the conditions firstly to ensure th a t by considering only the positive 
difference between the com ponent param eters and the sam ple values, the covariance 
m atrix  has positive elements in its diagonal and secondly to  ensure th a t the random
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num bers for the reversible move £ [0,1]. A lthough, strictly  speaking, using the 
absolute values does not define a bijection, which is needed to use the RJM CM C , we 
take into account th a t in practice only one of the two values for and aujr th a t satisfy 
equations (4.1) will lead the particular allocation of the d a ta  into com ponent with 
higher probability. The function and its inverse m ust also be differentiable so th a t the 
standard  change-of-variable formula can be used to  specify when the detailed balance 
condition holds. In order to  satisfy this, we exclude the com ponent as a candidate for 
the P C  split move if =  y ir or cr*/ =  , for any i, I =  1 , . . .  ,p, th is situation  was
not observed in practice.
For the reverse combine move, two nonem pty com ponents labelled j i and j2 are 
selected a t random , again w ith probability proportional to  the inverse of the Maha- 
lanobis distance, given by equation (3.21), between every pair of means. Once the two 
com ponents have been selected, they are merged into a  new com ponent labelled j* so 
th a t,
Here again we exclude the component as a candidate for the PC  combine move
convenience, we select the collection of values which ensure positive elements in the 
diagonal of the  covariance m atrix  E j , .
T he probabilities for accepting the split/com bine move rem ain as given in equation 
(3.25), provided we adopt a uniform prior distribution over the num ber of com ponents 
k. The corresponding Jacobian for this transform ation |J |,  was again explicitly com­
puted up to  the 3 dimensional case. Following the sam e argum ents as for the m om ent 
m atching type move, we conjecture the Jacobian has a general expression given by
w jm =  W n  +  W J 2 ,
K . -  y>„ I = K i -  Fi,, I + K a -  y.)21.
Wilj ,  — s ilj, I — ~  I ~
(4.2)
p p p
, i= l  l = i + 1
(4.3)
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We expected this PC split/com bine move to give the sam pler a b e tte r opportunity  
to identify the different clusters increasing the acceptance ra tes for the split/com bine 
moves. We will illustrate th a t this is not always the case th rough the examples in the 
next section.
4.2.1 Exam ples
We will discuss the perform ance of this move through the examples described in 
previous chapters. This P C  based split/com bine move was used in a reversible jum p 
sampler w ith a burn-in period of 200000 iterations followed by 100000 sweeps, thinned 
every 50.
Example 1: Simulated 3-component mixture.
The sim ulated d a ta  for a m ixture of 3 well separated com ponents introduced in 
C hapter 3 were described adequately, posterior inference did not show any ou tstand­
ing change from results obtained w ith the first sp lit/com bine move. The PC  based 
split/com bine did not have a larger number of moves accepted com pared to the mo­
ment m atching type move. The mixing over the number of com ponents was not good, 
once the sampler identified the three sim ulated com ponents, there  were only a few it­
erations with four com ponents, in which case the fourth com ponent was em pty in most 
cases. The acceptance ra te  for the split/com bine move rem ained less th an  0.1%. The 
sampled values for the param eters showed a very similar behaviour to  th a t observed 
w ith the m om ent m atching type split/com bine move. There was no indication of lack of 
convergence from the analysis on individual param eters. T he classification of the d a ta  
using the dissim ilarity m atrix  placed each observation in the com ponent from which 
they were sim ulated.
Example 2: Old Faithful data.
For the Old Faithful data, the sampled values for the num ber of com ponents spent 
longer periods in one value w ith the PC  split/com bine move and the num ber of com­
ponents w ith the highest posterior probability remained three, see Figure 4.2.
The sam pled values for the m ean vectors are not very d istan t from the ones obtained 
w ith the m om ent m atching type move, see Figure 4.3(a). In relation  to  the  posterior 
classification, using the built dissim ilarity m atrix, only three observations were placed















Figure 4.2: Sampled values for the number of components k  by iteration and baxplot 
of the num ber of components h, principal component based split/com bine move: Old 
Faithful data.
on the black group: 6, 133 and 244, Figure 4.3(b). If they were allocated into only two 
groups these observations would be added to  the red group. However, the acceptance 
ra te  for the split/com bine move is still less th an  0.1%.
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Figure 4.3: (a) Sampled values for the mean vectors for a three-com ponent m ixture, 
principal component based split/com bine move: Old Faithful data, (b) Classification 
for the Old Faithful d a ta  into three groups.
Example 3: Ruspini data.
The results obtained for the Ruspini da ta  set were noticeably improved in term s of 
the acceptance rates: 16.7% for the split/com bine move and 23% for the b irth /d ea th  
move. The mixing over the num ber of components is also good, see Figure 4.4.
Here the number of components w ith highest posterior probability is nine. The
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Figure 4.4: Sampled values for the num ber of components k by iteration and barplot of 
the number of components k , principal components based split/com bine move: Ruspini 
data.
sampled mean values for the 9-component mixture, excluding iterations w ith em pty 
components, are shown in Figure 4.5. The corresponding classification based on the 
dissimilarity m atrix obtained from the sampler is also displayed. In this example, 
the principal axis direction separates the selected component into groups th a t are not 
removed because they represent an increase in the likelihood. The la tte r might also 
indicate th a t the presence of nine groups might be reflecting departure from norm ality 
of some of the clusters.





Figure 4.5: (a) Sampled values for the means of a 9-component m ixture, principal 
components based split/com bine: Ruspini data, (b) Classification for the Ruspini d a ta  
set into nine groups.
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Example 4: Iris data.
T he Iris d a ta  set is not successfully explained when using the PC  split/com bine 
move. A lthough this tim e the sampling rates for b o th  split/com bine and b ir th /d ea th  
moves were of 1.12% and 1.42%, respectively, com pared to  the 0.003% and 1% obtained 
for the  m om ent m atching type split/com bine move described in C hapter 3. T he sam pler 
stayed w ith  a one-com ponent m ixture most of the tim e, sometimes accepting a second 
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Figure 4.6: Sampled values for the number of com ponents k  by iteration , principal 
com ponents based split/com bine move: Iris data.
Example 5: Lubischew’s beetle data.
T he Lubischew’s beetle d a ta  were not described w ith  the  expected num ber of clus­
ters when we considered all six variables. In this case no split/com bine moves were 
accepted. T he mixing over the num ber of com ponents is not good and it re tains one 
very wide com ponent and occasionally one em pty com ponent is included. However, 
when the  fifth variable was removed from the analysis, the  acceptance ra te  for the 
split/com bine move increased to 2.9% and for the b ir th /d e a th  move 8.3%. T he num ber 
of com ponents w ith  highest posterior probability is 5. T he corresponding classifications 
using the dissim ilarity m atrix  gives groups of 21, 13, 15, 3 and 22 observations respec­
tively. T h a t is the middle species, the heikertingeri is split into th ree different groups. 
Once again the the  presence of a larger num ber of com ponents could be related to  the 
fact th a t  com pact groups have been found in the direction of the  principal axis, and 
this results in an  increased likelihood th a t remains throughout the sam pler. It may
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Figure 4.7: (a) Sampled values for the number of components k by iteration and bar 
plot of the num ber of components k, principal components based split/com bine move: 
Lubischew’s beetle data.
also be reflecting departures from normality.
From these examples, we have seen th a t the PC  split/com bine move could help 
increase the acceptance rates in some cases, particularly when a larger num ber of 
components is encouraged by finding compact groups in the direction of the principal 
axis.
4.3 D ata informed moves using minimum spanning trees
W hen various groups are described by only one component we are interested in 
a split move th a t separates different groups, when splitting the selected component 
into two, in an efficient way. In the previous section we have proposed the use of 
the projection in the direction of the principal axis to improve the performance of the 
sampler. We would only expect this move to help when the observations allocated 
in the com ponent we are splitting show a clear separation when projected onto the 
principal axis. Here, we will explore the use of a graphical based m ethod to  try  to 
identify im portan t gaps between groups, helping the split move to  separate groups 
placed in a single component. This could help the sampler to identify com pact groups, 
w ithin the selected component, in other directions.
As defined by Seber [58]; a  spanning tree is any set of straight line segments, also 
known as connected edges, joining various pairs of points, also known as nodes, such 
th a t there are no loops. Each point is visited by a t least one line, and each point
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is connected to  every other point either directly or th rough a chain of interm ediary 
points. The length of the tree is the sum of the lengths of its segments. The m inim um  
spanning tree (MST) is the spanning tree of minimum length.
Once a com ponent has been selected to split we look a t the m inim um  spanning tree 
th a t connects the observations currently allocated to  the  com ponent. The lengths of 
the edges were com puted using the Euclidean distance, then  we search for the longest 
edge and remove it, splitting the allocated data  into two groups. To determ ine the 
param eters of the new components we use again the idea of preserving the distance 
between the elements of and y* to define fj,l and f i2 using y^ and y 2 as given 
by equations (4.1-4.2). The acceptance ra te remains unchanged and corresponds to 
equation (3.25) where the jacobian |J | is given by equation (4.3).
4 .3 .1  E x a m p le s
W ith this M ST split/com bine move a reversible jum p sam pler was run for the 
examples described in previous sections, w ith a burn-in period of 200000, m onitoring 
100000 iterations thinned every 50.
Example 1: Simulated 3-component mixture.
This move is less efficient for the sim ulated data, no sp lit/com bine moves are ac­
cepted and the sam pler moves only through the b ir th /d e a th  move, accepting 1% of 
this move type. T he sampler mixes poorly over the num ber of com ponents, keeping 
most of the tim e a three-component m ixture. The values sam pled for the rem aining 
param eters would adequately describe the three different norm al distributions used to 
sim ulate the data . Results in general m atch the ones obtained from the reversible jum p 
samplers using the other split/com bine moves. The param eters considered individually 
did not show any signs which indicated lack of convergence.
Example 2: Old Faithful data.
For the Old Faithful d a ta  only twenty split/com bine moves were accepted and the 
b ir th /d ea th  acceptance ra te was 1.05%. The posterior d istribu tion  for the num ber of 
com ponents gave a three-com ponent m ixture the largest probability. Posterior inference 
for other param eters was also very close to results obtained w ith th e  o ther split/com bine
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moves. Classification of the observations, using the dissim ilarity m atrix, gives the same 
allocations as the moment m atching move.
E x a m p le  3: R u s p in i d a ta .
T he the results for the Ruspini data  showed th a t the sampler does not mix so well 
for the  num ber of components as the with the other split/com bine moves, bu t finds the 
groups efficiently, see Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Sampled values for the number of components k  by iteration  and baxplot 
of the num ber of components k , MST based split/com bine move: Ruspini data.
This is to be expected since for this data  set, the split/com bine move based on PC 
performed well. Here the acceptance rate for the split/com bine move was 0.5% and 
6.5% for the b ir th /d ea th  move. A five-component m ixture is given the largest posterior 
probability. The sampled values for the mean vectors and the classification of the d a ta  
using the dissim ilarity matrix are shown in Figure 4.9.
E x a m p le  4: I r is  d a ta .
The Iris d a ta  set is again described with only one component which was given a 
large variance. The sampler had a second component in 21 of the 2000 iterations, the 
second com ponent was always empty. Only 6 split/com bine moves were accepted and 
the acceptance ra te  for the b irth /d ea th  move was around 1.3%.
To increase the chance of finding separations in a component we rescaled the d a ta  
to have the same variance in all component directions. We sphered the d a ta  before 
obtaining the MST. T hat is, we considered y ' =  y iS -1 / 2 where S 1/ 2 =  T A l /2T '  and 
A =  diag(Xi , . . . ,  Ap) for Xt the eigenvalues of the sample covariance m atrix. Results for
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Figure 4.9: (a) Sampled values for the means of a 5-component m ixture, M ST based 
split/com bine move: Ruspini data, (b) Classification for the Ruspini d a ta  set into five 
groups.
the Iris d a ta  remained unchanged. The Chebychev distance was also used to com pute 
the length of the edges but did not improve the separation of the groups in the Iris 
da ta  set.
Having observed tha t none of the proposed split/com bine moves have allowed the 
reversible jum p sampler to identify the three different species in the Iris d a ta  we looked 
carefully a t the proposed split/com bine moves th a t are accepted. We noticed th a t the 
split/com bine moves based bo th  on the principal axis and the MST did not separate 
efficiently the groups in the Iris d a ta  set. The moves were proposed in such a way th a t 
the observations belonging to different groups would be mixed. Therefore the proposed 
param eters for the new components would not help increase the likelihood.
An alternative way to divide the allocated data  of the component selected to split 
into two groups is using the projections in the direction of the principal axis in order to 
search for big gaps. The projected data  are ordered and the distance between adjacent 
projected observations is computed. We then look for the largest distance and we 
divide the d a ta  using this. T hat is we consider all the points to  the left and right of 
the ones separated by the largest distance. Then again using equations (4.1 - 4.2) we 
can obtain  the param eters for the new components.
W ith  the la tte r move, if we begin by allocating all observations in the Iris d a ta  in 
one com ponent, the moment matching type split move will separate one of the groups 
correctly. W hen it intends to  separate the remaining two groups, this move is no
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longer the most efficient one. We observed th a t once the first group was separated, the 
group th a t still had two different groups in it would be better separated considering the 
projections onto the principal axis to the left and right of the projected sample mean. 
Therefore, a  m ixture of different ways to separate the  allocated d a ta  into two groups was 
implemented. The different moves were given equal probabilities and only one selected 
a t random  was carried out at each iteration. In general, different split/com bine moves 
could be considered at each iteration of the reversible jum p sampler. If one is interested 
in capturing any particular aspects of the analysed data , moves can be designed to 
accomplish this task. The acceptance of a t least one of these moves shows th a t the 
algorithm  was given the chance to explore different areas of the param eter space which 
were not so likely to be visited w ithout the inclusion of th a t particular move.
However, using different split/com bine moves to analyse the Iris d a ta  was not useful 
to separate the three groups in the Iris data  set. This suggests th a t in term s of likelihood 
there is only a subtle improvement encouraging the sampler to keep only two groups.
Example 5: Lubischew’s beetle data.
For the Lubischew’s beetle d a ta  five split and no combine moves were accepted. 
The acceptance ra te  for the b irth /d ea th  move was less th a t 1% this time. As shown in 
Figure 4.10, the sampler mixed poorly over the num ber of components. However, the 
groups were correctly identified.




Figure 4.10: Sampled values for the number of components k by iteration, MST based 
split/com bine move: Lubischew’s beetle data.
The sampled values for the mean vectors were very close to  the sample values 
obtained for each group. The covariance matrices were also close to  the sample values
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E x a m p le  2: O ld  F a ith fu l d a ta .
Using the BDMCMC sampler, the data  from the eruptions of the Old Faithful 
geyser were also described with a three-component m ixture w ith the highest posterior 
probability, for bo th  A =  1 and A =  3, see Figure 5.6. The mixing of the num ber of 
components is not good. Results on the number of components for this run differ 
slightly from the results reported in Stephens [59], where the sam pler after 20000 
iterations, discarding the first 10000 iterations as burn -in, has a two-component m ixture 
with the highest posterior probability for both  values of A.
iteration Numoer ot Components
A =  1
Number oi Components
A =  3
Figure 5.6: Sampled values for the number of components k  by iteration and barplot 
of the num ber of components k : Old Faithful data.
In general, we observe tha t larger values of A favour larger values of k , b u t in this 
example the observed data  are still described adequately in term s of clustering. For 
bo th  A =  1 and A =  3, the sampled values for the param eters are very similar and 
close to  the value obtained from the data. The sampled values for the means of a  three 
component m ixture for A =  1 are shown in Figure 5.7. If the d a ta  are classified using 
the dissim ilarity m atrix, it will separate the observations in exactly the same way as it 
was done w ith the output from the reversible jum p sampler. The m ean vectors sampled 
for A =  3 give similar results and the classification remains unchanged. The covariance 
matrices associated to the components exhibit more variability th an  the rest of the
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Figure 5.7: Sampled values for the mean vectors of the three-com ponent mixture: Old 
Faithful data.
param eters, bu t there is no obvious tendency to use more dispersed com ponents when 
A is varied.
In order to compare the results to those reported in Stephens [59] we ran  the algo­
rithm  for 20000 iterations discarding the first 10000 as burn-in for the model described 
by equations (5.1 and 3.12-3.14) and also for a model where another level of hierarchy 
is considered. T hat is, where £ and k are considered as hyperparam eters w ith poste­
rior full conditionals given by equations (3.27). The plots for the posterior number of 
components are shown in Figure 5.8. Results for this run show th a t a three-com ponent 
m ixture is fitted with the highest posterior probability for bo th  fixed and variable k 
and A =  1 and fixed k , A =  3. For a variable k and A =  3 a four-component m ixture 
has the highest posterior probability. We believe these are reasonable outcomes which 
reflect the structure of the data. The difference in results suggests th a t longer runs 
might be necessary to ensure convergence.
Param eter values for the mean vectors are in general very similar in the first three 
cases. For the last case, an additional component is added to describe the d a ta  between 
the two clouds of observations. Sampled values for the mean vectors and classification 
are shown in Figure 5.9. Covariance matrices again present more variability th an  the 
mean vectors. W hen A =  3 the number of em pty components is larger then  when 
A =  1. The model where £ and k are considered as hyperparam eters encourages a 
larger number of components to be fitted.




A =  1, fixed £, k
n
Number ot Components












A =  3, variable £, k
Figure 5.8: Sampled values for the number of components k by iteration and barplot 
of the number of components k: Old Faithful data, 10000 iterations after a burn-in of 
the same length.
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Figure 5.9: (a) Sampled values for the mean vectors of a four-component m ixture w ith 
A =  3 and variable £ and k . (b) Classification for the Old Faithful d a ta  into four 
groups.
Example 3: Ruspini data.
We also implemented the BDMCMC sampler for the Ruspini d a ta  set. Here the 
mixing over the number of components, for both A =  1 and A =  3, is not as good 
as the mixing we observed from the outputs of some of the reversible jum p samplers 
presented in previous chapters, see Figure 5.10.
However, the groups are separated in a very similar way. The posterior probability 
for a five-component m ixture is 0.5395 and for a four-component m ixture is 0.4050, 
suggesting th a t there are five or perhaps four groups. T h at is, if the components 
in the four-component m ixture model correspond approxim ately to  those in the five- 
component m ixture, except for a small weighted fifth component, one could consider the 
possibility th a t the small component is not indicating a different group b u t a departure 
from normality.
Once again, larger values of A encourage more components to be fitted to  the data. 
The resulting classification obtained from the dissimilarity m atrix  is given in Figure 
5.11. The fifth component might be used to  capture departures from normality.




A =  3
Figure 5.10: Sampled values for the number of components k by iteration and barplot 
of the number of components k : Ruspini data.
«•
(a) (b)
Figure 5.11: (a) Sampled values for the means of a 5-component m ixture: Ruspini 
data, (b) Classification for the Ruspini d a ta  set into five groups.
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Figure 5.12: Sampled values for the number of components k by iteration and barplot 
of the number of components k: Iris data.
Example 4: Iris data.
The BDMCMC sampler performs a lot better for the Iris d a ta  set. W ith  this sampler 
a three-component m ixture has the highest posterior probability, for bo th  A =  1 and 
A =  3, which corresponds exactly to  the number of species in the d a ta  set, see Figure 
5.12 . W ith A =  3 larger values of k  were encouraged. For A =  1, when a 4-component 
m ixture was fitted to the data, occasionally the fourth com ponent was not empty. 
W hen a fifth component was present, it was always empty. For A =  3 when a fourth 
component was included, in only 13% of the cases this component was empty. W hen 
five components were included in the mixture, the fifth one was em pty in m ost cases.
The classification obtained from the dissimilarity m atrix  places all the observations 
th a t correspond to the setosa species into the first group. The second group contains all 
the versicolor plus observations 69, 71, 73,78 and 84 th a t came from the virginica type. 
The remaining 45 virginica iris would be the third group. It is worth m entioning th a t in 
this occasion using the single linkage merging criterion for the hierarchical clustering, 
observation 78 would be classified in the correct group. O ther criteria placed the latter 
observation in the second group.
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A =  3, to — 0-6
Figure 5.13: Sampled values for the number of components k  by iteration and barplot 
of the number of components k : Lubischew’s beetle data.
Example 5: Lubischew’s beetle data.
The groups in the Lubischew’s beetle da ta  were also be tte r identified by the b irth  
and death  sampler for A =  1. Considering all the six variables, it fitted a three- 
component m ixture with the highest posterior probability, see Figure 5.13. Using the 
dissimilarity m atrix, the observations were allocated into the species they belong, 21 to 
the concinna, 31 to the heikertingeri and 22 to the heptapotamica. The sampled values 
for the remaining param eters are close to the sample values per group observed in the 
data.
The fifth variable is often removed from the analysis of this d a ta  set, by doing 
this we obtained better results for the RJM CM C sampler in C hapter 3. For the b irth  
and death sampler, removing the fifth variable fits a two-component m ixture w ith the
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highest posterior probability. Looking at the values sam pled in b o th  cases, we observe 
th a t the fifth variable gives the necessary inform ation to  identify the first species from 
the last.
However, when A =  3 a two-component m ixture was fitted  w ith the highest posterior 
probability. A three-com ponent m ixture was observed in 136 iterations of which only 
three had a non-em pty th ird  com ponent. In the cases where the th ird  com ponent 
was not empty, only three observations were allocated in to  the th ird  com ponent. The 
sam pled values for the fifth element of the mean vector were very different to  the 
corresponding values obtained from the data. We have observed th a t, for this example, 
w ith an initial s ta te  where ko — 1, a larger b irth  ra te  results in more events observed 
in the fixed tim e to for which the b irth  and death  is run. Deaths occur very quickly 
and the param eter space is not covered enough to detect the subtle difference between 
the first and the th ird  beetle species. W hen a fourth com ponent was included it was 
always empty. As the fixed time to was decreased, the  num ber of events was similar 
to  the ones obtained for A =  1 and to — 1 and the resulting density fitted to the d a ta  
had three com ponents w ith the highest probability. W hen the param eter Af,, which 
also corresponds to  the overall b irth  rate , is increased, the tim e to should be fixed to 
a value th a t allows a num ber of events such th a t d a ta  are allocated into the  sam pled 
com ponents before they are rapidly killed. If the fixed period for the b irth  and death  
processes is reduced too much, then  b irths do not occur a t all and the param eter space 
is not properly explored.
In order to compare the results in this chapter w ith the perform ance of the reversible 
jum p samplers used in C hapters 3 and 4, we ran the  BDM CM C sam pler using a 
uniform prior distribution  in {1 , . . . , k max — 30} for the  num ber of com ponents k. 
The algorithm  was run for a burn-in period of 200000 iterations followed by 100000 
m onitored iterations thinned every 50.
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Figure 5.14: Simulated data, (a) Sampled values for the number of components by 
iteration (\ i  =  1)- (b) Sampled values for the number of components by iteration 
(A6 =  3). (b)
In general, the results obtained using a uniform prior were very similar to those 
obtained using a truncated Poisson prior for k, see Figures 5.14- 5.18. The conclu­
sions in terms of classification using a dissimilarity m atrix and a hierarchical clustering 
remained unchanged.


























Figure 5.15: Old Faithful data, (a) Sampled values for the num ber of components by 
iteration (A*, =  1). (b) Barplot for the number of components (A& =  1). (c) Sampled 
values for the number of components by iteration (A& =  3). (d) B arplot for the number 
of components (A& =  3).
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Figure 5.16: Ruspini data, (a) Sampled values for the num ber of com ponents by 
iteration (A& =  1). (b) Barplot for the number of components (A& =  1). (c) Sampled 
values for the number of components by iteration (A& =  3). (d) Barplot for the num ber 
of components (A5 =  3).























Figure 5.17: Iris data, (a) Sampled values for the num ber of components by iteration 
(A*, =  1). (b) Barplot for the num ber of components (A& =  1). (c) Sampled values 
for the number of components by iteration (A& =  3). (d) Barplot for the num ber of 
components (Xf, =  3).
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Figure 5.18: Beetle da ta  (six variables), (a) Sampled values for the num ber of compo­
nents by iteration (A& =  1). (b) Barplot for the num ber of components (A& =  1). (c) 
Sampled values for the number of components by iteration (A& =  3). (d) Barplot for 
the number of components ( A =  3).
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Straightforw ard BDMCMC has proved less problem atic in practice th an  RJM CM C, 
even for the higher dimensional cases. Results for the examples we have considered 
suggest th a t  the BDMCMC sampler explores more unlikely areas of the param eter 
space and this helps describe the groups in a d a ta  set. The la tte r could be seen for 
exam ple in the Iris d a ta  set, where a three com ponent m ixture is given high posterior 
probability. The posterior num ber of components fitted to  describe a d a ta  set increases 
when there  is a departure from norm ality of one or m any of the  groups.
5.3 D ata  driven prior
Recall th a t  the prior distribution given to the mean vectors of the com ponents in the 
m ixture m odel is a m ultivariate normal distribution N p(£, ac_1). R ichardson and Green 
[51] and Stephens [59] discussed the effect of this prior on posterior inference. They 
indicate th a t the  value chosen for k has a subtle effect on the  posterior d istribution 
of the num ber of components, k. While reducing the value of k encourages more 
com ponents, a further reduction will result in less fitted  com ponents. T h a t is, very 
large and very sm all values lead to informative priors on k.
T he prior given to the mean vectors also determ ine the areas of the param eter 
space explored by the BDMCMC sampler. To pursue efficiency the sam pler needs to 
move tow ards areas where components are more likely to  survive and we would then 
expect to  ob tain  less empty components. We are interested in using the d a ta  {y^} to 
concentrate the  prior distribution on areas th a t have higher probability  of getting d a ta  
allocated into them , th a t is we want to have a prior d istribu tion  for the com ponent 
m ean vectors th a t  would allow the sampler to move quickly to  areas of high probability. 
A lthough in principle the inform ation provided by the d a ta  is being used to define the 
prior on the  m eans and to update this prior, we are only looking for a gain in efficiency.
Consider a prior for the mean vector of the m ultivariate norm al distributions as a 
m ixture of m ultivariate normal distributions given by
full conditional. T he posterior full conditional distribution  is a m ixture of m ultivariate 
norm al d istribu tions. As the value of r decreases, the exponent in the expression for
where the value of r  must be such th a t it is possible to com pute the resulting posterior
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the posterior mixing proportions increases. This leads to  num erical problems when 
try ing to com pute the needed constant to transform  the mixing proportions so th a t 
they add up to one. The posterior full conditional is given by
3 = 1




We describe the results for two of the examples we have followed: the Old Faithful 
d a ta  set and the Ruspini d a ta  set. Results for the rest of the d a ta  sets were sim ilar to 
results of these examples.
In each case the BDM CM C sampler w ith the d a ta  inform ed prior for the mean 
vectors was run  for 300000 iterations, discarding the first 200000 iterations as a burn- 
in period and thinning the remaining 100000 every 50 iterations. Values given to r 
correspond to £min/2, where
and denotes the range of the observed variables for the  j -th  feature.
Old Faithful data
In this case, the num ber of em pty components is slightly sm aller and the changes 
in the posterior d istribution for k are negligible. The classification obtained using the 
dissim ilarity m atrices did not change when using a d a ta  driven prior for the m ean 
vectors.
The posterior densities of the individual entries of the m ean vectors for the BDM ­
CMC sam plers w ith a m ultivariate normal prior density and a d a ta  driven prior density 
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Figure 5.19: Posterior density for the elements of the mean vectors (columns) in a 
three-component mixture (rows) : (a) BDMCMC with a m ultivariate normal prior for 
the mean vector, (b) BDMCMC with a data  informed prior for the mean vectors. Old 
Faithful data.
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two modes, these modes are clearly shown with the d a ta  driven norm al prior com pared 
to the straightforw ard norm al prior. For the rest of the com ponents the densities of 
the corresponding m eans do not show im portant differences.
Ruspini data
The BDM CM C sam pler w ith a d a ta  driven prior for the m ean vectors showed a 
considerable reduction on the num ber of em pty com ponents for the Ruspini d a ta  set, 
approxim ately 3% less than  w ith the straightforw ard norm al prior. A five-component 
m ixture is fitted w ith highest posterior probability in both  cases and the classification 
based on the dissim ilarity m atrix  did not change w ith  the use of a d a ta  driven prior 
for the mean vectors.
The posterior densities for the elements of the m ean vectors of the five-component 
m ixture are displayed in Figure 5.20 for bo th  samplers. In general, the densities for 
the individual param eters show a very similar behaviour. For some entries of the m ean 
vectors, the sam pled distributions have a slightly heavier tail for the BDM CM C sam pler 
w ith a norm al prior com pared to the BDMCMC sam pler w ith a d a ta  driven prior.
Having analysed the effect of the d a ta  driven prior for the m ean vectors of the 
normal com ponents, we believe there is no significant gain in efficiency and to  preserve 
the simplicity of a conjugate posterior we will assign a norm al prior for the m ean vectors 
in the work th a t we present in C hapter 7.
Thus far, we have observed some differences in term s of the posterior d istribution 
of the num ber of com ponents k  when using different trans-dim ensional samplers. The 
groups in some of the examples we have followed have been identified consistently by all 
the samplers. However, we have not seen this for all cases. The Iris d a ta  set is difficult 
to describe by a m ultivariate norm al m ixture model, the BDM CM C was the only 
sampler giving high posterior probability to a three-com ponent m ixture. We believe 
the main problem  is th a t in practical clustering there is a real difficulty in associating 
each cluster w ith a single com ponent in the m ixture model. We will approach this by 
associating a group to  a  subm ixture of components in C hapter 7.
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Figure 5.20: Posterior density for the elements of the mean vectors (columns) in a five- 
component m ixture (rows) : (a) BDMCMC with a m ultivariate normal prior for the 
mean vector, (b) BDMCMC with a data  informed prior for the mean vectors. Ruspini 
data.
C h a p t e r  6
Convergence assessm ent for 
trans-dimensional Markov chain 
M onte Carlo samplers
The present chapter is dedicated to the discussion the  convergence of the Markov 
chain M onte Carlo samplers where the param eter space can change dimension. In 
previous chapters, we have used RJM CM C and BDM CM C methodologies to  obtain  
samples from the posterior distribution of the param eters of in terest in the m ixture 
model and used those samples for inference. We have considered reasonably long runs 
and followed R ichardson and Green[51] and S tephens[59] in concentrating on the m ixing 
over the num ber of components. Then, conditional on the num ber of com ponents, we 
looked a t the behaviour of the remaining param eters individually. In this chapter, we 
will follow recent work by Castelloe and Zimmerman [13] to assess convergence for the 
RJM CM C and the BDMCMC samplers.
As authors often state, we are interested in finding evidence to support the hypoth­
esis th a t the chain we are using to make inference has reached equilibrium . In other 
words, we want to know if the samples are being generated from the correct d istribu tion  
and if the param eter space has been adequately covered.
The assessment of convergence in trans-dim ensional M CM C sam plers is particularly  
difficult. As Brooks et al [10] and Castelloe and Zim merm an [13] highlight, the chal­
lenge lies in finding param eters th a t retain  the same in terp re tation  throughout different 
models. In the following sections, we briefly present the nonparam etric convergence as­
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sessm ent discussed in Brooks et al [10], pointing out the difficulties encountered in high 
dim ensional problems. Then we will follow the analysis of variance type convergence 
assessm ent given by Castelloe and Zimmerman [13] to  assess convergence of the R JM ­
CMC and the BDM CM C samplers and report the results for some of the examples we 
have followed throughout this work.
G enerally speaking, we will select a group of observations from the d a ta  set and 
m onitor the param eters of the components to  which these d a ta  are allocated a t each 
itera tion  and for different chains. Notice th a t this set of param eters retains a coherent 
in terp re ta tion  across models, a crucial feature for the  convergence assessment of trans- 
dim ensional samplers. T he selected observations are chosen so th a t their behaviour is 
expected to  vary across sweeps of the sampler in different ways. Namely, we will look 
for d a ta  th a t are between two clusters, th a t is between poten tial com petitors when 
allocating the observations, potential outliers and also d a ta  near the centre of a cluster. 
The convergence assessment looks for evidence th a t indicates lack of convergence for 
the set of m onitored param eters both across iterations and across chains.
6.1 N onparam etric convergence assessm ent
In the context of bo th  clustering and m ixture modelling, Brooks et al [10] considered 
the problem  of allocating each observation y i , . . .  , y n into one of an unknown num ber 
of com ponents s < smax. Once smax < n  is fixed, a model is described by an ordered 
vector Mi  =  [m ;( l) , . . . , rn^n)] G M, where M  is the  set of possible models. Here, 
rrii(j) =  I if observation yj is assigned to component I under model M i , we refer to  Mi  
as the allocation vector. For simplicity of notation, the authors assume com ponents 
are ordered from 0  to  smax — 1 . The main objective is then  to  estim ate the probability  
of different models.
Using the  ou tpu t of a trans-dim ensional MCMC sam pler it is possible to  estim ate 
the probability  of different models. The natura l estim ator for the probability  P r { M  =  
Mi) = Pi from the T  iterations is given by
1 T
Pi,T =  ^  Y l  I {Md  ’ for a11 Mi £
t= l
The assessment of convergence is based on J  independent M arkov chains each one
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of length T.  For each chain j  =  1 , . . . ,  J  the probability  mass function for models is 
estim ated. The estim ate is denoted as =  (Pf  T , . . . ,  P Jc T ). Since all chains 
come from the same sta tionary  distribution, the estim ates of the probability  mass 
functions from the different chains should be similar, for sufficiently large T  and if the 
chains can be assumed to  have converged. T he o u tp u t of the sam pler is not independent 
and the thinning of the chain is advised to reduce dependence.
However, in Brooks et al [1 0 ] the identifiability problem s encountered in m ixture 
modelling are not considered. In high dimensions, we have not placed any constrain ts 
on the param eters and the problem  of label switching will need to be addressed in such 
a way th a t the com putation  of the proposed m odel identifier would be meaningful. 
T h a t is, we need to  address other issues to  be able to  assess the convergence of the 
samplers. The allocation vector could for example, be renam ed a t each itera tion  to 
identify each model uniquely b u t th is would again require the relabelling of all the 
associated param eters a t each iteration, a com putationally  dem anding task.
6.2 ANOVA type convergence assessm ent
An alternative approach is described in Castelloe and Zim m erm an [13], as an exten­
sion of Gelman and R ub in ’s [30] technique, based on an  analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
type approach. Gelman and R u b in ’s m ethod requires several chains to be run, “ chain” 
is considered a factor, and the ratio  of a pooled variance estim ate and a w ithin-chain 
variance estim ate is com puted. W hen the two variances are com parable, one can con­
sider the chains as realisations of a common d istribu tion , presum ably the correct lim­
iting distribution. T he m ethod depends on the absence of o ther significant factors, 
Castelloe and Zimmerman [13] suggest th a t in the trans-dim ensional M CM C sam pler, 
an indicator of the param eter space, hereon referred to as “ model ” , could be considered 
as a factor.
Consider the ou tpu t of the sam pler as a param eter vector 6 £ 0 ,  w ith some O' £ 6 
indexing the “ model ” . Let 6* £ 6 be a subset of 0  which retains the  same in terp re ta­
tion across models (O' £ 0*). In the m ixture m odel context we will consider O' =  /c, the 
num ber of components of the m ixture model in the curren t iteration . Suppose C  > 1 
chains of a trans-dim ensional M CM C sam pler, which are sta rted  from overdispersed 
states, are run for the same num ber of sweeps. Then, a num ber m  of successive over­
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lapping batches for each chain are analysed. The length of these batches increases and 
each length is a m ultiple of a base batch length b.
For simplicity of notation  only one batch of size qb for some q is considered, so we 
have the param eter vectors
g ( q b + 1)
Let T  denote the batch  size and M  the to ta l num ber of different models visited by 
any chain for this batch. We will use the following notation:
0 * = vector of param eters retaining
the same interpretation across models,
9 = arb itrary  scalar 0  € 0 *,
C  =  the num ber of chains,
T  =  the batch  size,
M  =  num ber of distinct models visited by any chain,
Olcm = value °f 6* for the r th occurrence 
of model m  in chain c,
R Cm  =  num ber of times model m  occurred in chain c,
c
R  m  — 'y   ^R e m  i
c=  1
-i R e m
7T =  1 V "  n r
u * cm  ry /  y *cm i
■Tt cm ,r = l
-i M  R e m
n  . £  V \  f)rU *C- rp /  J /  J U *cm i
m = l r = l
- C R e m
f )  =  V  \  s n r
* m ry /  , /  y u *cm i
c= l r = \
- . C M  R Cm
= c t S E E 9-
c= 1 m = 1 r = l
The convergence diagnostic aims to find conditions th a t would indicate th a t con­
vergence has not been reached. Some aspects it will detect are:
• variation between chains;
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•  an interaction between models and chains, which indicates between-m odel varia­
tion th a t differs from chain to chain;
•  significant differences in frequencies of model visits from one chain to  another.
Castelloe and Zimmerman [13] based their convergence diagnostics on the following 
quantities, which could be in terpreted  as: V, the to ta l variation; Wc,  variation w ithin 
chains; W m  variation w ithin models and W m W c ,  variation  w ithin models and chains. 
The corresponding expressions are given by
c  M Rcm
9 { e )  =  c t ^ i E E E (^ - 5')2- (6-d
C =  1  7 7 1 = 1  7 = 1  
.. C  M  R c m
Wc(0) =  n r  E E  m
C = 1  7 7 1 = 1  7  =  1
1 C  M  R c m
<6-3)
C =  1  7 7 7 = 1  7 = 1  
 ^ C M  R c m
W m W c ( 9 )  = (6.4)
C =  1 7 7 1 = 1  7 = 1
Castelloe and Zimmerman [13] considered the o u tp u t from a trans-dim ensional 
MCMC sam pler as a collection of observations from a factorial design1, where the
factors are “ chain ” an d /o r “ model ” . Then, an  ANOVA is used to  assess the
significance of factors and interactions. A lthough the assum ptions of independence 
and norm ality in general do not hold, Castelloe and Zim m erm an [13] pointed out th a t 
the effects of dependence are likely to  be a t least approxim ately cancelled out since they 
focus on ratios of m ean squares, an im plicit assum ption th a t has been m ade for other 
convergence diagnostics in literature, for example in Gelm an and R ubin [30], Brooks 
and Gelm an [8 ] and Brooks and Giudici [9].
The “ model ” was represented as the fixed factor and “ chain ” as a random  factor. 
The authors indicate th a t the conclusions reached when considering “ model ” as a 
random  factor and “ chain ” as a fixed factor differ only in the description of the effects 
and some minor coefficients. The following analyses of variance were carried out
1In a factorial design the effects of a number of different treatm ents are investigated sim ultaneously. 
T he treatm ents consist of all com binations that can be formed from different factors. See Cochran and 
Cox [17] for a detailed presentation.
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1 . One-way ANOVA with factor chain (random) balanced2
Q r*cm  =  A6 +  a 'c +  e ^m(i)5 (6-5)
2. One-way ANOVA with factor model (fixed) unbalanced
O lc m  — P  +  P m  +  e ^n(2), (6-6)
3. Two-way ANOVA with factors model (fixed), chain (random ) and chain-model 
interaction (random ,unrestricted) balanced across chain only
Qlcm — I1 +  a c +  Pm +  (a/5)cm +  e cm(3)>
where
N ( 0 , a 2ch),
U~  ^ ( 0 , a 2r(c, }),
Pm =  0,
^ ( 0 , a 2r(mo)),
M
=  -  -  -  Y "  P 2M  — I m^ = l
i'~  N ( o y chxmo),
Notice th a t the three error terms are labelled differently because they are not equiv-
2 A balanced design is one where any treatm ent is preceded by each of the other treatm ents.
&c
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alent. Prom the ANOVA’s it may be established th a t
V  =  MS tot for ANOVA 1 ,
W m  = M S er{ch) for ANOVA 1,
W c  s  MSer(m0) for ANOVA 2,
W m W c  = MSer(c/lxmo) for ANOVA 3.
After deriving the expected mean-squares for the th ree ANOVA models, see Castel­
loe and Zimmeran [13] for an exhaustive exposition, it can be shown th a t  the ratio  
j >  1, w ith =  1 indicating the absence of a chain effect. T he greater the 
value of this ratio, the stronger the chain effect. Both, num erator and denom inator, 
stabilise as T  —> oo. It can also be shown th a t the ra tio  EWmU/c — EWmWc =  ^
indicating: (a) the absence of chain effect, (b) the absence of chainxm odel interaction 
and (c) either no model effect or equality of the set of w ithin-chain model frequencies 
across chains or both. T he greater the violation of any of these aspects, the larger this 
ratio  becomes. Here the authors emphasised th a t  the sensitivity of this ra tio  to  the 
violation of the m entioned aspects is not yet fully understood in term s of the relative 
weight of the three aspects as T  —> oo.
Therefore, the convergence diagnostics proposed which are based on bo th  ratios, 
are called potential scale reduction factors (PSRF).  Using these ratios any potential 
violations of convergence is m onitored. For a param eter vector 0 = (91 , . . . ,  9p)T using 
expressions (6.1 - 6.4), we have
p s R F m )  = S j -  (6-8)
P S R F 2 { 9 i ) -  ■
v ; E W m W c ( 0 i )  v ’
A m ultivariate version is also defined to m onitor the entire vector ra ther th an  consid­
ering each element separately. The corresponding m ultivariate versions for expressions
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(6.1 - 6.4) are given as
j  c  M  R
Vifi , )  =  (6.10)
C —  1  7 7 1 = 1  7 " = 1
C  M  R c-  w  i » i  * • 'e m
^ ( 0 . )  =  -c T f - T )  E  L  E ^ c m  -  ^ c - X ^ c m  -  5 . c ) r , ( 6 - H )
c = l m = l r = l  
C M  R c m
W m ( 9 . )  =  m r ^ Y , Y , J 2 ^ c r n - K m m c m - ' S . . m )T , (6 .1 2 )
tl= l 771=1 ?’=  1 
C M  R c m
W m W c ( 0 . )  =  C ,T  _ m T E  ~  g .o n ) ( g . rcn, ~  g .c m )T (6 -1 3 )
c = l m = l r = l
The corresponding m ultivariate scale reduction factors are
M P S R F 1 ( 6 *) =  maxim um  eigenvalue of [Wc(0*)] 1 V (0 +), (6-14)
M P S R F 2 ( 6 *) =  m axim um  eigenvalue of [W raW c(0*)]- 1 lVm (0*). (6.15)
In Castelloe and Zimmeran [13], it was shown th a t
M P S R F 1 ( 0 + )  >  m ax P S R F l ( 6 l ) and
i
M P S R F 2 ( 0 + )  > m ax P S R F 2 (6 i ) .
i
6.2.1 Convergence assessm ent
To sum up, the im plem entation of the convergence assessm ent is given by the fol­
lowing steps:
1. Identify a param eter 9' G 6 which is the “ m odel ” indicator and select a subset 
param eter vector 0* = ( 9 \ , . . .  ,9p)T E 0 which retains the same in terp re tation  
across 6' and 6' £ 0 *.
In our context, to m onitor a param eter vector which is identifiable, Castelloe and 
Zimmerman [13] proposed to m ark a set of observations and follow the param e­
ters to which these observations are allocated a t the end of each sweep. This 
would allow us to overcome the label switching problem. The choice of these ob­
servations m ust be such th a t those th a t are expected to fluctuate across sweeps 
are likely to be selected.
2. Simulate C  >  1 chains of equal length T  w ith overdispersed s ta rtin g  values.
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3. Choose a base batch  size b, Brooks and Gelm an [10] suggested for exam ple b «
4. For q =  1 , . . . ,  £ ,  com pute P S R F l ^ q\ 9 l ), PSRF2^{9i) ,  M P S R F l ^ \ 6 * )  and 
M P S R F 2 ^ ( G * ) .
5. Determ ine go such th a t for q > go: (a) the plots for P S R F l ^ q\ 9 i ) ,  P S R F 2 ^ ( 9 i ) ,  
M P S R F l W { 0 „ )  and A fP S R F 2 ^ ( 0 *) are close to  1 ; (b) the plots for pairs of nu­
m erator and denom inator for P S R F l ^ q\ $ i ) ,  P S R F 2 ^ ( 9 i ) ,  m axim um  eigenvalue 
of W m (0*)  and maximum eigenvalue of W m W c ( d P )  have settled  approxim ately 
to a common value. The first qob observations could then  be discarded and use 
the rem aining ones used for inference.
6.2.2 Exam ples
We followed Castelloe and Zimmerman [13] to  assess the convergence of the ex­
amples we have followed in chapters, we present the results for the Ruspini d a ta  set 
and the Lubischew’s beetle d a ta  for both  trans-dim ensional sam plers we have used: 
RJM CM C and BDMCMC.
Three chains were run for each example, from an overdispersed sta rtin g  point. The 
first 2 0 0 0 0 0  iterations were discarded as burn-in and the following 1 0 0 0 0 0  were th inned 
every 50 iterations to end w ith a to tal T  — 2000 sweeps for each chain. We selected 
b =  1 0 0  and evaluated the corresponding diagnostic statistics for each of the resulting 
1 0  batches.
The num ber of components, k, was used as a  “m odel” indicator and for each exam ­
ple eight observations were selected and the param eter vector 0 * was formed by all the 
mean vectors to which each observation was allocated. The first two observations were 
selected by obtaining the minimum spanning tree and keeping the two observations 
th a t were joined by the largest edge in the tree. A fter removing this edge, we repeated  
the procedure again for the two resulting d a ta  subsets and kept the four observations 
th a t were joined w ith the largest edge in each tree. Finally, we selected the observa­
tions alternating the minimum and maximum w ith  each dimension. We hope to  select 
observations th a t exhibit a different behaviour across sweeps. T h a t is we expect them  
to be either between two clusters th a t  com pete for the allocation of the observation or 
potential outliers. T he selected observations for the Ruspini d a ta  set were: 1 , 31, 48, 
20, 17, 73, 43 and 44. For the Lubischew’s beetle d a ta  set the selected observations
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Figure 6.1: Ruspini data, selected points to m onitor for convergence assessment are 
shown in red.
R u sp in i d a ta
The resulting plots show th a t for the Ruspini d a ta  set in the RJM CM C sampler, 
although the mean vector corresponding to observation 75 displayed some peaks in 
Figures 6.2(a) and 6.2(b), the values for the statistics are close to one after the seventh 
batch. In Figures 6.2(c) and 6.2(d) we can verify th a t the values for each pair are very 
close together. The maximum eigenvalues do perhaps take longer to  settle to  a common 
value, whereas the individual values showed to have settled to  a common value after 
the seventh batch. The individual values corresponding to observations 1, 17 and 75 
were the only ones displayed for clarity of presentation. The RJM CM C samplers used 
in C hapter 4 gave similar results for the MST split/com bine move, despite observing a 
peak in Figure 6.5(b), the values are close to one after batch  six. However, the plots in 
Figures 6 .8 (c) and 6 .8 (d), show th a t these values have not settled to a common value 
yet, giving evidence of non convergence for this sampler.
T he resulting plots for the Ruspini data  set in the BDMCMC sampler, show even 
larger peaks for the means corresponding to observation 75, see Figures 6.3(a) and 
6.3(b). The values for the statistics are close to one after the seventh batch. Here, 
some of the values for M P S R F \ ( q\Q*)  and M P S R F 2 ^ q\ 6 *) could not be calculated 
as the m atrix W m W c { 6 *) is close to singularity. In Figures 6.2(c) and 6.2(d) we observe 
th a t the values for each pair are very close together and have settled to a common value 






















Figure 6.2: Ruspini data  set, RJM CM C sampler, (a) Solid line: M P S R F \ ^ q\ 0 *) 
by batch number q. Dashed lines: P S R F \ ^ q\ 9 i )  by batch num ber q. (b) Solid line: 
M P S R F 2 ^ q\ 6 *) by batch number q. Dashed lines: P S R F 2 ^ q\ d i )  by batch number q. 
(c) Solid lines: Maximum eigenvalues for V(q\6+)  and W c ^ ( O m) by batch number q. 
Dashed lines: V^q\ 9 i )  and Wc^q\ $ i )  (for some observations) by batch number q. (d) 
Solid lines: Maximum eigenvalues for WrrSq^ {0J) and W m W c ^ q\0R )  by batch number 
q. Dashed lines: W m ^ q\ d i )  and W m W c ^ q\ 9 i )  (for some observations) by batch number 
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Figure 6.3: Ruspini da ta  set, BDMCMC sampler, fa,) Solid line: M P S R F l ( q\0+)  
by batch number q. Dashed lines: P S R F 1  (q'(6i) by batch number q. (b) Solid line: 
MPSRF2(q\9+) by batch num ber q. Dashed lines: P S  RF2^q\9i)  by batch number q. 
(c) Solid lines: Maximum eigenvalues for V(q\ 6 * )  and Wc(q\ 0 * )  by batch number q. 
Dashed lines: V ^ { e t ) and W c ^ ( 9 i )  (for some observations) by batch number q. (d) 
Solid lines: Maximum eigenvalues for WrrSq\OP) and W m W c ^ q\6P)  by batch number 
q. Dashed lines: W m ^ ( 6 i )  and W m W c M { 6 i )  (fo r some observations) by batch number
<7-













Figure 6.4: Ruspini da ta  set, RJM CM C sampler PC split/com bine move, (a) Solid line: 
M P S R F \ ( q\ 6 *) by batch number q. Dashed lines: P S R F l ^ ( O i )  by batch number q. 
(b) Solid line: M P S R F 2 ^ ( B ^ )  by batch number q. Dashed lines: P S R F 2 ^ q\ 6 i )  by 
batch num ber q. (c) Solid lines: Maximum eigenvalues for V(q\ 0 * )  and Wc^q\ 6 m) by 
batch number q. Dashed lines: V^q\ d i )  and Wc^q\ 6 i )  (for some observations) by batch 
number q. (d) Solid lines: Maximum eigenvalues for W m Sq\6+)  and W m W c ^ q\ B 4) by 
batch number q. Dashed lines: WrrSq\ 6 i )  and W m W c ^ q\ 9 i )  (for some observations) 
by batch number q.

















Figure 6.5: Ruspini data  set, RJM CM C sampler MST split/com bine move, (a) Solid 
line: M P S R F \ ( q\ 0 * )  by batch number q. Dashed lines: P S R F l ^ ( 9 i )  by batch num­
ber q. (b) Solid line: M P S R F 2 ^ {6*) by batch number q. Dashed lines: P  S  RF2^q\6 i )  
by batch number q. (c) Solid lines: Maximum eigenvalues for V^q\0 P)  and Wc(q\ 0 * )  by 
batch number q. Dashed lines: V^q\6 i )  and W c ' q\ 0 i )  (for some observations) by batch 
number q. (d) Solid lines: Maximum eigenvalues for WmSq\ 0 m) and W m  Wcfo>(0 .)  by 
batch number q. Dashed lines: W m ^ q\6 i )  and W m W c ^ ( 6 l) (for some observations) 
by batch number q.
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Lubischew’s beetle data
For the Lubischew’s beetle d a ta  none of the values for M P S R F l ^ (0*) and 
M P S R F 2 ^ q\ d *) could be com puted. From the plots of the rem aining statistics we 
observe th a t for the RJM CM C sam pler, the values in Figures 6 .6 (a) and 6 .6 (b) are 
not close to one and the pairs of statistics in graphs 6 .6 (c) and 6 .6 (d) are not close 
together and have not settled  to a  common value for the first four batches. A fter this 
the sam pler shows no evidence of lack of convergence.
The BDM CM C sam pler for the Lubischew’s beetle d a ta  we noticed th a t in the first 
batches th a t the last entry  of the m ean vector corresponding to observation 79, showed 
some peaks. Evidence of convergence in all plots in Figure 6.7 can be observed after 
batch  seven.
To inspect the behaviour of the test in earlier stages of the runs, we ran  only
1 0 0 , 0 0 0  iterations as a burn-in period and considered the following 1 0 0 , 0 0 0  iterations 
thinned every 50. We selected the Ruspini d a ta  set for the BDM CM C sam pler and the 
Lubischew’s beetle d a ta  for the RJM CM C. As we suspected, the BDM CM C sam pler for 
the Ruspini d a ta  set showed evidence of convergence for a smaller num ber of iterations. 
The plots for the convergence assessment are shown in Figure 6 .8 . Notice th a t  for this 
case, it could be argued th a t the m axim um  eigenvalues for the m atrices corresponding 
to the pairs (V(q\  W c ^ )  and {WmSq\  W m W c ^ ) ,  rem ain close together b u t could 
need a longer run  to  settle  approxim ately to a common value.
However, the run  for the Lubischew’s beetle d a ta  w ith the R JM CM C  sam pler 
showed th a t more iterations are needed to  have evidence of convergence. Results are 
shown in Figure 6.9, we can see th a t the values for the M PSRF1, PSR F1, M PSRF2, 
PSRF2 are not approxim ately one until the very last batch. Also the values for the 
m aximum eigenvalues corresponding to  the pairs iV^q\  W c ^ )  and (WrrSq\  W m W c M) 
are not close together and have not settled  to a common value.


















Figure 6 .6 : Lubischew’s beetle d a ta se t, RJM CM C sampler, (a) P S R F l ^ q\ d i )  by batch 
number q. (b) P S R F 2 ^ q\ 6 i )  by batch num ber q. (c) Solid lines: Maximum eigenvalues 
for and Wc^q\ G , )  by batch number q. Dashed lines: V ^ ( 9 i )  and W c ^ ( 6 i )
(for some observations) by batch number q. (d) Solid lines: M aximum eigenvalues 
for W m ^ ( G + )  and W m W c ( q\0+)  by batch number q. Dashed lines: W m ^ q\ 9 l ) and 
W m W c ^ q\6 i )  (for some observations) by batch number q.
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Figure 6.7: Lubischew’s beetle d a ta  set, BDM CM C sam pler, (a) P S R F l ^ q\ 6 i )  by 
batch  num ber q. (b) P S R F 2 ^ q\ 0 i )  by batch  num ber q. (c) Solid lines: M aximum 
eigenvalues for V ^ (0 * )  and W c(q\ 0 * )  by batch  num ber q. Dashed lines: and
(for some observations) by batch num ber q. (d) Solid lines: M axim um  eigen­
values for WrrSq\6 P )  and W m W c ^ q\0 P )  by batch  num ber q. Dashed lines: WrrSq\ 0 i )  
and W m W c ^ q\ 0 i )  (for some observations) by batch num ber q.
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Figure 6 .8 : Ruspini d a ta  set, BDMCMC sampler for a burn-in period of 100000 itera­
tions. (a) Solid line: M P S R F l ^ q\ 6 „) by batch number q. Dashed lines: P S R F l ^ q\6 i )  
by batch number q. (b) Solid line: M P S R F 2 ^ q\0P)  by batch number q. Dashed lines: 
PSRF2^q\6i) by batch num ber q. (c) Solid lines: Maximum eigenvalues for V ^ ( 0 t ) 
and Wc(q\Q*)  by batch number q. Dashed lines: V^q\ 0 i )  and Wc^q\ 6 l ) (for some ob­
servations) by batch number q. (d) Solid lines: Maximum eigenvalues for W m ( q\6 * )  
and W m W c ^ q\9 P)  by batch number q. Dashed lines: Wrr^q\ 0 i )  and W m\V c^q\d i )  
(for some observations) by batch number q.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Balch number
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Figure 6.9: Lubischew’s beetle d a ta  set, RJM CM C sam pler for a burn-in period of 
100000 iterations., (a) P S R F l ^ q\ $ i )  by batch number q. (b) P S R F 2 ^ q\ d i )  by batch 
number q. (c) Solid lines: Maximum eigenvalues for V^q\ 6 if) and Wc^q\ 0 * )  by batch 
number q. Dashed lines: V^q\ d i )  and Wc^q\ 6 i )  (for some observations) by batch 
number q. (d) Solid lines: Maximum eigenvalues for and \V m W c ( q\9+)  by
batch number q. Dashed lines: W n S q\9 i )  and W m W c ^ q\ d i )  (for some observations) 
by batch number q.
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In general, we conclude th a t there is enough evidence to  support the hypothesis th a t 
the chain has reached equilibrium  for the long runs used in previous chapters. TYans- 
dimensional M CM C sam plers may require longer runs to  reach equilibrium  th an  many 
MCMC sam plers in fixed param eter spaces, particu larly  in high dim ensional problems. 
Despite having considered a long burn-in period and a long set of iterations, we have 
seen th a t  the first few hundred iterations still display some instability  and could be 
discarded before carrying out inference.
C h a p t e r  7
A more flexible model for a 
cluster
In practical applications, the description of one group by only one com ponent of the 
m ixture model may prove to  be over ambitious. It may be inappropria te to assume th a t 
the d a ta  belong to the same group which is well described by a m ultivariate norm al 
d istribution, or in fact any other simple m ultivariate d istribution. In two or three 
dim ensional problem s it may be possible to  inspect the d a ta  in order to choose suitable 
param etric d istribu tions to model clusters but this becomes increasingly unrealistic 
in higher dimensions. Stephens [59] points out th a t it would be useful to distinguish 
between the num ber of com ponents in the model and the num ber of groups in the d a ta  
in a context where defining groups is the m ain aim of the analysis. In this chapter we 
will consider a m ixture of m ultivariate norm al distributions w ith restric ted  covariance 
m atrices as the underlying model for the cluster analysis. T he fitted model will be 
used to define clusters as subm ixtures of components. We propose the use of two 
criteria in com bination, th is allows us to avoid merging pairs of com ponents which swap 
observations only when the sampled values for the param eters of the com ponents are in 
the tails of the corresponding distributions. They also indicate when a large proportion 
of observations is swapped between com ponents which are very close together. This 
m ight help to  identify some overlapping clusters in a more efficient way.
We begin w ith  some rem arks about the  perform ance of m ultivariate norm al d istri­
butions when faced w ith d a ta  th a t is inconsistent w ith such a model. We have often 
observed:
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(i) th a t  sm all weighted components are often included possibly to accom m odate 
departu res from norm ality including outliers.
(ii) th a t  the fitted  model frequently copes w ith non-norm ality by preferring a small 
num ber of highly dispersed components to a more complex m odel w ith a larger 
num ber of com ponents
T he in tu itive idea we pursue in this chapter is to relax the  assum ption th a t  one 
m odel-based com ponent is used to  describe a single cluster. Instead, we shall allow a 
subm ixture of such com ponents to  represent a cluster. At the  same tim e, we are able to 
restric t the  shapes of the m ultivariate norm al distributions, allowing a simpler fitting 
to each elem ent of a subm ixture. Thus we need to produce more, possibly m any more 
model com ponents th an  groups and subsequently find a m ethod of combining some 
com ponents into subm ixtures th a t  describe sensible clusters.
The first requirem ent can be achieved by restricting the covariance structu re of 
the m ultivariate norm al com ponents which also has the benefit of introducing simpler 
param etric forms for the basic element of our model.
For the  second requirem ent, we shall consider two criteria  for merging com ponents 
into subm ixtures. T he first is based on the closeness of the  m odel com ponent d istribu­
tions and the second is based of the degree to which com ponents d ispute the ownership 
of the data .
In the next section we describe the behaviour of the two restric ted  models th a t 
we are considering and their effect on the posterior num ber of com ponents. This will 
be crucial to  our future conclusions using subm ixtures of com ponents to  carry out 
the cluster analysis. Our m ain objective is to obtain a fine p artition  of the existing 
groups into several components, particularly for d a ta  sets w ith overlapped groups, 
allowing the m ethod to  capture complex d a ta  structures in a more efficient way. Care 
is needed to  avoid the  extrem e situation where one com ponent is used to  describe a 
single observation which belongs to a compact group.
7.1 M odel I
Firstly, we consider a very simple model (model I), nam ely a m ixture of spherical 
m ultivariate norm al distributions. Let y  =  y i , y 2 , • • • , y n denote a d a ta  set, where y j 
is a p —vector w ith probability density function given by the following equation:
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k
=  X ] ^ Arp ^ l ^ ’r r 1 / p)> C7-1)
i=l
where Ip denotes the p dimensional identity m atrix.
The im portance of allowing the volumes of the norm al com ponents to be different 
when considering the same shape and the same orientation has been pointed out by 
Celeux and Govaert [15]. They showed th a t these models are capable of detecting many 
clustering structures w ithout needing complex algorithm s. However, they only consid­
ered two dim ensional data . Our m ain concern is to prevent the use of highly dispersed 
distributions m isrepresenting the data. We allow the r ’s to vary from com ponent to 
com ponent to preserve some flexibility in the model bu t place a tight restriction on 
their size through the prior distributions we assign, as we shall now describe.
Consider observations y i , . . . , y n , where y j  has a d istribu tion  given in equation 
(7.1). T he Bayesian hierarchical model has the following prior structu re
w ~  Dir ich le t {8\ , . . .  ,8k),
&  ~  Np( £,  At- 1 ) ,
g am m a(a ,  a/3),
for i =  1 , . . . ,  k. W here £ is an p  x 1 vector, k is a p  x p m atrix  and Si, a  and /? are 
scalars.
The corresponding posterior full conditional d istributions for the  Gibbs sampler 
step in the trans-dim ensional algorithm  th a t will be used are
w  ~  Dirichlet (5\  + n \ , . . .  ,8k + nk),
j  n i
7*1 ~  p a m m a ( a + ( p n i ) / 2 , a/? + - ] T ( y j - / z J ' J p t y j  - / / * ) ) ,
j = l
^ , | . . .  ~  N ( ( K  + niTiIp )~ l (niTiIp y i + K£) , ( K + riiTiIp ) - 1),
where n; =  # { j  : Zj =  i} for the allocation variables Zj and y { =  1 /n* X^{j z =i} Yj- 
In particular, we take £j as the m idpoint of the corresponding observed interval of 
variation. Let R j  denote the length of these intervals for j  = 1 , . . .  ,p, the m atrix  k is
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a diagonal m atrix  given as
/  1 / R \  . . .  0  ^
hi —
V o . . .  i i r \  y
The values for the scalars are taken as follows: — 1 , a  — c2 and (3 — R max/c,
where Rmax — ma x { i ? i , . . . ,  R p}. The constant c is chosen to  restric t the size of the 
t ’s . We wish to make a sensible choice of the param eters a  and (3 to  ensure th a t  we 
induce the use of more com ponents w ithout heading for the extrem e case where a lot 
of observations are isolated.
To determ ine the value of c we consider an initial analysis of the d a ta  set. This 
constant will give inform ation on whether the groups in the d a ta  set exhibit im portan t 
gaps or they are likely to overlap. We consider the projection of all d a ta  points onto 
the direction of the variable w ith the maximum observed range Rmax■ The projected  
d a ta  (y[,y'2, ■ ■ ■ , y 'n ) are used to find the largest gap between adjacent y '’s, defining 7  
as the largest difference between adjacent y '’s. W hen there are well separated  groups 
in the d a ta  set, 7  tends to be much larger than when the groups overlap.
W hen assigning a value to c, we need to take into account the value of 7 . If the 
value given to c is too large, the model will be likely to  use a  com ponent to  describe 
a single observation, even when the observation is close to  the center of a com pact 
cluster, which is not useful for the analysis. W hen the  value of c is too small, over 
dispersed spheres will be used, m isrepresenting the data . We set 5 as a lower bound 
for c based in our empirical experience. The value of c should be large when 7  is small 
and it should be small if 7  is large.
We have inspected several values of c in the different examples th a t  will be described 
below. We propose the use of the values of c given according to  the following stepwise 
function
c =
40 if 7  <  1
2 0 if 1 < 7  <  5




These values have proved useful and small variations of these num bers did not
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show significant changes in the posterior inference. We have also tried other functions 
in particu lar the function
c =  5 H— j , (7.3)
T
which has a similar behaviour as function (7.2).
Using function (7.3) to  determ ine the value of c changes the posterior distribution 
of the  model param eters, in particu lar of the num ber of com ponents, k, from the results 
obtained using function (7.2). However, the conclusions in term s of the clusters they 
define do not change. We do not claim these values to be optim al, further investigation 
should be carried out.
7.1.1 Exam ples
A sample from the jo in t posterior distribution of the model was obtained through 
a BDM CM C sam pler w ith overall b irth  ra te  A*, =  1, running the b irth  and death 
process for a fixed period to =  1 . We present the results for some examples described 
in previous chapters and an additional sim ulated d a ta  set th a t  will help evaluate the 
perform ance of the m ethod when the groups in the d a ta  overlap.
Later on we will describe criteria to define the subm ixtures th a t describe a group. 
These will rely on the sta tionarity  of the chain. Taking into account the results on 
the convergence analysis given in C hapter 6 , we will run the  BDM CM C sam pler for a 
burn-in period of 300000 iterations followed by a period of 100000 iterations, thinned 
every 50, which we will use for inference. We found no evidence th a t suggest th a t the 
sam pler has not reached equilibrium. The poor mixing over the num ber of com ponents, 
which we have discussed in previous chapters, is not considered as a negative outcome 
in this case as long as the num ber of components is sufficiently larger th an  the num ber 
of groups.
Example 1: Old Faithful data.
The sam pler fits a nine-com ponent m ixture w ith the highest posterior probability 
for the Old Faithful d a ta  under model I, sampled values for the m ean vectors of a 
nine-com ponent m ixture are in Figure 7.1 (c), from the plot it is possible to  discern 
the nine groups, we display different colours only to show the label switching observed 
in the MCMC ou tpu t. P lots for the number of components, k  are given in (a) and (b).
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Figure 7.1: Model I: Old Faithful data. (a). Sampled values for the num ber of compo­
nents k per iteration, (b) Barplot of the number of components, (c) Sampled values 
for the mean vectors for the 9-component mixture.
The groups we have identified in previous chapters are described by model I through 
several components. From the plot, we can see th a t the group of observations situated  
closer to the origin is possibly described by 3 or 4 components and the one away from 
the origin by 4 or 5 components. We will also obtain some inform ation on the d a ta  
between the two clearly defined groups to conclude if it may be considered a separate 
group or not.
Example 2: Ruspini data.
The sampler fits a five-component m ixture with high probability to the Ruspini 
data  set, sampled values for the mean vectors of the five-component m ixture are shown 
in Figure 7.2 (c). The classification obtained from the dissimilarity m atrix  is consistent
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w ith the results previously observed using the non-restricted models fitted w ith  the 
BDMCMC sampler. In this case the model is fitting only one component per group, 
possibly including one group th a t might be reflecting non-normality.
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Figure 7.2: Model I: Ruspini data. (a). Sampled values for the num ber of com ponents 
k per iteration, (b) Baxplot of the number of components, (c) Sampled values for the 
mean vectors for the 5-component mixture.
Example 3: Iris data.
The Iris d a ta  set is described w ith a five-component m ixture w ith the highest pos­
terior probability, followed closely by a four-component m ixture. The mixing over the 
number of components is not very good, results shown in Figure 7.3. The setosa species 
is described by only one component, the remaining components describe the virginica 
and versicolor species.
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Figure 7.3: Model I: Iris data. (a). Sampled values for the num ber of com ponents k 
per iteration, (b) B arplot of the number of components.
Example 4: Lubischew’s beetle data.
The sampler for the Lubischew’s beetle data  mixes well over the num ber of compo­
nents, see Figure 7.4. The posterior probabilities for four and five component m ixtures 
are 0.4295 and 0.414 respectively. In the four-component m ixture, the heikertingeri 


























Figure 7.4: Model I: Lubischew’s beetle data. (a). Sampled values for the num ber of 
components k per iteration, (b) Barplot of the number of components.
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Figure 7.5: Model I: Simulated data. (a). Sampled values for the num ber of components 
k  per iteration, (b) Barplot of the number of components.
Example 5: Simulated data.
The simulated d a ta  for this example is used to test the efficiency and flexibility of 
the methodology we discuss in this chapter. The data  set contains 500 3-dimensional 
observations, which belong to six different groups of sizes n \ =  84, =  92, 773 =  136,
714 =  24 , 7 1 5  =  46 and 7i6 =  118 respectively. The observations were sampled uniformly 
in balls centered in (9 ,1 0 ,10)T, (1 0 ,9 ,10)T, (10 ,10 ,9)T, (1 1 ,1 0 ,10)T , (10 ,1 1 ,10)T and 
(10 ,10 ,11)T with weights 0.17, 0.18, 0.27, 0.05, 0.09 and 0.24. The radius of the balls 
was chosen as l/-\/2  so th a t they all “ touch ” each other. We expect th a t different 
components of the fitted m ixture of m ultivariate normal distributions will dispute the 
ownership of the observations close to the borders of the balls. We therefore can assess 
the performance of the m ethod when the fitted components overlap.
The unrestricted model using RJM CM C fits a seven-component m ixture w ith the 
highest posterior probability. The classification obtained from a dissim ilarity m atrix  
based on the proportion of iterations th a t every pair of observations is allocated in the 
same component. The resulting groups have (26,47,87,100,119,64,57). The BDM­
CMC sampler fits an eight-component m ixture with the highest posterior probability. 
The classification based on the dissimilarity m atrix splits the observations in eight 
groups with (26,44,83, 70,73,74, 67,63) observations respectively.
Using model I to fit a m ixture of m ultivariate spherical normals to  this sim ulated 
da ta  set, a  ten-component m ixture has the highest posterior probability.
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W hen using model I to describe the d a ta  sets described above, for the values of 
c given by function (7.2), the BDM CM C sam pler fits a fine partition  of the groups 
we obtained in previous chapters particularly  when the density of the groups differs 
considerably from a spherical m ultivariate norm al distribution. This results will be 
useful to  describe a group as a subm ixture of the resulting fitted components.
Before describing the proposed criteria to distinguish subm ixtures of com ponents 
th a t  are likely to describe a single group, we consider a second model. We look for 
a slightly more flexible model where the different dispersion of variables in different 
directions will be considered and to  com pare the results w ith the ones obtained for 
model I.
7.2 M odel II
In some cases one m ight be interested in fitting less com ponents of a slightly different 
shape. If a com pact group is well separated from the rest b u t has a density too different 
from a spherical norm al, we m ight like the model to  allow for an elliptical com ponent 
to describe this group.
We consider the model given by
f ( y j \ V )  = ^ wiN d{yj \Hi ,Vi ) ,  (7.4)
i = 1
where Vi  =  d ia g fr ^ 1, . . . ,  t ” 1 ) ,  w ith the following prior structure:
w  ~  D ( 6 i , . . .  ,6k),
Vi  ~  N (£ ,^ _1), 
tu ~  g a m m a (a ,a p i) ,
where 5i — 1, a  — c2 and Pi =  R i/c .
The full conditional posterior distributions for the Gibbs step in the algorithm  are
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given as follows
w ~  D ( 6 i + n i , . . . , 6 k +n k ) ,
tu\ ■■■ ~  g a m m a (a  +  n ; / 2 , a p t +  ^ (yjt -  /x^)2)
j : z j = i
Hi ] - "  ~  AT((« +  +  « f) , (k + n*2 ))_1).
where Z =  l , . . . , p .  =  # { j  : zj  =  i j  for the allocation variables Zj and y { —
In this case, the values assigned to c need to  be determ ined taking into account 
the  value of 7, but less flexibility is needed as the model is allowing for variation in all 
directions, th a t is the range in each direction is explicitly considered. Smaller values 
are used for c com pared to  those used in m odel I. To fit the examples described below 
we use the  stepwise function given as
2 0 if 7 < 1
1 0 if 1 < 7  < 5
5 if 5 < 7  < 1 0
2.5 if 7 > 1 0
Small variations of the function (7.5) do not change the fitted model. We have also 
explored o ther functions th a t behave in a sim ilar way, for example the function
c =  2 .5 +  -h .  (7.6)
T
Once again, the fitted model obtained by determ ining the value of c through func­
tion (7.6) is different form the model fitted by determ ining c using function (7.5), 
however, the  conclusions in term s of the clusters so defined do not change.
7.2.1 Exam ples
We now describe the results obtained for the examples w ith the model described 
above. Again a sample from the joint posterior d istribution of the model was obtained 
using a BDM CM C sam pler w ith overall b irth  ra te  At, =  1 , running the b irth  and death  
process for a fixed period to = I.  We considered in this case a burn-in period of 400000 
iterations followed by a period of 100000 iterations, thinned every 50, which we will use
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for inference. For this model, preliminary results showed th a t a longer run  was needed 
to  ensure th a t the sampler had reached equilibrium.
E x a m p le  1 : O ld  F a ith fu l d a ta .
The sampled values for the mean vectors of a seven-component m ixture are shown 
in Figure 7.6 (c) Old Faithful da ta  set, again different colours are only displayed to 
show the label switching observed in the MCMC output. This is the num ber of compo­
nents w ith the highest posterior probability. Model II uses less components to describe 
the d a ta  th an  model I. In this case, the clearly defined groups are described by two 
components each and the fifth component is used to represent the d a ta  between these 
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Figure 7.6: Model II: Old Faithful data. (a). Sampled values for the num ber of 
components k per iteration, (b) Barplot of the number of components, (c) Sampled 
values for the mean vectors for the 7-component mixture.
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Example 2: Ruspini data.
The sampler fits a  five-component mixture w ith the highest posterior probability to 
the Ruspini d a ta  set, results are shown in Figure 7.7. The classification obtained from 
the dissimilarity m atrix is consistent with the results previously observed and we would 
expect th a t the criteria considered to define the groups as a subm ixture of components 
includes only one component per group for most groups in this example.











Figure 7.7: Model II: Ruspini data. (a). Sampled values for the number of components 
k per iteration, (b) Barplot of the number of components, (c) Sampled values for the 
mean vectors for the 5-component mixture.
Example 3: Iris data.
The Iris d a ta  set is described with a four-component m ixture, results shown in 
Figure 7.8. The first species, the setosa, is described by one com ponent and the other 
three are used to  describe the d a ta  in the virginica and versicolor species.
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Figure 7.8: Model II: Iris data. (a). Sampled values for the num ber of com ponents k 
per iteration, (b) Barplot of the number of components.
Example 4: Lubischew’s beetle data.
The sampler for the Lubischew’s beetle d a ta  mixes poorly over the num ber of com­
ponents, see Figure 7.9, and a four-component m ixture has the highest posterior prob­
ability. Using model II, the heikertingeri species is describe w ith two com ponents and 






















Figure 7.9: Model II: Lubischew’s beetle data. (a). Sampled values for the  num ber of 
components k per iteration, (b) Barplot of the number of components.
Example 5: Simulated data.
The simulated da ta  is described with a six-component m ixture w ith the  highest 
posterior probability. The number of components mixes poorly here, bu t the  sampled



















Figure 7.10: Model II: Simulated data. (a). Sampled values for the num ber of compo­
nents k per iteration, (b) B arplot of the number of components.
values for the mean vectors are close to the values used to  sim ulate the d a ta  set.
Results for the two models described above can be used to  explore the possibility 
to describe groups using a subm ixture of components. Posterior distributions for the 
component param eters are needed to  decide if a component is a group on its own or if 
it describes a group together w ith other existing components.
To define the subm ixture of components th a t describes a group we need to  identify 
the component param eters, in other words we need to remove the label switching. 
In the following section we discuss a way to do this using the early iterations of the 
sampler, before label switching occurs.
7.3 Identifying the com ponent param eters in the m ixture 
m odel
As we have described in section 1.3, the invariance of the likelihood under the 
relabelling of the components of a m ixture model results in a difficulty in identifying 
the component param eters. We mentioned several m ethods proposed in the literature 
in recent years to  deal w ith the label switching.
In particular, following Stephens [60], a simple procedure was proposed by Celeux 
[14] and used later in Celeux et al [16] to identify one modal region and estim ate the 
component param eters, in particular we concentrate on the component means. The 
m ethod selects one modal region using the early iterations of the Markov chain Monte
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Carlo sam pler. T he choice of the initial set of iterations is not highly sensitive but 
should be enough to ensure th a t the resulting estim ates are a reasonable approxim ation 
of the posterior m eans and before the label switching occurs. T he com ponent labels 
corresponding to  the following iterations are perm uted according to a fc-means-type 
algorithm  to select the perm utation th a t is closest to the current set of means as 
described below.
Following this procedure, we post-processed the o u tp u t of the trans-dim ensional 
sam plers for models I and II. We consider the sequence of d-dim ensional vector samples 
of size N, conditional on the num ber of components k, t/j1, . . . ,  •0m, where d = kp , 
ip1 =  . . . ,  pPii , . . . ,  pk,i, • • ■ > ^k,p) and m  is the longest period observed before the
label switching occurs. Here we are only taking into account iterations w ithout em pty 
components. We focused on the mean values because they have shown to be the most 
stable param eter which is covered rapidly by the sampler. However, results for the other 
param eters will be com puted to verify results are consistent. T he length of period m  
is determ ined in practice by looking a t the number of observations allocated to each 
com ponent. The period m  is the period before the num ber of com ponents allocated to 
each com ponent has changed in more th a t one observation for all components.
Initial reference centers for j  = 1 , . . . ,  d are defined as
be deduced by perm uting the labelling of the m ixture com ponents. The r th  iteration  
is relabelled w ith the perm utation  j  th a t minimises the norm alized square distance,
w ith corresponding variances
We denote s|°  ^ =  Si for i — 1 , . . . ,  d. If we take ?/> ^  =  ip, the o ther (k — l)cen ters  can
m +r
m + r
for j  — 1 , . .  ., k and r = 1 , . . . ,  N  — m.








Figure 7.11: Sampled values for the mean vectors after removing the label switching:
(a) Old Faithful d a ta  for a 9-component mixture, model I. (b) Ruspini d a ta  for a 5- 
component m ixture, model I . (c) Old Faithful data  for a 7-component m ixture, model 
II. (d) Ruspini da ta  for a 5-component mixture, model II.
The centers and normalising coefficients are updated after each itera tion  so
[r]s! • J =
m  +  r m  + r
m + r
m  + r m  + r i
We have found the procedure to be efficient and helpful, it allows us to  identify 
posterior component param eters for the fitted mixture so th a t their values can be used 
to determ ine the subm ixture of components th a t describes a group. If the  m ixture 
model we are analysing has more than  1 0  components it might be more efficient to
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look a t a smaller set of the perm utations.
T he perform ance of the m ethod is presented for the two dim ensional examples. The 
sam pled m ean vectors for the restric ted  models I and II for the Old Faithful and the 
Ruspini d a ta  sets are shown in Figure 7.11 after removing the label switching. I t  is also 
possible to  identify the covariance m atrix  associated w ith each com ponent as well as 
its mixing proportion, for each iteration . Results obtained by basing the identification 
procedure on the distances for the mixing proportions gave the sam e o u tpu t for these 
examples.
After removing the label switching, we are now in a position to  propose criteria to  
determ ine w hether one or several com ponents belong to  the  same group.
7.4 C lusters as a subm ixture of com ponents
Consider the o u tpu t of the BDM CM C sam plers for the restric ted  models presented 
in sections 7.1 and 7.2. We are interested in criteria to indicate which of the fitted 
com ponents m ight be merged to form a subm ixture th a t represents the same group. We 
propose two criteria: one will consider the proportion of allocated d a ta  th a t are swapped 
between com ponents throughout the sam pler and the o ther will give inform ation on 
the distance between the densities of the com ponents based on the affinity .
Broadly speaking, we are interested in m easuring the distance between com ponents. 
If a group is described by more th an  one com ponent we expect their d istribu tions to 
be “ close Now, when the distance between two com ponents is small, we want 
to learn about the proportion of observations whose ownership is disputed by the 
two com ponents to which they are allocated. If this proportion is large, then  the 
com ponents are more likely to  be describing one cluster. We suggest th a t a possible 
way to  obtain  straightforw ard inform ation on the proportion of disputed observations 
is simply to  look a t how much d a ta  is swapped between com ponents from itera tion  to 
iteration. We suggest to merge two com ponents into one group if the proportion of 
observations exchanged between these com ponents is large and the  distance between 
the com ponents is small, assessed by the affinity between two com ponents. Using 
these criteria in com bination gives inform ation on particu lar situations. F irst it helps 
detecting when a pair of com ponents swaps observations when values on the tails of 
the d istributions of the com ponent param eters are sampled.
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C om putations to obtain the proportion of swapped observations and the affinity 
between pairs of com ponent will be made conditional on a given value of /c, the num ber 
of com ponents. The ou tpu t of the trans-dim ensional sam pler will be post-processed. 
We expect results based on different number of com ponents, which have sim ilar and 
high posterior probability, to be consistent in terms of the  groups they  define. Once a 
value of k  is fixed, the label switching is removed, identifying values for the param eters 
of each com ponent and corresponding allocation vector for the  d a ta  a t each iteration .
7.4.1 Proportion of observations swapped betw een com ponents
For the com putation of the swaps, consider the allocation variable for obser­
vation i — 1 , . . . ,  n  a t iteration j  =  1 , . . . ,  J ,  which takes a value k =  1 , . . . ,  k j . To 
deal w ith the label switching we have extracted all the  cases for kj = k, th a t  is, the 
calculation is done w ith an ou tpu t th a t includes all the variables for a fixed value of k. 
Suppose th a t there are R  < J  of such iterations.
We then  consider the allocation variable Z ir for observation i =  1 , . . . ,  n  a t itera tion  
r — 1 , . . . ,  R, which takes a value in (1 , . . . ,  k). We com pare it w ith  the value for the 
same observation i bu t in the next iteration r  +  1. A k x k  m atrix  C  is initialized to  
zeros and for h =  1 , . . . , k and I = h + 1 , . . .  ,k,  we add 1/(71/^ +  n i r) to  the element 
C ^,i), if either Z ^ + i )  = h and Z ^  =  I or Zj (r+1) =  I and Z ^  =  /i, where and n /iT. 
are the num ber of observations allocated to com ponents h and I a t iteration r. Once 
the m atrix  is com puted for all r, we divide it by R  to get an  approxim ate value of the  
proportion of observations th a t were exchanged between com ponents.
7.4.2 The affinity betw een components
The B hattacharyya distance [6 ] also known as the affinity is used as a m easure of 
sim ilarity between two probability distributions. The affinity betw een distributions P\ 
and P2 w ith corresponding densities p\ and p 2 is defined as
A{PUP2) -  J  y/V\y/P2 dy
y
The affinity is related to the Hellinger distance between two d istributions P i and
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P 2 , w ith corresponding densities p i, p 2 which is given as
H { P u P i ) =  | | ( V p T - V k  )2 d y j  (7.7)
Consider now, H 2
H(Pi ,P2)2 — 2 — 2 j  dy  (7.8)
y
Hence, H  =  \J2  — 2A(p\ ,P2 ), where A( p \ , p 2 ) is the affinity between P i and P 2 .
The affinity between two m ultivariate normal distributions, N(pLl , E i) and A^(/x2, E 2 ) 
is obtained in Appendix B.
In the particu lar case where E i and E 2 are diagonal m atrices, the affinity between 
pi and P2 is given by
A t  \ T J  (  2cr 1 iC T  2 i j  1  ( M i , i  — P2,i) 2 |A{puK)=U\^iJ expr3S^P4rr
We com pute the average affinity between all pairs of com ponents. We denote as 
A the k x k m atrix  th a t shows the average value of the affinity for each pair of the k 
com ponents, we will refer to it as the average affinity m atrix . This will be done for all 
iterations of the sam pler where the specified value of k is observed. Prom numerical 
experim ents for model I and II, we found th a t in general the affinity m atrix , A, has 
small values.
The behaviour of the swap and the affinity matrices will be discussed in section 7.5. 
We m onitored 2000 iterations which came from 100000 iterations th inned every 50. 
We are interested on finding out if, from the components th a t  are close together, there 
are pairs of com ponents which are exchanging a large proportion of the observations 
allocated to these components.
7.5 Perform ance o f criteria to  identify clusters
In this section the affinity and swap m atrices will be com puted for the examples 
analysed in sections 7.1 and 7.2. We will consider the restric ted  models I and II and
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will m onitor the behaviour of these m atrices and the results they give in term s of the 
description of the clusters.
7.5.1 Exam ples 
Example 1: Old Faithful data.
For the Old Faithful d a ta  we considered the values of k th a t  had the highest pos­
terior probability for models I and II, in bo th  cases the other values of k  had a much 
sm aller posterior probability.
M odel I
We begin w ith the results for the nine-component m ixture fitted for model I. The 
m atrix  A  below corresponds to the average affinity m atrix, some of the values are too 
small and appear as zeros. The closer pairs of densities are those whose affinity is closer 
to 1 .
0 0.0270 0.0088 0.0032 0.0143 0.2821 0.0032 0.0063 0.0421
0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.0004 0.2390 0.0038 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.2608
0 0 0 0.0031 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.2156 0.2040 0 . 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0.0646 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.2365 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.0004 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.0045
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.2059
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0024 0 . 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
It only makes sense to  look a t the values of the average affinity m atrix  when the 
stationarity  of the chain has been reached. We m onitored the entries of the above affin­
ity m atrix, Figure 7.12 shows the histograms and ergodic averages for entries A ( l ,6 ), 
A (2,9) and A (3,8 ). The initial values monitored for the chain show more variation 
and towards the last iterations the values show more stability. We observed a slightly 
larger variation where there are jum ps in dimension, compared to the values of the 
sequence w ith the same dimension. The entries A( i , j )  w ith very small values showed 
more variability bu t in general, the m atrix  shows a stable behaviour. We display the 
m atrix  A  graphically as a dendogram  in Figure 7.14 (b). Notice th a t  the dendogram
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Figure 7.12: Histograms and ergodic averages for the affinity m atrix: Old Faithful data, 
model I.
is built using 1 — A  as a dissimilarity matrix.
The results obtained for the swap m atrix are also displayed graphically as a den­
dogram, see Figure 7.14(a). Here again, notice tha t the dendogram  is built using the 
dissimilarity m atrix 1 -  5, where 5  is the swap matrix.
Once again it only makes sense to look at the values of the swap m atrix when the 
stationarity  of the chain has been reached. The plots for the proportion of swapped 
observations for the pairs 5 (1 ,6 ), 5 (2 ,9) and 5 (3 ,8 ) are given in Figure 7.13. Here 
we observe more variation at the beginning of the sampler than  th a t observed for the 
affinity m atrix. However, variation of the swaps when dimension jum ps are made shows 
less effects than  with the affinity matrix. The entries with smaller values showed more 
variability but in general the m atrix tends to stabilise after the first 600 monitored 
iterations.
From the dendograms in Figure 7.14 we consider two groups by looking a t the 
longest branches of the tree. The first group is described by a subm ixture of compo­
nents ( 1 ,6 ,5,2,9) and the other by the subm ixture (3,8 ,4,7). In Figure 7.11 (a), they 
correspond to the group away from the origin (components in this group from bottom  
to top: yellow, black, red, cyan, blue) and to the group closer to the origin (components 
in this group from top to bottom : blue, red, magenta, green) respectively. From the
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Figure 7.13: Histograms and running means for three entries of the swap m atrix  in the 
Old Faithful data.





Figure 7.14: Model I: Old Faithful d a ta  for a 9-component mixture, (a) Swap m atrix,
(b) Affinity m atrix
The classification for the observations into these two groups based on the allocation 
vector, which reflects the posterior probabilities of the observations belonging to each of 
the groups in the m ixture model, is shown in Figure 7.15. We calculated the frequency 
over all iterations of each observation belonging to different components and place it 
into the group to which it was allocated in the largest proportion.
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Figure 7.15: Model I: Classification for the Old Faithful d a ta  into two groups.
Results for the number of groups and the classification for the Old Faithful d a ta  
based on the eight-component m ixture were the same as the results described above. 
M o d e l I I
The average affinity m atrix  A  for the seven-component m ixture model fitted for 
model II is given below.
A  =
0 0 . 0 0 0 1 0.2640 0.0051 0 . 0 0 0 2 0.1432 0.0214
0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.4056 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.0190 0 . 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.0214 0.0019 0.4472
0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.3059 0 . 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.2947
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0\
The affinity m atrix  for this model is more variable in the first iterations of the 
m onitored period for some entries, see for example 4 4 (2 , 6 ) in Figure 7.16. We show 
results for entries A (l,3 ) , A (2,6) and A(5,7). In general, after 200 iterations the 
behaviour stabilised and the conclusions drawn for the cluster analysis did not change 
when the first 2 0 0  iterations were excluded from the analysis.
A graphical display of m atrix  A  is given as a dendogram in Figure 7.18 (b) using 
1 — A  as a dissimilarity m atrix.
The results for the swap m atrix for this model are given in Figure 7.18 (a). The 
behaviour of the swap m atrix  in this example showed th a t the proportion of observa-
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Figure 7.16: Histograms and ergodic averages for the affinity matrix: Old Faithful data, 
model II.
tions exchanged for some pairs of components is very small, see for example the results 
for the pair (2,6) in Figure 7.17, again it shows more variability a t the beginning of the 
monitored period.
As with model I we suggest two groups to describe the d a ta  set. The first group is 
described by a subm ixture of components (3 ,7 ,1 ,5 ) and the second one is described by 
a subm ixture of components (2 ,4 ,6). Here components 1 and 5 exchanged a smaller 
proportion of observations compared with the rest. In Figure 7.11 (c) the first groups 
corresponds to the group away from the origin, from bottom  to top components: blue, 
red, yellow and magenta. The second group is closer to the origin, the components in 
this group from top to bottom : black, green and cyan.
The dendogram for the affinities given in Figure 7.18 (b) shows th a t the compo­
nents th a t are exchanging a large proportion of observations are close together. The 
corresponding classification based on the allocation vector is given in Figure 7.19.
Using a subm ixture of components to describe the Old Faithful d a ta  with models I 
and II we obtain two groups. The classification for model II is perhaps closer to what 
one would expect from the visual inspection of the data.
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Figure 7.17: Histograms and running means for three entries of the swap m atrix  in the 
Old Faithful data.
(a)
Figure 7.18: Model II: Old Faithful data  for a 7-component m ixture, (a) Swap m atrix,
(b) Affinity m atrix
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Figure 7.19: Model II: Classification for the Old Faithful d a ta  into two groups.
E x a m p le  2: R u sp in i d a ta .
The Ruspini d a ta  set is described by a five-component m ixture w ith the highest 
posterior probability for both  models. The affinity and the swap m atrices showed very 
similar behaviour to  th a t of the corresponding matrices in the Old Faithful d a ta  exam­
ple. There is slightly more variability a t the beginning of the iterations and it stabilises 
towards the end of the sampled iterations, depending heavily on the stationaxity of the 
chain. The entries of the m atrices which have very small values showed in general more 
variability. We omit the results for brevity.
Model I
The swap and affinity matrices for model I are displayed graphically as a dendogram 
in Figure 7.20 (a) and (b) respectively. In this example, we find th a t most components 
do not exchange observations, except for components 1 and 2  which exchange a small 
proportion of observations. From the affinity m atrix we observe th a t the densities 
are not close together. In this case therefore we might suggest not to  merge any 
components, and let each components represent a group. The classification derived 
from the allocation vector is given in Figure 7.21
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Figure 7.21: Model I: Classification for the Ruspini d a ta  into five groups.
M odel II
The swap and affinity matrices for model II are displayed graphically as a den­
dogram in Figure 7.22 (a) and (b) respectively. W ith  this model, components 1 and 
4 exchange a larger proportion of observations, compared to  components 1 and 2 in 
model I. However, from the dendogram in Figure 7.22 (b), we observe th a t the dis­
tance between this pair of components is large. Hence, we suggest not merging any 
components.
The classification based on the allocation vector is the same as the one obtained for 
model I, see Figure 7.21. If one decided to merge components 1 and 4, the com ponent 
in blue would be merged with the black component.
The use of subm ixtures in this case gives the same results as the ones obtained w ith
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Figure 7.22: Model II: Ruspini da ta  for a 5-component mixture, (a) Swap m atrix, (b) 
Affinity m atrix
unrestricted models using RJM CM C (with a d a ta  informed split/com bine move) and 
BDMCMC samplers.
E x a m p le  3: I r is  d a ta .
The first model fits a five-component m ixture with the highest posterior probability 
to the Iris d a ta  set. The second model fits a four-component m ixture with the highest 
posterior probability. The swap and affinity matrices show similar behaviour to th a t 
observed in the Old Faithful example. In general, for bo th  models, the entries in the 
affinity m atrix tha t are more stable are the ones tha t correspond to pairs of components 
th a t are close together. For the swap m atrix, the entries with the larger proportion of 
exchanged observation are also more stable compared to the ones th a t only exchange 
observations occasionally.
M o d e l  I
W ith this model the Iris data  set is described with a five-component m ixture with 
the highest posterior probability. The swap and affinity m atrices for model I are dis­
played graphically in Figure 7.23 (a) and (b) respectively. In this example, the com­
ponent labelled as five does not exchange observations with any other component. It 
corresponds to the first species, the setosa species. From Figure 7.23 (a), we find ei­
ther th a t component two could be considered as another separated group or else we 
could place all the remaining components in only one group. From the affinity m atrix, 
Figure 7.20 (b) we observe th a t component 2 is separated from components 1, 3 and 4.
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Therefore, we could consider three groups, one formed by components 1 , 3 and 4 and 
the other two groups corresponding to  components 5 and 2.
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Figure 7.23: Model I: Iris data  for a 4-component m ixture, (a) Swap m atrix, (b) 
Affinity m atrix
The classification based on the allocation vector places the first 50 observations 
in component 5, they correspond to the setosa species. The second group has only 9 
observations (106, 108, 110, 118, 119, 123, 131, 132, 136), all belonging to the th ird  
species, the versicolor species. The remaining observations are placed all together in 
the last group.
M o d e l  II
The swap and affinity matrices for model II are displayed graphically in Figure 7.24 
(a) and (b) respectively.
W ith model II the Iris da ta  are described with a four-component mixture. From 
the swap m atrix, we find tha t the component labelled four does not exchange obser­
vations with any other component. The remaining three com ponents exchange a large 
proportion of observations. However, from the affinity m atrix  in Figure 7.24 (b) we see 
tha t component one could be considered as separated from the rest.
The classification based on the allocation vector shows th a t component num ber 4 
corresponds to the first species, the setosa species. The observations th a t belong to 
the second species, the versicolor species, are allocated to  component 3 (26 observa­
tions) and to component 2 (24 observations). The last species, the virginica, has 23 
observations in component 1 and 27 observations in component 2. If component one is 
considered as a separated species, there are 23 observations allocated to this group, all
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Figure 7.24: Model II: Iris da ta  for a 4-component m ixture, (a) Swap m atrix, (b) 
Affinity m atrix
belonging to the virginica species.
In the Iris d a ta  set, two of the groups are very similar and it is difficult to separate 
them. Using the subm ixtures we obtain two groups but there is additional information 
on the possibility of having three groups. Further analysis on the second group could 
be carried out.
E x a m p le  4: L u b isc h e w ’s b e e tle  d a ta .
This d a ta  set is described with a four-component m ixture with the highest posterior 
probability for models I and II. No significant differences in the behaviour of the swap 
and the affinity m atrices w ith respect to what we have pointed out in previous examples 
were found.
M o d e l  I
The swap and affinity matrices for model I are displayed graphically in Figures 
7.25 (a) and (b) for a four-component mixture, the model with the highest posterior 
probability. Since a five-component m ixture also has a large posterior probability, we 
analysed this model to verify the results are consistent in term s of the groups they 
define. The swap and affinity m atrix for the five-component m ixture are given in 
Figure 7.26 (a) and (b) respectively.
In the four-component model, components 1 and 3 exchange a few observations and 
also components 2 and 4, see Figure 7.25 (a). However, from the affinity m atrix, see 
Figure 7.25 (b), components 2 and 4 are separated compared to components 1 and 3
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Figure 7.25: Model I: Lubischew’s beetle da ta  for a 4-component mixture, (a) Swap 
m atrix , (b) Affinity m atrix
which are close to each other. Notice th a t the distances between pairs of components 
for the Lubischew’s beetle d a ta  are larger than  the ones we have observed in other 
examples. To define the groups in this data  set, we m ust look at the distances relative 
to this particular example. We suggest to consider the components as separate groups 
or a t most merge components 1 and 3 into one group.
T he classification obtained from the allocation vector places 18 observations in com­
ponent 1 , all belonging to  the second species, the heikertingeri. Component 2 has 20 
observations all from the first species, the concinna, com ponent 3 has 13 observations 
th a t belong to the second species, the heikertingeri and component 4 has 23 observa­
tions in it, 2 2  from the th ird  species the heptapotamica and one th a t belongs to the 
first species the cocinna (observation 6 ).
In the five-component mixture, from the swap m atrix (Figure 7.26 (a)), the model 
would place components 1 and 3 into one group and components 4 and 5 into another 
group. From affinity m atrix we find th a t component 2 is not close to  the other compo­
nents and therefore we could separate it as the third group. Here again, the distances 
between components are larger than those we have observed in other examples.
The classification based on the allocation vector places in the first group 22 ob­
servations mainly from the first species conccina, although it has observation 25 from 
the heikertingeri species and observation 53 which belongs to the th ird  species hep­
tapotamica. The second group has the remaining 30 observations from the second 
species, the heikertingeri species, allocated as follows 12 to component 4 and 18 to
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Figure 7.26: Model I: Lubischew’s beetle da ta  for a 5-component mixture, (a) Swap 
m atrix, (b) Affinity m atrix
component 5. The last group has 21 observations from the th ird  species heptapotamica 
and observation 6  from the conccina species.
M o d e l  II
The swap and affinity matrices for model II are displayed graphically in Figure 7.27 
(a) and (b) respectively.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.27: Model II: Lubischew’s beetle d a ta  for a 4-component mixture, (a) Swap 
m atrix, (b) Affinity m atrix
This model merges components 1 and 3 into one group. Components 2 and 4 
exchanged a few observations but from the affinity m atrix in Figure 7.27 (b) we see 
that they are not close together, so we leave them  as a separated group.
The classification based on the allocation vector places the 21 observations from the
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concinna species in component labelled as 4. The 31 observations from the heikertingeri 
species are placed 18 in component 1 and 13 in component 3. The last group, which 
corresponds to component 2  has the 2 2  observations from the heptapotamica species.
Prom the information of all models, we conclude th a t there are three groups in the 
Lubischew’s d a ta  set. In particular, the classification obtained from model II separated 
the d a ta  efficiently.
Example 5: Simulated data.
The simulated d a ta  set is described with a 10-component m ixture with the highest 
posterior probability with model I. Model II fits a six-component m ixture with the 
highest posterior probability. The behaviour of the swap and the affinity matrices is 
similar to the behaviour described in previous examples.
M o d e l  I
The swap and affinity matrices for model I are displayed graphically in Figure 7.28
(a) and (b) respectively.
8 n n n
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Figure 7.28: Model I: Simulated data  for a 10-component mixture, (a) Swap m atrix,
(b) Affinity m atrix
From the swap m atrix in Figure 7.28 (a) we have th a t the pairs of components (1,4), 
(5,9) and (7,10) have the largest proportions of exchanged observations. Figure 7.28
(b) shows th a t these are also the closest pairs of components. These pairs are merged 
into one group. The rest of the components are considered as separated groups. We 
have in to tal 7 groups, six are centered near the means th a t were used to simulate the 
data. Looking at the sampled mean vectors the group th a t corresponds to component
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labelled as 6 , this component has is centered around point (9.5,9.5,9.5).
The classification based on the allocation vector places in each component 38, 43, 
72, 34, 96, 45, 38, 21, 24 and 89 observations respectively. The corresponding groups 
they define have 72, 72, 127, 21, 43, 120 and 45 observations, the la tte r corresponds 
to the component labelled as 6 . The number of misclassified observations for each of 
the six groups are 12, 20, 17, 3, 5 and 4 respectively. The to tal number of misclassified 
observations is 61, from which 45 are placed in the seventh group.
M o d e l  II
The swap and affinity matrices for model II are displayed graphically in Figure 7.29
(a) and (b) respectively.
(«) (6)
Figure 7.29: Model II: Simulated d a ta  for a 6 -component mixture, (a) Swap matrix,
(b) Affinity m atrix
In the six-component mixture, from the swap m atrix in figure 7.29 (a) we consider 
components 1 and 5 as separated groups. Components 2 ,3 ,4  and 6  exchange very few 
observations. From the affinity m atrix in Figure 7.29 (b) we have th a t these components 
are separated and tha t every pair has approximately the same distance to each other. 
Hence, we consider each component as a group.
The classification based on the allocation vector places in each group 83, 8 8 , 149, 20, 
40 and 120 observations respectively. There are 56 misclassified observations in to tal 
mainly from the second and the third groups, which are dense groups. The number of 
misclassified observation per group are 9, 14, 17, 4, 8  and 4 respectively.
From the information obtained from both  models we conclude th a t there are six 
groups in the simulated da ta  set.
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Figure 7.30: (a) Rescaled Old Faithful data, (b) Rescaled Ruspini data.
7.5.2 Sensitivity to rescaling
Rescaling of the da ta  will clearly modify the m ixture model using the restrictions
described in this chapter. In this section we illustrate the sensitivity to rescaling of the
d a ta  through the Old Faithful and Ruspini data  sets using model I. We transform ed 
these d a ta  so th a t they are centered at zero and they have covariance m atrix equal to 
the identity m atrix, see Figure 7.30.
For the Old Faithful data, the sampler fits a seven-component m ixture model with 
the highest posterior probability, in contrast with the nine-component m ixture fitted 
to the original data. There was a large difference in scale and range in the observed 
variables in the original d a ta  set. Figures 7.31 (a)-(d) show the corresponding analysis 
described in this chapter. In Figure 7.31 (a) the correspondence of number and color 
for the sampled components is as follows: (component-colour) 1-blue, 2-red, 3-green, 
4-rnagenta, 5-cyan, 6 -black and 7-yellow. From the dendograms in Figures 7.31 (b) and
(c) we would merge the components into two groups, the first including components 
3, 4, and 7 and the second group includes components 1,2, 5 and 6 . The resulting 
classification is consistent with results obtained from the nonrestricted models.
Results for the Ruspini da ta  set show th a t a 4-component m ixture is fitted with 
the highest posterior probability in contrast to the 5-component m ixture fitted to the 
original data. The results are shown in Figures 7.32 (a)-(d) and from the affinity and 
swap m atrices we would not merge any components. This analysis will define four 
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Figure 7.31: Old Faithful data, (a) Sampled m ean values for a 7-component mix­
ture after removing the label switching, (b) Swap m atrix, (c) Affinity m atrix, (d) 
Classification of the Old Faithful data.
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Figure 7.32: Ruspini data, (a) Sampled m ean values for a 4-component m ixture after 
removing the label switching, (b) Swap m atrix, (c) Affinity m atrix, (d) Classification 
of the Ruspini data.
In this case the rescaling of the d a ta  gives a smaller num ber of components b u t the 
classification is consistent w ith the classification obtained w ith the nonrestricted and 
restricted models fitted to  the original data.
Based on the results obtained in this section we consider th a t rescaling of the d a ta  
is advisable before fitting the restricted models proposed in this chapter. We could 
make use of external criteria to determ ine if rescaling is needed. The results showed 
th a t a smaller number of components is required to described the d a ta  when these are 
in agreement with the model. Improvement is also observed in term s of classification 
of the data.
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In the cluster analysis based on subm ixtures, the m ost significant aspect to  consider 
is the proportion of observations th a t were exchanged between com ponents b u t it is 
also necessary to verify th a t those com ponents are closer to  each other th an  other 
pairs in the fitted model. T h at will determ ine which of the pairs th a t  are near each 
other should be merged helping to  identify some overlapping clusters in a  more efficient 
way. It avoids merging pairs of com ponents which have swapped observations mainly 
when the sam pled values for the param eters of the com ponents are in the tails of the 
corresponding distributions and indicate when a large proportion of observations is 
swapped between com ponents which are very close together. However, we will always 
have the problem  of combining groups th a t are very close to each other and have many 
observations in the boundaries of the two com ponents. In this case, an im portan t 
num ber of observations would be exchanged between these com ponents and the criteria 
would suggest to consider them  as only one group.
Much of the time, using the restricted covariance structu re  does not result in the 
production of m any more components than  groups. However, in general, it provides 
useful inform ation on the num ber of groups and classification. Models I and II could 
be used to describe a d a ta  set and the conclusions on the final num ber of groups 
found in the d a ta  could be made using the inform ation from b o th  models. The final 
classification of the d a ta  could be done in a similar way, using inform ation from both  
models, reducing the num ber of misclassified d a ta  and finding the observations th a t  are 
harder to classify. Finally, we could compare the results obtained from these restric ted  
models w ith those from the non-restricted model getting  an idea of the robustness of 
the clustering methodology.
C h a p t e r  8
Discussion and future work
M odel-based cluster analysis using a finite m ixture of norm al distributions as the 
underlying model has been frequently used and discussed in literature. In this thesis we 
have looked a t a Bayesian model-based clustering using m ixtures of m ultivariate norm al 
d istribu tions where the num ber of com ponents is considered unknown and regarded as 
an additional param eter of the model, therefore subject to  estim ation. We are also 
looking a t problems where there are several features m easured for each observation, 
th a t is, our variables correspond to p-dimensional vectors.
T he estim ation of the param eters in the model was possible using trans-dim ensional 
M CM C sam plers such as the RJM CM C and the BDMCMC. It is difficult to  evaluate the 
perform ance of a clustering methodology. One way of assessing this is to  examine the 
results of the cluster analysis w ith examples where the groups are previously known 
ensuring th a t no groups are found in d a ta  sets where there are no groups present. 
We have followed this line describing the results for a set of examples th a t included 
sim ulated d a ta  as well as known d a ta  sets. The general conclusions will be discussed 
in this chapter.
In C hap ter 3 we considered each com ponent of the m ixture model as a group and 
used a R JM CM C  sam pler to carry out estim ation. We found th a t the sam pler needs 
long runs in order to  stabilise and is effective in detecting the structu re  in the d a ta  
when the groups are well separated and also when the model conforms w ith the data. 
T he acceptance rates of the split/com bine moves are small and therefore we explored 
some d a ta  driven split/com bine moves in C hapter 4 based on principal com ponents and 
m inim um  spanning trees. The acceptance rates are improved in some examples and 
the R JM CM C  sam pler could be modified to  include a variety of split/com bine moves
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to give the sam pler the opportun ity  to explore different areas of the param eter space.
In C hapter 5 we used a BDM CM C sam pler to carry  ou t inference. This sam pler is 
as com putationally  dem anding and complex as the R JM C M C  b u t it was im plem ented 
in a more straightforw ard way. The sam pler also needs long runs to stabilise bu t it 
explores more of the param eter space and therefore perform s b e tte r than  the RJM CM C 
in some examples such as the Iris d a ta  set.
The posterior d istribution  of the num ber of com ponents of the m ixture m odel is 
highly sensitive to  the model assum ptions. However the  conclusions on the clustering 
and classification in general rem ain unchanged. The m ixing of the sam pler over the 
num ber of com ponents is often poor, and assessing the  convergence is not straightfor­
ward. In C hapter 6  we have described some recent m ethods to  evaluate the convergence 
of a trans-dim ensional M CMC sam pler. In general we confirmed th a t long runs are 
required for the trans-dim ensional sam plers to  converge, possibly discarding the first 
iterations of the outputs which were used for inference. T he conclusions in term s of the 
clustering and classification did not change when the first few iterations of the ou tpu ts 
were discarded.
The efficiency and in some sense the a ttractive sim plicity of the Gaussian m ixture 
model is not always the best option to  cap ture the s tru c tu re  of the  data . We observed 
th a t the sam pler often includes small weighted com ponents or prefer a small num ber of 
highly dispersed com ponents to  accom m odate departures from normality. In C hapter 7 
we proposed to allow a subm ixture of com ponents to represent a cluster and a t the same 
tim e restric ted  the shapes of the m ultivariate normal d istribu tions. We encouraged the 
use of more com ponents th an  groups through models I and II and examined two criteria 
to merge the resulting com ponents into sub m ixtures which describe a single group. The 
first criterion takes into account the proportion of d isputed observations between two 
com ponents and the second criterion considers the closeness of the  model components. 
The results were satisfactory in m ost cases. However, it is difficult to  identify groups 
th a t overlap and which have m any observations in the boundaries.
We found th a t  a com bination of the  m ethods could be effective and very inform a­
tive on the structu re of the groups. The conclusions on the  num ber of clusters and 
the classification of the d a ta  could be given combining the results of all fitted m ixtures 
and subm ixtures of m ultivariate norm al distributions. For example, the Old F aith­
ful d a ta  set was described by a three-com ponent m ixture w ith  the highest posterior
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probability  using the unrestricted  m ixture model, where one of the com ponents was 
a sm all weighted com ponent which had five observations allocated into it. Using the 
subm ixtures w ith models I and II we found th a t there are two groups in this d a ta  set. 
T his indicates th a t in this case the small weighted com ponent is likely to be reflect­
ing non normality. The classification varies in each case for a very sm all num ber of 
observations.
T he Ruspini d a ta  set had a five-component m ixture w ith the highest posterior prob­
ability in m ost cases. Here we have th a t considering the subm ixtures of com ponents as 
described in C hapter 7 each one of the five com ponents of the  fitted m ixture represents 
a group and the classification of the observations rem ains unchanged in all cases. In 
th is case the small weighted com ponent could be considered as a different group. No­
tice th a t clustering of this d a ta  set gives very different results w ith different clustering 
algorithm s. Pena and P rieto  [47] for example found seven groups in this d a ta  set where 
two of those groups had only one observation allocated into them .
Lubischew’s beetle d a ta  was m ostly described by a three-com ponent m ixture and 
the observations were successfully allocated to the species to  which they belong. The 
m ost difficult d a ta  set to analyse was the Iris data  set. One of the species is separated in 
all cases and the rem aining observations are either placed into one group or separated 
into two groups where m any observations are allocated to  the wrong species.
Future work includes exploring the criteria used in C hap ter 7 to  merge com ponents 
into a subm ixture th a t defines a group. The prior assum ptions were determ ined using 
an initial analysis of the d a ta  and other possibilities will be analysed. T he effects of 
the restric ted  modelling of covariance m atrices of the m ultivariate norm al distributions 
in the m ixture model will also be revised. O ther ways of determ ining the prior distri­
butions on the covariance m atrices of the restricted m ixture models will be explored, 
evaluating the effect of how we determ ined constant c. Finally, there are m any different 
techniques to  partition  dendogram s, some other techniques will be explored and the 
resulting groups will be com pared to the ones obtained from looking for the longest 
branches.
A nother interesting aspect we need to  address is the procedure to identify the 
m ixture com ponents when the num ber of com ponents is large. We have used the 
early iterations of the M CM C sam pler to determ ine a m odal region and the following 
iterations are relabelled by looking a t all the possible perm utations of the components.
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As the num ber of com ponents increases, a search of a small subset of all possible 
perm utations could be found to be efficient.
Recently m ixtures of m ultivariate normal distributions have been used to analyse 
m icroarray gene da ta , see for example in M acLachlan et al [44]. Bayesian model- 
based clustering as we have presented in this thesis could be useful in some cases to 
analyse inicroarray gene d a ta  sets. The probabilistic in terp re ta tion  of the m odel and 
the poten tial for classification of future observations would be particu lary  a ttrac tiv e  in 
this area, where researchers are often looking for groups of genes involved in the same 
biological function or associated w ith a particular event.
A ppendix A
Jacobian for the transform ation  
in the moment m atching type  
sp lit/com bine move
Consider the determ inistic functions defining the transform ation used for the mo­
ment m atching type split/com bine m oments given by equations (3.23). Using the 
equations (3.24), when p =  1, the jacobian is given by the m atrix
u  0  0  1 — u  0  0
0  1 0  0  1 0
0  ^  I  o
2 V uat u
W* - a h
0  o 0
v  /  u ( 1 - 0
2 V ( 1  - u )
V  f  c
2  y  u ( l —  u ) 3 ( 1 - u ) 5
I  v a %
V  ( ! - « )
0
0
( 1 - u )
The determ inant for the jacobian was com puted in M aple and the simplified ex­
pression is
[li(l — u)]3/2
For the case where p  =  2, the jacobian of the transform ation corresponds to the
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T he determ inant for the jacobian in this case is given by
^ * ^ 1 1  + ^ 2 2 , ^ 1 2+ (^1 1 2^ 2 ( 1  -  * ll)( l “  t 22))l/2
[u{l -  U) ] 8 / 2
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W hen the dimension is increased to p =  3, the dim ension of the m atrix  is increased 
to 2 0  x 2 0 , the determ inant for the jacobian in this case is given by
However, the case when p — 4, which produces a jacobian of dimensions 30 x 30 
was not com puted by Maple. From  the general form of the m atrices we conjecture 
th a t the determ inants will continue to have the same form and the exponents change 
as dim ension increases, so they are expressed in term s of p  to get the general form
The last expression was verified by direct evaluation for some combine moves in 
the Iris example. The Jacobian for the move selected had very sm all values. The 
maxim um  value calculated was 1.2542e — 008 and there was a com putation error of 
4e — 0 1 2 . Therefore, there is no indication of a numerical instability  which could affect 
the com putation  of the acceptance probabilities for the  split-com bine move.
The sam pler was also run w ithout any d a ta  for a five dimensional example, for a 
period of 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  iteration  and considering a m aximum num ber of com ponents kmax = 
5. S im ulating from the prior was done first considering only the b ir th /d e a th  move 
and the results were compared to  the sam pler were bo th  the b ir th /d e a th  and the 
split/com bine move were included. Exam ining the sta tionary  d istribu tion  before and 
after including the split/com bine move, no changes were observed. Therefore the  new 
move type does not introduce any problem s through a problem  in the jacobian.
^ a lU°'22.cr33,°'l2.^13T <^ 23, (^11^22^33(1 -  * n ) ( l  -  t22 ) ( l  ~  *33))2/2
[u( 1  — u ) ] 1 5 / 2
(u( 1 — u))(2p2+p) / 2
A ppendix B
Affinity between two m ultivariate 
normal densities
The B hattacharyya distance [6 ] also known as the affinity between two distribu tions 
P i and P 2 , w ith corresponding densities p \, p2 is given as
A(pi,P2) = J  V P i\/P 2 dy. (B .l)
We calculate the affinity between two m ultivariate norm al d istributions, N(y\pL l , £ 1 ) 
and A (y |/z2, £ 2).
A{p\,P2) - (2?r) 2 | £ i |  ^ e xp   ^ ~ ^ ( y  ~  P i ) T ^ i  H y  — P i )
(2?r) i | E 2|  ^ exp <(- i ( y  -  At2)TB! ! (y -  P 2 ) dy
= J ( 2 tt) 2 |E i | i |E 2| * e x p | - i ( y - / x 1 )T (2 £ 1) H y - ^ i ) } *  
y
x exp { _ ^ y  _  ^ 2 )T (2 S 2 )_1(y -  /X2) |  dy. (B.2)
Recall the following property  of gaussian densities: the product of two gaussian 
densities is proportional to another gaussian density
N ( y |P i ,£ i )  X A (y |/ i2, £ 2 ) OC N ( y |/x„ ,£* ),
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where =  E ^ E j  l fx1 +  E 2 1 /x2) and E* =  (E j 1 +  E 2 *) l .
Rew riting A  in expression B.2 to be able to use the  above property  we get
A (pi,P 2) — (27r) 2 |E i | 4 IE2 I 4 |2Ei12 |2 E 2 | 2 x
X / (2 7 r)~ " l 2 S i r ^  e x p { ~ ^ ( y  ~  Mi)T (2 E i)_1(y -  M i)} x 
y
_  £  I r> V* I - -  J  ^ ( \T  IOV 1x (2?r) 2 |2E2| 2 exp j - - ( y - / x 2) (2B2) (y -  M2) j  dy. (B-4)
Rewriting expression B.4 in term s of a norm al d istribu tion  w ith m ean vector and 
covariance m atrix
n, = E,((2E])_V i + (2S2)“V 2).
E. = ((2E1) - l + (2S2) - 1) ' 1,
and adding the required normalizing constant, we get
^4(Pi >P2) =  ( 2 7 r ) f | E i r 4 | E 2 r 4 | 2 E i | 2 | 2 E 2 |2 x
x (2tt) -S | (2E1) +  (2E2) |5 |E1|- 3 |E 2r i  x
x exp + m 2^ v 2 - j
=  | E 1| - i | E 2 | - i | E , | 5  x
X  exp |- i  (/Xi’Ej Vi -  M2 S 2 V2) +  £  j ,
where now /x* =  ((2Ei)_1/x1 +  (2E2)_1/x2).
In the particular case where Ei and E2 are diagonal m atrices, the affinity between 
Pi and p 2 is given by
„  N t t (  f  1 v - K i  -  M2,i)2 1
A(Pi ' » ) = U  ( ^ r )
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